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PORTLAND,

PURELY AMERICA!! SHIPS.
That Is the Character of the War
Vesssls Now Building.
IN DESIGN,

AMERICAN

ARMOIi

GUNS, MACHINERY AND BUILD.

Three
in

Speed.

Washington, September 15.—It is the
the Navy Department
that the war vessels now building are

Should Contain

proud boast of

SANFORmiNGER
IMPURE water, unhealthy
climate, unwholesome food, malarial and epidemic influences,
of

nervousness, and loss

that beset the travel-

sleep,

nothing
protected by SAN-

ler at this season,
those

to

are

FORD'S GINGER.
Containing among its ingredients the purest
medicinal French brandy and the best of
it is vastly superior to the
often dangerous gingers urged as substitutes.
Ask for BANFORD'ti GINGER and look for
owl trade mark on the wrapper. Sold everywhere. Potter Drug akd Chem. Cobp.# Sole
of

imported ginger,

Proprietors,

Boston.

SPECIAL·

LADIES'

OB

tire

or

Wrinkled,

can

be

And repressed to have the appearance of new,
fa sure cure for moths); this class of work is
done every day, at

FOSTER'S

City

DYE

HOUSE,

13 Preble St. opp. Preble House.
Sid Glovea Cleansed every day.
Lace Curtains Cleansed,
Telephone connection/

THE NEW

A KIVAL

HOT WATER
BOTTLE.

:

RUBBER.

ITS CONSTRUCTION.
Made from Metal, is oval in form
covered with flannel.

and

IT'S ADVANTAGES.
1

2
3
4
5
6

Doesn't leak.
Will stand boiling water.
More easily filled.
More surtace.
Keeps hot longer.
Wears longer.

H. H. HAY & SON, Middle St.,
HAVE 1HEM.

THE

WEATHER.

Fair and

Warmer,

Boston, September 15.—Local forecast
Fair and warmer; southfor Monday:
west winds.

Washington,

September 13. —Forecast
Warmer; fair;

for Monday for Maine:
southerly winds.

WEATHER CONDITIONS AND GENERAL FORECAST.
The barometer continued high on the
Atlantic coast. It has risen slightly in
the Southern States and on the Eastern
slope of the Rocky Mountains, and has
fallen in the Lake regions and west of
Local rains are
theJRocky Mountains.
repoit;d from the upper Lake region and
the upper Missifeipp. valley and on the
The weather is
Florida and Gulf coatt.
generally clear in all the other districts.
It Is warmer in the Lake regions, Ohio
and the upper Mississippi valleys and at
It is
She Rocky Mountains stations.
cooler in Central Missouri valley. Warmer
on
the
will
weather
prevail
and fair
Atlantic coast north of Hatteras and in
~

AU;«

..ηΐίηττ

Lor il Weather Report.

Portland, Me., September 15.—The local
Weather Bureau offite records
weather the following :

stool to
relative

bo

without impairing its

used

strength,

American;

the

was

guns

patented
with

by

which

an

the

armed were built of American
steel by American mechanics at the Washington Navy yard, the machinery itself
being of American manufacture, while

ships

are

the contractors and their workmen who
constructed the vessels were also of the
nationality.
While ten years ago there was not in
the United States a shipyard capable of
building anything larger than an ordisame

tljci

STEAM SPONGED
Forest

are sheathed |was forged at Bethlohem and Pittsburg, Pa. j the process by
which the
armor was hardened, and
which I thus permits a lighter weight of

they

oruiser, there are today soores of
shipyards in which such ships can be
built, while four of the number, namely,

Q-ENTXiEBTElTS

Slightly Boiled

American from turret to keel, from stem
to [stern.
The designs were drawn by
American draughtsmen in the bureau
of
construction ; the armor in which

nary

NOTICES.

MADE-UP GARMENTS
That

Battle Ships to Be Completed
Tear—The Two Ships Authorized

a

by the Lut Congress to Be Larger Than
Their Predecessors in Gunsf Armor and

EVERY GRIP

weakness,

With-

as

to the

VJl- auips

U1 XlillOU^mu,

I roll Works of San Francisco, the Bath
Iron Works of Maine, and the Huntington yard at Now Yort
News, all possess
plants in which the largest vessel afloat
can be as cheaply and as rapidly built
in the world.
as at any other shipyard
I The battle ships cost $4,000,000 to build
with their batteries on board, and when
ready for oommlssion the cost will be
increased to an aggregate of Î6,000,000
each. The battle ship is essentially a
fighting ship, and the four now in process of construction will be the best of
their class and the equal of any in the
largest European navies. Each carries
in
its main battery four 13-inch, eight
8-inch, and four 8-inch guns, in addition
to a powerful s ecotidary battery. Three
of the four vessels will be in commission
12 months. The Inwithin the next
which is the farthest advanced,
diana,
will be oomploted on January I, next.
The Massachusetts will bo in commission three months later, while the Oregon
will be turned over to tho government
during the summer. On October 30 next
the plans and specifications for the two
now "battle ships authorized at the last
session of Congress will be completed and
bids for their construction will be announced. The bide will be open on November 30, and the work upon these vessels will begin not later than January 1.
Secretary Herbert insists that these vesshall be ready for sea within three
sels
years after the contracts shall have been
let Not only will there be no delay in
delivering the armor as has been the case
in years past, but the work in other directions will also be expedited.
Advantage will be taken in the construction of the two new battle ships of
tht> instructive object lessons furnished
by the recent China-Japan war. One of
these lessons is the enormous advantage
which results from the use of the rapidfire guns in action, and as a consoquenoe
each will
carry fourteon 6-inch rapidfiring guns, in addition to four 13-inch
and four 8-inch guns, and the secondary
They will differ from their prebattery.
decessors. now rapidly nearing completion, in having a displacement of 1200
additional tons. They will have the more
complete armor protection wiuuh ih nuurue<l by the use of the Harveyized plates,
without
any corresponding increase in
They will steam 16 knots an
weight.
hour, and their construction will include
the minimum of combustiblejmaterial,
even the furniture, to a large extent, being of iron manufacture.
To one extent these vessels will be an
in naval architecture. This
inovation
innovation is one which experts differ
widely. It consists in a double-deok turret, in which the.13 and 8-inch guns will
be placed, with the purpose of concentrating the Are upon the enemy's ship.
While its advantages are obvious, its
than
disadvantages, it Is said, more
counterbalance it, in view of the fact that
disarrangement of the machinory,
any
such, for example, as the breaking of a
hydraulic pipe, would throw the turret
Secretary Herbert reout
of
aotion.
the whole matter of the doubleferred
deck turret to a board of lino officers, the
majority of whom pronounced in its favor.
It was therefore adopted by him, although the constructors of the navy uniformly pronounced against it. Each of
the vessels will be fitted out as a flagship,
and each, like its predecessors, will be
kept in commission until the^officers and
men of the navy shall become sufficiently
its mechanism to handle
familiar with
and fight it properly.
from
The
laok £of an appropriation
which to pay the expense of fitting the
cruiser Chicago with new machinery will
lose to the government the services of
this
vessel for two years and possibly
longer, if Conaiess does not make such

an"appropriacion
go is
York.

next winter.

j.ne v^nica-

laid up in ordinary in >«ew
She has had 10 years' continuous

now

ther30.318;
m.—Barometer,
8 a.
mometer, 49.0; dew point, 36.0; humidity,
60.0; wind, NW; velocity, 8; weather,
clear.

ther30.296;
8 p. m.—Barometer,
mometer, 51.0; dew point, 41.0; humidity,
63.0; wind, SW; velocity, 10; weather,
clear.

Mean daily thermometer, 51.0; maxithermometer, 54.0; minimum thervelocity of
mometer, 43.0; maximum
wind, 12, SW ; total precipitation, 0.
mum

Heavy Frosts.
Bellows Falls,'September 15.—The first
frost of the season in this vicinity
occurred last night. The mercury fell
A heavy fog prevented
to 80 degrees.
damage within a milo or two of the
Connecticut river, but back of that the
Injury to crops, especially cornais heavy.
Berry, Ν. H., September 15.—A very
heavy white frost visited this section last
night and did considerable damage. At
six this morning the mercury registered
thirty-fiva degrees above zero.
Concord, Ν. Η., September 15.—The
mercuryΞ dropped to thirty above this
morning, the lowest point touched since
Much
spring. There wastoa heavy frost.
garden truck and
damage was done
âiku naharveeted corns.
severe

Qticura
WORKS

Wonders

In curing torturing, disfiguring;, humiliating humours of the Skin,
Scalp, and Blood when all else fails.
Sold throughout the world. British Depot: F. Nkwszst Λ Sons, 1, King Edward-it., London. Pott**
J)xno ajtdCkm.Co**., Sale Props., Boston, U. S. Α*

service.

MAINE, MONDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 16,

Her batteries are to be

SEW YORK'S DRÏEST.

changed.

The four 8-inch guns which form a part
of her present battery will be retainod,

but tan 5-inch rapid Are guns will be
substituted for
the 6-inch and 5-inch
The
rifles
carries.
whioh she
now
Chicago was one of the four vessels, the
others
being the Boston, Atlanta and
Dolphin, which marked tho renaissance,
so to speak,
of the new navy. This
quartette of ships were the first to be
constructed wholly of steel. They were
built by Roach & Sons at Chester, Pa.
The historic old wooden corvette Hartford, which is now at tho Ware Island
navy yard, and which it is purposed
practically to rebuild and fit out with
thirteen 5-inch rapid-flre guns, will Dot
be in commission for several years. As
in the case of the Chicago, a special appropriation by Congress is needed to defray the expense of converting her into a
modern
man-of-war, and ifjthe money
be voted next winter it will not be available until the following July. It is estimated that two years will be required to
make her available for cruising purposes.
Secretary Herbert has issued new regulations with regard to Assistant Naval
Constructors, whioh will permit them
to have some preliminary service at sea
before entering
upon their responsible
duties on shore. These regulations provide that Assistant naval constructors
shall, when practicable, be detailed for
service in tho squadron assigned to foreign stations,and that they shall examine
such foreign ships and naval establishments as they may bo permitted to visit
and visit and make detailed reports to the
bureau of construction and repair of our

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

PRICE THREE CENTS.

1895.

brought down t.> the hospital »<s Oldtown
last night. Tibedeau was arrested and
will probably be arraigned tomorrow at
Dover.

COLBï'S PRESIDENT.

SPANISH REENFORCEMENTS ARRIVE.

The Clubs Forced to Close their Bars

Yesterday.
DID

NOT^PKOPOSE

Continued

Skirmishing Keported
no Heavy Fighting.

From

Prof. Nathaniel Butler Decides to Ac-

Cuba But

cept the Call.

Havana, September 15.—The steamer

TO TAKE A>Y

CHANCES.

Colon arrived this morning with reinThe newly
forcements for the troops.
enthuarrived soldiers were given an
The rebels under a
siastic) reception.
leader known

as

Del

Megicano,

attacked

village of Arminaox Cienfugos
district, Wednesday night, but wore repulsed after an hour's fighting. Advices

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO ENDEAV-

paratively narrow limita Loss on the
415,000; stock. $10,000 insurance
about $15,000.
Two hundred people «re
thrown
out of employment. In addition to the factory the neighboring house
owned by the Matthew Thompson estate,
plant,

and

occupied by Walter Wallace, was
burned with all its contents,
the family getting out just in time. The fire
filso
damaged the building of It A.
Holmes burning one of his smoke house
was full of herring.

which

SACO SCAMPS·

ORED TO KEEP HIM.
Started

a

the

saloons TVere Kept Well Closed and
Suffered Spasms of
New Yorlcers

The

Thirst.

New York,

September

15.—It was the

general verdict today (that this was as
dry a SundayJasfNew York has seen yet.
Great Interest oentered in today's proceedings as it was expected the police
would pay especial attention to the olubs
and make a test case as to|the rights of
these institutions to sol liquor Sunday.

state that twenty-six rebels
Small rebel bands
surrendered there.
burned the buildings on the estate of La
from

Romea,

Fire and

During the Excitement

Burglarized
Man

a Young
High Reputation in the

Sketch of

a

Store,

Who Has Won

Saco, Septemberp5.—The stable adjoining a house on Lincoln street, owned by
dent Harper's Efforts to Prevent His Rishworth Jordan'and occupied by I. A.
O'Hara, was ^burned early this morning,
Acceptance of the Offer.
together with its contents, including
It has recently been stated that Prof.
a horse and two
wagons. Tho ell of the
D.
of
the
UniverNathaniel Butler,
D.,
house was also.destroyed. The total losg
of Chicago, had declined the offer of
AVtst—Presi-

California Lajas. They also burned the
house on the Indigo plantation and a
wooden bridge at Albino.
Troops are
pursuing the bands. Major Aneal had an sity
the
rebels
under
engagement with
Sanchez at Purio and afterwards at Tele- the presidency of Colby D niversity.
The PBESS is now able to answer,
grafo capturing two camps and arms and
ammunition. The insurgents were routed that while
the strongest pressure on
or
rebels
are
killed
and dispersed. Many
been
wounded. The government loss was four the part of President; Harper has
wounded.
brought to retain β the seryioes of Dr.
Butler in that university, he has nevertheless
AN ELOPING COUPLE.
signified his readiness to accept
the position ut Colby, and the matter of

is

$1000.

surance.

Jordan's
O'Hara

loss is'oovered by inno insurance.
had

Tho fire was probably incendiary.
The store of Fred B. Boss on Main
street, dealer in shoes and gent's furnishings, was burglarized early this morning.
action
In anticipation of the probable
Burglars, probably three in number, took
of the police commissioners, the great
nothing but clothing, which they exmajority of the big clubs decided it would
changed for their old garments. They
*
at
least
the
a
time
to
for
be
better
accept
own navy department.
as soon as the did„not molest the safe which the proprieLeft Their Team at Nashua his election will follow
Guilty
Couple
Locomotive
had unintentionally left unlocked
Richmond
tor*
Tho
works, commissioners'/interpretation of the Sunmeeting of the board of trustees ol Colby and which contained $350. It is thought
aud Escaped.
which
supplied the machinery of the day law.
The board of governors of
announceThis
can legally be convened.
batttlo ship
Texas,
the burglary was committed during the
satisfaction fire and that they were the firebugs.
ave applied for a 15 days'
postponement many clubs deoided the Saturday visitment will give the highest
lists should be suspended and no
14.—The
of the trial of the engines of the Texas in ing
Nashua, Ν. H., September
to all the alumni and friends of the
SUDDEN DEATH OF A VETERAN.
order to substitute new supply pip<· for drink be served
to members without finding here today of a livery team by the
college.
those now in use. During her recent
meals.
a
Manchester
to
owner
elopeat
light
dlscourso
brings
historical
run
from
i Dr. Butler's
Hampton Roads the supply
Supposed Inmate of Togus Dropped Dead
The Manhattan "At h letio Club decided ment, the parties escaping to this city by the 75th
pipes did not work woll.
anniversary of Colby, in June
in a Restaurant in Boston.
sold at all on team and abandoning it here.
are
that no liquor should be
They
last, was of such a high order of merit
WAGE EARNERS DISTURBED.
Sunday until the present question was now thought to bo in Chicago.
that together with his long experience
Boston, September 15.—An unknown
a
well
decided. Among the clubs that suspended
tomorrow
Pour weeks ago
as a college instructor it made him a
man went into Landeis's restaurant, 151
Strike Talk is Tory Prevalent in Fall
with
served
drinks
lists
and
attired
only
and
a
man
dressed
visiting
stylishly
for the vacancy
candidate
prominent
street, about 10.30 Saturday night
River.
meals today^were the Lotos
Racquet, woman drove up to the Elkins house on caused by the resignation of President Court
nwlnilnil
f+nolr
Tllff
f Kû tlT Ο ifû»
York
AthKnickerbocker, Players, New
Armory street and engaged a room.
In fact while the names of
Whitman.
suddenwas
it
the
15.—The
was
stranger
serving
Fall River, Mass., September
letic and Calumet.
They had their team put up, and stated a number of candidates have been sugly taken ill and in a few minutes exThe doors of the Union Club were kept they would stop several days.
The man
operatives have been earnestly discussing
gested, Dr. Butler is the^only one with
His Jbody is at Undertaker Tinkthe wage situation all day, and strike tightly closed and reporters could not
bis name as A. ». .Bryers ana saia whom the committee* of the board of pired.
J—1
MAiTolonf;
Tho wpaTOra' at. train information as to what action the gave
harn's on Howard street awaitinglidentithe woman was bis wife.
trustees has had any correspondence.
ol the club had taken on^the
The unknown is supposed to
fication.
ecntive committee are much disturbed governors
Nothing strange was noticed about
Dr. Butler is a native of Maine and is
question.
letter.
been an inmate of the Soldiers'
have
Secretary
in the
over the manufacturers'
On the bullotin board of the Reform their conduct, and they remained
His father, Dr. Nathan42 years of age
Home at Togus, Me., as leave of absence
Whitehead gave out tho following state- Club, the following notice was posted : house until Monday noon, when they
took tho train for Worcester, saying they iel Butler, was a graduate of Colby and from that institution was found in his
ment today : "We were aware of the fact "Olub bar will hereafter be closed Sunwould return the nuit day.
for
many years a prominent Baptist
marked
There wore
papers
pocket.
that tho manufacturers were fortunate in days.
This they evidently intended to do, as
Pickett of the Tenderloin preHe died in
in this state.
Capt.
clergyman
at
for
months
his
room
some
ago,
kept
Benj. F. Batohelder and a receipt from
purchasing cotton,
cinct paid attention to the Girder Club Mr. Bryers ordered
and a bundle Chicago a'year or two ago.
-Tollil Lord.
considerable less than present pricos. on 28th street, of which Oliver Sumner him, and left his overcoathad
He
Tlio doad man is about five feet eight
of laundry behind.
plenty of
His grandfather, Rev. John Butler, was
Our claim was not entirely based on Teal is president.
his bills.
inches tall and had a long,'full beard.
"Mr. Teall is very anxious a test oase money, evidently, and paid
also a well known Baptist preacher in
but
of
cotton,
the
time
He
was dressed in a|black diagonal coat
fortunate
for
some
prothose
After waiting
purchases
made of the rights of his
should bo
to think some- Maine. He once preached in Yarmouth. and vest and congress shoes.
on the present condition of t..j market olub to sell liquor Sundays to duly cred- prietor of the house began
Then he went to the One of his daughters was the wife of
The body was later identified as Benjathe club is thing was wrong.
namely, tho email stock on hand, and ited members. He contends
and reported the affair, and Phineas Barnes, a former wall known min F. Batohelder an inmate of the
a storehouse for members and police station
been
had
home at Togus, Maine. He was
and
soldiers'
large sales ahead for weekly delivery and merely
a
horse
carriage
and they can come Sunday and get their also said
resident of Portland.
the general tendency of pricos for cloth.
a member of the 8th Maine Infantry.
For this purpose a ticket is left in his possession.
drinks.
think
the
we
of
Hon.
a
sistei
is
Dr. Butler's mother
Those are reasons why
At Tarrytown, iN. Υ., early
Sunday
Today Mr. Kean of the Arm of Kean &
as a dollar which repas high
manufacturers could increase the cost of punched
of Manchester George F. Emery of this city, and also morning fire destroyed the magnificent
resents goods and liquid especially, which Davis, livery stable keepers
a
reasonable
mako
still
and
of
a
team
owned
John
D.
in
scarch
barn
and
to
this
production,
outbuildings
by
city
and stored away in the came
a sister of the widow of Hanibal Hamlin.
The statement were purchased
prolit for stock holders.
Rockfeller, the oil magnate, situated on
On the that had been hired a month ago and
wore issuod to members.
club
H.
now
Ellen
for
Hie
Butler,
living
weaving
sister,
that the average price paid
Mr.
Bedford road.
Total loss $80,000.
back of the tloket was printed this no- never returned.
is
of
fire
fqr more than eleven years onding last tice: "This ticket
The marshal took him down to Mr. in
Bangor with her aunt, is a gifted Boise, foreman,
says the
represents the ownerMr.
his.
team
was
The
April,*was 18.-14 cents cut is undoubtedly
Elkins's place.
has more than a local repu- incendiary origin.
who
indicated
of
the
amount
of
supplies
poetess
ship
the
correct. Its equally true that during
Mr. Elkins's bill of
the punch mark, which supplies are Kean refused to pay
She was formerly a teacher at
last eleven years wages were indirectly by
Kew Zealand Shocked.
and Mr. tation.
in storage by the Girder Club, sub- $18.50 for keeping the horse,
reduced by lengthening cuts and" eiiang- held to the
Academy.
Fryeburg
refused to give up tho team.
Elkins
memof.
9
individual
order
*^
ject
Vancouver, B. C., September. 15.—The
was graduated at Colby
ing styles from one grade of goods to an- ber whose name appears on this ticket."
A young man accompanied Mr. Kean
Dr. Butler
steamship Miowera, from Sydney, brings
other. It has invariably resulted in the
the couple who
in 1878 and was assistant prin- news of a severe
Two detectives under Capt. Picket.ts or- and then it came outlthat
earthquake in New
weavers receiving less per cut than when
to this city were University
the
team
had
brought
a
weok
Girder
Club
the
At
18.
ago
Taupo
joined
being der,
cipal, at Ferry Hall Female College, Lake Zealand, August 17 and was
the same styles wero previously
elopers.
it.
came
evidence
overthrown
to
They
against
get
The mill men say if
then became as- noarly every chimney
He
woven being paid.
L.
1873-6.
is
Mrs.
E.
name
111,
woman's
The
Forest,
and
tickets.
around
houses
and
got
Saturday
night
violently
hurling
swayed
of
the
iron
who sociate
Mr. C. I). Borden, the owner
afternoon they visited the club, Livingston, and it was her husband
This
prinuipal Highland Hall College crockery from shelves and shifting heavy
works mills does not advance wages, they
the Manchester livery stable
inhabitants
The
for Women, Highland,Park, 111., where articles of furniture.
presented tickets and were served with accompanied
will not, strike or no strike.
drinks. Mr. Teall was present and recog- keeper.
lie was master were greatly alarmed and camped out all
remained till 1879
he
in
a room
of
foreman
been
had
Bryers
nized and spoke to the detectives. The
night~ The road from Taub to Kanab is
Hoyt's shoe shop in Manchester. Mrs. of Yale School for Boys in Chicago in blocked by landslides.
It was the most
latter made no arrests.
TO FIGHT THE SPANIARDS.
be very handsome.
said
to
of
became
Livingston|was
then
Antoinette
and
Marie
The
Club, composed
principal
severe shock since the Tarawera eruption
1879-80,
She is about 22 years of age and Bryers
as a
of
organized
nine
workingmen
where
Women
years ago.
Cubans Secure a Band of Western Indian mainly
Highland ;Hall College for
drinking olub to evade the excise laws, 28.
until '84. He was professor
The husband appeared very anxious to he remained
Fighters.
Threatened by Forest Fires.
visited today by a policeman in
was
The eloping woman had of rhetoric and English literature in
citizens' olothes who arrested the barten- meet Bryers.
N. J., September 15.—
a
Pleasantville,
married
but
no children and had been
der ofjthejclub.
the old University of Chicago until '86, Bakersville
were
and
Bargaintown
It could not bo learned
St.Louis, September IS.—Senor Enrique
Cornell is vice-president of year or two.
Magistrate
of
Latin
threatened by extensive forest fires last
a
married man or when he was elected professor
Morena, agent of the Cuban Junta in the
University Athletic Club. Friday whether Bryers was
men
of
was
saved
by gangs
in tho University of Illinois.
night and
committee sent him a mes- not.
has been here two weeks. the house
Now York,
all
night and today, setting
as to action
for
he
was made professor of the working
advice
him
1881
In
asking
Some valuable cranberry
fires.
back
He has been negotiating with Buck Tay- sago
Tried and Acquitted by the Coroner.
Tha magistrate advised that
on Sunday.
English language and literature in the bogs were burned. Another fire started
lor, the westorn Indian fighter, for a the bar be closed as he would hold the
IS.—San
R.
of
the
four miles above
On
I,
afternoon
4 this
Woonsocket,
at
September
same university.
organization
of Cuba. club
poople the same as.'a saloon koeper Pal
troop to do service in tho. cause
shot by James A. Taylor the new university of Chicago in 1892, here and is now sweeping towards McKee
The
HinUian,
club
memsold.
was
if
concluded
were
yesany liquor
These negotiations
seems to bo in imminent
Kxoise arrests Friday night, died at two this morning. he was made assistant professor of Eng- city which
bers followed his advica
terday and Taylor is now under contract
amounted to 27 against 18 last Sun- This afternoon an
inquest held by lish literature and later director of ! the danger.
today
CIO
T
Mdtn nnf. nf 9Q nnf. λ αΐηηΐο
100 men "for service" on a J
The coroner said that
to furnish
Coroner Lace.
extension department of the
Uls ueeire win lioaouees ua umuaou·
ranch near Corpus Christi, Texas, and at excise arrest was made as far as could owing to the evidence presented all of university
been university.
It was his successful adthe killing to have
showed
which
learnod
be
tonight.
the
as
London, September 15.—Lord Dunemployers maysuch other {points
The Century, Union League, Metropoli- done in self defence, ne round it a case 01 ministration οι mis {important uupari- ravon, yesterday, cabled Mr. Grant, secredirect. The contract calls for the service tan,
and Union clubs were open and justifiable homicide.
the
Taylor was dis- ment of
of the Royal Yacht squadron,
As far ae charged from arrest and
Jho university's work that has tary
went home
of Buck Taylor and two foremen, which members could get drinks.
between himself and the
correspondence
so
to
be
President
persistent New York Yaoht club on the events in
Harper
saloons were oonoerned it was very dry. without being served with a warrant for )ed
probably means two lieutentants.
It is in his efforts to retain his^servicea
The greater number of them had bars assault with a dangerous weapon.
connection with the races for the
The men are to be armed and volunbo
seen they were not likely this
will
served.
it
could
At
bo
so
ex-President America's cup and at the same time exother
On the
hand,
teers are to receive $1000 upon enlistment, exposed
times last night four parties of
business.
different
correthe
not
that
doing
desiro
the
£100 a month pay. Upon achieveand
the Small, who holds [the prominent position pressing
Armenians demanded entrance to
be published in England.
spondence
ment of Cuban independence they are to
as
head
of
but
were
refused.
the
Chicago
in
proUniversity
Taylor house,
ANOTHER MAINE MURDER.
receive large giants of land.
A Cider Treat aud a Stabbing.
fessor in the department of sociology, has
Dr. Butler to accept
advised
BRIEFLY TOLD.
Yankee.
Accident
the
to
strongly
Flying
Boston,
September 15.—A special to the
Slight
A Bottle of llum Causes Crime In the
the position, and President Harper early Post from Haverhill says that George
15.—The
Flying
Bangor,
September
Back Woods,
"Wo will see Eastman of this city was probably fatally
to Dr. Small:
Yankee on the Maine Central, which left remarked
stabbed by Frank Lanseo at Bradford
The Mora claim has been settled by
influence."
at 3.20 p. m., Saturday, met with who has the strongest
Bangor
tonight. Eastman, Herbert Wiliams and
Spain.
Twice did President Harper prevail two women had been spending the day
will an accident at Dan forth station.
The
Bangor, September 14.—What
The banks of Springfield, 111., have
that wore brought to at Chadwick's pond and were on their
be a murder was com- iron rod on the brake broke and caught and influences
made a tender of $100,000 in gold to the probably prove to
when they met Lanseo and
Dr.
Butler
by the indefatig- way homo
When the bçar upon
government in exchange for paper money. mitted in the woods of Central Maine in the truck of the next car.
several other Italians. They treated the
of
the
irresistable
president
At Leshenbeck, near Brussells, yester- late Friday afternoon at Northeast Carry, train started the rod plowed into
the able and
Italians to cider, after wnloh Eastman
were undoubtedly strong. and Lanseo quarrelled and the latter
day, an aeronaut named Tulet and three on the shore of Moosehead lake.
Only ground and derailed the car.
Two cars great university
Lanseo escaped.
to
an
asmake
companions attempted
That the committee of the board of stabbed Eastman.
oan be learned at this were left behind and a
wrecking train
cent. When the balloon was in mid air meagre particulars
to
able
sebeen
at
have
length
trustees
Burglars Took to the Woods.
it exploded .and the four men wore killed. late hour as it was not until tonight that sent out from Yanceboro. The passengers
the assent of Dr. Butler is an event
Schooner Ε. V. Glover, Hillsboro, N. information of the tragedy reaohed this were much frightened but no one was in- cure
Wells, September 15.—Saco officers were
that will not be .without its influence on
B., for Vineyard Haven, with a cargo city. From what can be gathered it seems jured.
here this afternoon searching for the
of laths, sprung aleak about 2000 strokes
the future of oducational work in Maine.
that two or three men got into a quarrel
firebugs who
burglars and supposed
hour during the strong northerly
an
Boston Steamer Disabled.
Dr. Butler will bring to his new posithad
It is supposed
and heavy sea Saturday night, over some liquor which one of them
wind
visited that city tonight.
15.—The
steamer ion not only long experience as an inwhile in Boston bay.
in bis possession and of which they bad ""Colon, September
the burglars took shelter in the woods
and
familiarity
It is alleged that Louisianan has arrived towing steamer structor, but sympathy
At Middleton, Ct., the barge Volun
been imbibing freely.
here, as the trail was followed to
of
Boston,
Kingston, with the new methods of education.In near
ter which sank in a draw in the air line the man -who owned the liquor forbade Bridgetown
that point.
Tlio
for
Jamaica
Cayenne.
from
Bridgetown
John
Roderick,
bridge a week ago, was raised Sunday. one of the party,
connection with an institution
by the Louisianian
flying fact his
She was loaded with 5000 tons of coal taking any more liquor from the jug. was seen
O. T., the United States
A t Rntherie.
in latitude 10.45, north, of so much prominenoe as the University
and consigned to Hartford.
Koderick did not hela the command and signals of distress
at Pawnee returned 48 indictjury
grand
west.
Iter
73.19
is
the
"f
nhimicrn
cannot
but
be
of
highest;
propeller
and was about to take some longitude
half finished walked over
The Bar Harbor baths,
ments for pension frauds against leading
when the other drew a disabled and her rudder gone and stores usefulness'to him In his future work.
of tlio liquor
-U
a -Ί-Λ+
XI
iUInif
county officials, attorneys and a pension
oy a sdock company, composea υι wcoiujjj
She had been drifting two weeks
short.
The finding of tiie jury exposes
summer residents, were sold at auction
Prof. Butler expects to'enter upon his agent.
It
was forty miles across the lake
breast.
rob the governwas
Saturday for «7450.
The purchaser
Meanwhile Dr. a gigantic conspiracy to
now duties January 1st.
at Greenstation
nearest
the
railway
to
indiment and oreates a great sensation.
Attorney L. B. Deasy, representing
the
of
the
was
college,
delay In getting
Hunting Accidente Begin.
Popper, formerly president
vidual members of the stock company, ville and there
wounded man there, he not reaching that
of its administrative
who will eompleto the building.
Greenfield, Mass, September 15.—Cecil will have charge
this morning.
Then he was
until
C,
I. Allen of Montague, aged 31, was acci- affairs.
H.Nelson of Watervillo indioted at place
brought from Greenville to Oldtown dentally and
Ball
this term
of court for assault with a
fatally shot by Leon
Dr. Butler was married at Highland
arriving there at about 2 p. m.
hospital,
unto
The men, unknown to
go
afternoon.
dangerous weapon,was allowed
There are conflicting reports as to his this
111., April 28,1881, to Miss FlorPark,
by
Ball
Judge
and
fired
court
were
til the Deoember term of
hunting
condition, and as the telephone office in each other, A double
Β shot ponetratod ence R. Sheppard, who is a native of ChiHall at Augusta
Saturday. Nelson is Oldtown is closed it is impossible to at birds.
tho brain. cago. They have three sons. Dr. Butler
held in $7000 bonds,,W. A. Yates and C. ι
It is stated Allen's skull and wont into
verify them at this hour.
is little hope of Allen's recovery.
G. Reddington being his sureties.
that officers at onoe set out to apDrehend There
received his degree of D. D. from Colby
The trial of Michael Burns at Augus- the assailant and it is thought that he
during the present year.
Pensions.
Maine
shoot
to
will be in custody before long, although
ta, on a charge of attempting
His father, Dr. Nathaniel Butler, for
his brother-in-law, Harry Hopkins, last he is in a good place to hide and undercourt, stands the woods thoroughly.
Washington, September 14.—The follow- whom he was named, has preached in
June, wiU'oome before the superior
Burns
lias
Auburn,
Eastport,
Bangor,
Judge Hall presiding, today.
LATER PARTICULARS.
ing pensions have been granted to Maine Turner,
been in Kennebec county jail since the
and
:
a
Rookland, Hallowell. Vassalboro
people
and
model
John
a
Tibedeau
prisoner
Roderick,
been
John
shooting, and lias
ORIGINAL.
Camden in Maine, and also "■ Kansas
At the last session of tho grand jury lie man named Morrison got into a quarrel
with intent to
and at Alton, 111.
was indicted for assault
Francis A. Strout, East Corinth.
over a bottle of whiskey one day last
kin.
Samuel Buzzell, Washburn.
they
Lake
where
at
week
Chesuncook,
at
the
been received
Sardine Factory at Eastport Burned.
A dispatch has
ADDITIONAL.
stating that the cruiser were at work and Tibedeau shot Roderick
navy department
September 14.—The large saron the 2d,
Eastport,
Honolulu
men
at
the
other
right lung. The
John S, Richardson, Deering Centre.
Olympia arrived left for Lahana, where through
owned and operated by
factory
dine
and
cholera
took Roderiok in a canoe
but finding
INCREASE.
days to repair afterward
burned at 4
was
MeCullough
Daniel
she will remain about
started for civilization. On the way down
The Bennington,
the condenser tubes.
Daniel S. Bean, Bingham.
o'clock this morning. The Are was fierce,
lake,
Tibedeau
(zliesuuetok
quarrelled
is
in'quarantine,out
the
A cream of tartar baking powder.
dispatch says, of Honolulu. Two with Morrison, wishing him to state that,
REISSUE.
and the lactory was surrounded by othside of the harbor
all in leavening strength.
was accidental.
Roderick
of
il
m
shouting
one
on
her,
and tenement houses. At Highest of
occurrod
er factories
cases of cholera
and
John W. Hall, Waterville.
States
Government
United
first classfappron- feared the canoe would bo capsized
fair to sweep the whole —Latest
bid
it
time
which, W. H. Goebet,
tlio
taken
be
landed.
was
He
Private letters received begged to
Food Report.
of Statesville, N. C., the section.
the
Wallace
fine
work
Bros.,
to
the
of
the
on
tice,
left
the
and
while
Owing
bank
and mentioned in the ashore
in San Francisco
dealers in medioinal herbs in tho
and the excellent water
indicate more others proceeded to Greenville. Morrison largest
Powder Co,
Indebtedness $200,- fire department
United Press dispatches, on board the told the story there and
went world has assigned.
cases
two
parties
VM WaU St., Ν. Ϊ,
the fire wan oonflned within oomassetscases than these
oovered
by
.system
i.OOO;
fully
was_
ibaok and found Roderiok, who

fovernment-built

η
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Absolutely
Pure

proved'fetal.

Royal Baling

JBeaniiwtton.

Ο d

THE FIELD OF SP011T.

of the third inning, not a run
having
been scored by either team.
Yorrick and
Terrien officiated as the battery
tor the

leaguers, while Woods and Goodhart did

FOOT BALL NOTES.

the

same

for

Director

Murphy's

nine.

Manager Leonard umpired.
Two

Interscholastic Leagues

Saturday's Meetiug;

at

Year—

This

liruiiswlck—Deer-

ing High's Eleven.
The young men interested in football
In the larger High schools and academies
of the state m«t at Brunswick Saturday
to arrange for the oontests of this fall. It
decided to have a senior and junior
league, in order to separate the schools
having stronger and weaker elevens. The
two leagues will probably bo as follows :
was

Leagues

Junior
Nichols

—

Deering,

Bath,

Thornton

(Lewiston)

Latin

Academy, Foxoroft Academy, Waterville,
and probably Augusta.
Senior League—Portland, Kents Hill,
Hebron and probably Bangor.

Bridgton

and

Fryeburg

have

not

been

heard from.
Sullivan and Manager Skillin
of Portland, Manager Marsh and Captain
Crockett and
Whiteher of Deering, Dr.

Captain

were
Manager E. L. Hall of Hebron,
Bangor was not
among those present.

represented.

A oommittee composed of Garcelon of
Harvard, and Byron Boyd of Augusta,
was constituted to make a schedule of
games.

There will be two divisions, an eastern
and western for the Junior League. Deering, Bath, Thornton and Nichols Latin,
will bo in the Western ; and Foxcruft,
and
Gardiner,
Waterville,
Augusta
in the Kestern.
The schedule and rules will bo

probably

perfected

next Wednesday on Saturday.
For ttie Deering High school eleven the
most promising men aro Jordan and
Gleudenning, ends; Kipley, Randall and

Skillin, tackles; Woodford and O'Brien,
guards, Buriiell is very promising for
Quarterback; Chapman and Marsh half
Ε. M
backs; and Wither, full back.
Marsh of Woodfords, is manager, and H.
I. Witcher o£ Oakdalo is captain.
The Deering boys will play the Portland High school on the Doei'iug grounds
nest Saturday.
The National

Rockland, September 14—The final

race

of the season under the auspices of the
the
Penobscot Yacht club was sailed in
harbor today. The northeast breeze was
iiuky and strong at times.
three
classes
The boats of the first
sailed four times over the inside course,
and those of the fourth class three times.
in the
The Lamont was the only entry
first class, but she went over the course

showing flno speed.
The Georgie got away

in
the
first
second class.
enterod
The five boats
rounded the first stakeboat well bunohed.
The fun in the third class was between
the Ivanhoe and Etta, the latter winning
on time allowance.
In the fourth class the Emma and
Snarleyow crossed the line almost toAbout ten
seconds
gether at gunfire.
later the Tita, practically becalmed, folin
their
wake.
lowed
"She picked up a
breeze before rounding the first stakeboat
and did not finish far short of the leadera
I he races were witnesed by the largest
orowd of the season.
It was ilio club's first ladies' day. The
badsoine club rooms were prettily decorated with flowers and bunting. The club
building was illuminated in the evening,
and an informal reception, followedby a

Summary

hop, took place.

FIRST

CLASS.

Name and owner.

Time. Cor time.
2.40.00

3.40.00

Lamont,

SECOND CLASS.
Ethel, Lyford,
Comet, Puller,
Asterion, Wallace,
Georgio, Haskell,
Acme, Coombs,

3.09.57
3.09.24
3.07.51
3.07.21
3.12.40

3.01.05
3.02.53
3.02.45
3.07.21
3.01.30

THIRD CLASS.

FOURTH
Emma, Richardson,
Snarleyow, Weld,
Tita, Gardiner,
Wants to

Philadelphia,

J3.11.23

3.11.23
3.15.19

Etta, Dunbar,
Ivanlioe, Hanley,

a 10.59

CLASS.
2.14.22
2.13.34
2.16.33

2.14.22
2.11.22
2.11.47

Buy the Valkyrie.

September

14—J.

M.

Munyon of this city today sent the following telegram to Lord Duraven regarding the Valkyrie :
To Lord
York:

Philadelphia, September
Duraven, Hotel Waldorf,

Knowing

AT CHICAGO.

that the

English

14.
New

and Ameri-

people are eager for a fair and complete series of races between your boat
and the Defender, I am willing to purcan

Chicago, September 15.—Louisvillo

was

Chicago in either game tochase
the
Valkyrie at a fair price.
pitted against Cunning- Answer, making
appointment in New
ham in the first game, and although hit York to satisfy you, and fix the price.
almost as hard, was given splendid sup- Purchase to bo conditional that your
no

match for

day. Friend

was

îemain with and sail the
Dahlen made crew will
In the second game Parker Valkyrie.
J. M. MUNYON.
was a great puzzle until the fifth and last
In speaking
about this offer Mr.
inning, when, in the hurry ti retire the Munyon said: "I believe both English
and American people are very much dissido bofore darkness came on he tossed
satisfied with the result of the recent
hard races. I ha\e offered to
them over the plate and was hit
the

port by the home players.

a

home

tun

O'Brien's home run hit into the crowd
McFarcoming with two men on bases.
Atland was batted hard throughout.
tendance

16,000.

The score;
First Game.
1 3 1 0 2 2 1 0
20000300

1—11
0—5
Baso hits—Chicago, 17; Louisville, 14.
BatErrors—Chicago, 2; Louisville, 4.
teries—Friend and IJonohue;
Cunningham and Spies.

Chicago,
Louisville,

Second Game.
3—5
4—4
10; Louisville, 5.
BatErrors—Chicago, 0; Louisville, 3.
teries—Parker and Kittredge; McFarland
and Spies.
Louisville.
Base hits—Chicago,

AT ST

Sc.

10
0 0

0
0

Chicago,

1
0

LOUIS.

Louis, September

Ιδ.—Cleveland

beat the Browns in two games today before SiA-en thousand people. The features
of the double contest wore the indifference of the crowd to the feeblo rallies of
the home team and their enthusiasm at
Burkftt
the victories Of the visitors.
made a homo run in the first game. Mr.
Yon der A he wirrd a protest ot the
that it was called

second game,

claiming

before it

too dark to play.
First Game.
100 5 0030

was

St. Lou ίκ,

0— 9

23239000 1—19
Base hits—St. Louis, IS; Cleveland, 34.
BatErrors—St. Louis, 6; Clovloand, 3.
tories—Kissinger and Otten ; Wallace and
Cleveland,

O'Connor.
St. Louis,

Cleveland,

Second Game.
g 0 0 0 2
10 10 3

0 1—5
1 2—8

Base hits—St. Louis. 13; Cleveland, 13.
BatErrors—St. Louis, 3; Cleveland, 2.
Knell;
teries—HcDougall and Otten,
and
Zimmcr.
Young
At

Fall
River, 3.

River—Newport,
The Game

Fall

11;

Saturday.

Saturday the Portland baseball

team
appeared for the last time on the Deering
Some three or
grounds for this season.
four hundred people were present and
witnessed some interesting athletic conteste, even if the rain did prevent the
playing of the game.
The judges of the events were W. P.
Brown, George H. Ducker of Portsmouth,

Ill the tug of war contest the Portland
the hemp away from the
Balsams, and for their victory receivod a
box of cigars from the C. K. Guppy com-

players pulled

pany.
In tlio

trials for throwing
farthost, Walter Woods lauded
and was given a silk umbrella,
by W. H. Somors.

the
a

ball

winner

presented

(ieorge Magoon sprinted around the
bases in 14)/.* seconds, the best time made.

PUSHARD

DROWNED.

South
dry
Saturday morning by Isaac Smith.
Pushard was a sailor on the schooner
ThornLouisa Francis, Captain C. W.
than nothing.
dyke. Tho schooner is haulod up alongside the dry dock and Pushard and the
SAILED OFF ROCKLAND.
captain were the only men on board of
her Friday. Late in the evening Pushard
returned from the city alone, and it is
Final Bace and Ladies' Da; of Penobhe must have slipped and fallen
supposed
•cot Yacht Club.
into the dry dock and drowned. He lived

Most of the players left for their homes
last night.
the
The event netted
management
about $45, which is,» of
bettsr
course,

League.

Following are the results of Saturday's
games in the National League:
At Xew York—Boston, Id; New York,
8.
At Pittsburg—Cincinnati,
Pittsburg,
0.
At Philadelphia—First gaine, Philadel
Second game,
phia, 21 ; Washington, S).
Philadelphia, 7; Washington, 0.
At Baltimore—Baltimore, 14; Brooklyn.-', δ.
At St. Louis—St.. Louis, 6; Cleveland,
(i. Called on account of darkness.
At Louisville—Chicago, 14; Louisville,
ά.
Sunday Games.

of the foremost
Republican workers
of his state, in a letter to the Exeter
Ile Musc Have Slipped and Failed Into tl>e News-Letter, makes a strong appeal for
the nomination of Mr. Reed and bases
Dry Dock.
his plea, not upon locality, but upon the
Joseph Pusliard of this city, was found vory general fooling not only in New
dock at
dead in tho
Portland England, but in other sections of the
JOSEPH

Valkyrie

buy

that she may again meet the Defender
and the question definitely settled as to
If Lord Dunwhich is tho better boat.
raven accepts my offer and the Defender
accepts my challenge I shall endeavor to
have the races tase plaoe off the New
England coast whore there can bo no interference from oxcursion boats."

WESTBROOK.

mwu

WMV»

He was rewarded with a suit of clothes
from Allen & Co.
Farmiugton. September
Jchn O'Rourke came out best in the States lisli commission car No. 1 was
and was given attached to tho train arriving in Farmone hundred yards dash
the travelling bag from the manufactory iugton at noon Thursday, in charge of
of J. B. Brackett & Co.
Superintendent Pierce Tlie car contained
The splondid Sleeper cup was donated 10,000 salmon, brook trout and lake trout
.Secretary Walsh fry for'the Franklin county fish and game
during the afternoon.
and a large number of fry
who re- association,
it to Director

Morrill,
tendered
which
ceived it in behalf of the association.
Bern stopped the ball game at the end boro.

were

afterward taken to

Tho Earlier Years of

flfii»

Great Editor.

a

(Springfield, Mass., Union.)
Whilejthe Union sympathizes with New
England's preference for a New England
candidate, it is not on .this ground alono
that it welcomes the candidacy of Thomas
B.fiReed of Maine, but because, all things
considered, he is the strongest man in the
Waldo- Republican party for the presidency.
Charles Marseilles of Eseter, N.
H-t

country, that he is

Up-to-date,

Absolutely Accurate,
Beautifully Illustrated

(Buffalo Enquirer.)
Charles Anderson Dana, tho dean of
American journalism, was a Buffalonian
in his youth, living here from 1833 to
183U. He left tho city for the East and
education when Erie country was still a

a inan of firm conviotions
unwavering, self-relianco, and
infinite patienco.
This view of Mr. Reed's ability as a forest and Lake Eire followed by few
leader has impressed itself upon the Re- keels. Dana has said to old friends that
publican party and upon the country at the best
days of his life, as regards health
large, and it will not bo overlooked in
the coming canvass. Mr. IjKued is not a and happiness, were spent in Buffalo,
tyrant, but he is an inflexible defender whence he went to fish in the Niagara,
of Republican principles and as resourceto hunt in the American and Canadian
ful as he is unyielding in his defense of
right. The people like such a man. There woods, to hobnob with the Indians on
is not another leader in the Republican their nearby
reservation and to make
leaves
on Summer street in this oity and
party who has so forced his opponents to
down the river to the falls.
Reed is a trips
The decoased was sixty-seven respect and honor him. Mr.
one son.
f'ow men now alive remember Dana
American. His svmpathies aro not when he lived in Buffalo.
years old and had been a sailor all his true
Diligent into New England, but embrace
oonflned
has revealed but three. They are
Coroner Perry was also called, but
life.
The universal quiry
every section of the land.
William
S.
S.
Ivos, of the
Spaulding,
decided that an inquest was unnecessary. sentiment regarding liim is that he is a
Buffalo library, and Pasoal P.
Pratt.
strong man as great in mind and purpose Of the three Mr. Ives has the
clearest
HONOHULU CHURCHES SHUT.
nature,
as he is in body, a man fitted by
New
recolleotions of the
England boy
by training, and by experience for the who caine to Buffalo in 1883 and worked
The Health Board Fear Infection From greatest resposibilities of statesmanship.
in White & Dan's store on Main street,
Dana of White
near .Swan, for six years.
Holy Water.
ΡΟΤΑ I Ο EXPERIMENTS.
& Dana, dealers in dry goods and notions
an
was
older brother of Charles, and
San i Francisco,
September 13.—The At Many Stations to Test Varieties, Tim· kindly helped him through his youth of
correspondent of the United Press in and Manner of Planting, Cultivation, Etc. poverty here. Ives worked beside Dana
for several years and knew him well.
Honolulu says:
During the past fow years a great
Dana was born in Hinsdale, Vt., Authe
to
the
cholera
epidemio
Owing
amount of work has been done at the 38 gust 8,
1819. He is a descendant of
of
this
on
sale
of
fish
part
catching and
different stations in the United States Jacob, eldest son of Klohard Dana, proThis has
the coast has been prohibited.
genitor of those who bear the name in the
which have worked on potatoes. Many United States. Vermont offered a poor
grieved the natives greatly. The old fish
old methods have been found correct, living for the family, which broke up
market has been demolished for sanitary
and fast. The eldest son went toinBuffalo and
reasons.
All the crowded tenements en- while important points of progress
Sardinia.
opened a store and another
been
made.
have
for
Charles was twelve years old when he
change
croaching on the stream are to be suggestions
this
brother
in
his
to
left
homo
city.
Illinois
stajoin
In bulletin No. 40 from the
demolished.
He came the long distance in a lumbering
All the oliurches were ordered to close tion are reported results of experiments
Buffalo
so
used
stagecoach, and reached
The Anglican Bishop, carried on by this station, with state- up that it was several weeks before he
on September 1.
Mr.
Willis, denounced the order as "the most ments of some results obtained at the began his work as elerk. severalIves who
worked with him for
years reiniquitous and outrageous abuse of other stations. As to varieties, it ia member him as a quiet, studious youth
power" since Papal interdicts. The next found that no two stations agree as to who loved nature and books, and, whilo
a good salesman, was prone to spend too
day the president of the Board of Health
which in best, and usually the same sta- much time in the only book store in town
made this statement of the reasons for
tion does not agree with itself two years looking over volumes he could not buy.
this action :
He loved to make long excursions into
"It was for tho protection of tho native together.
the woods, and fishing was a particular
Tho potato seems to bo so variable and delight. When he first saw Niagara
TT
A
Ό
o/-v
oonoifiTra fn flio nnnrnfinnc
τι η Η Pi*
Falls ho fiiitiiTiosfld a sonnet udou them
churoh all dip their fingers in the same
that is said to have had considerable
container of holy water. Some might do which it is grown that about the only
but unfortunately has long been
this who were infected or had come with recommendation which it is safe to merit,
lost.
house.
unclean hands from an infected
make would be to adhere to the standfor female society,
Dana cared
Natives, whose friends have reoently ard varieties at least for the main crop. says Mr. Ives,nothing
preferring to spend his
died,
upon
meeting acquaintances
of tho Kevoat
home
reading
evenings
frequently embrace and walk together, In a word, it is safest to plant such va- luion and
early Presidents. He admired
kissing and touching noses. This is often rieties as are well known, for they are Andrew Jackson
greatly, and was ever
done when lepers
are being sent
away.
well known becauso they have proved sounding the praises of the great Tenwhich
the
first
oases
of
cholera
Among
nesscan.
Tom Paine he dared to read
to growers.
appeared here was that of a native woman generally satisfactory
There is a widespread belief among and admire, despite the ban upon his
who was attacked in the Roman Catholic
works and name, and it was whispered
There farmers that it is best to change occa
church on Sunday, August 17.
by tho straight-laced ones that young
was much hesitation in voting to proseed of all kinds of crops. Dana was an infidel. He was not, but
sionally
hibit the church services, but it seemed
in admired the virle English and masterly
that it should be done for the sake of the There is not much doubt but that
of "Common-Sense
Hawallans who are most exposed to con- many cases it is better to change seed, ilogio of the author
fine
a
and "The Crisis. " It was
it would not be wise to
Per- trait of Dana that he could always
tagion, and that
but it must have its limitations.
"
appreciate the
discriminate.
the most extensive work in study- good qualities of any man, no matter if
An important letter appears this morn- haps
the mob decried him and public estimaing in the Advertiser from Mrs.jSakuina, ing the effects of change of seed has tion hold him of little worth.
Until he
a
half-white woman and an authority been done at tho Vermont and Marywas 17 Dana
revelled in the treasures of
on
Hawaiian customs. She asserts that
land stations. But the results were not English literature and acquired a splenare unand
crabs eat
dead bodies,
uniform. In four qases out of eight in did mastery of the tongue.
Then a sudquestionably the medium of transmitting
Vermont the seed from Maryland gave den thirst for Latin seized him, and,
also warns
Iwilei. She
infection to
masterod
a Latin grammar he
borrowing
the people against dangers from Kahuna the best yield, and in Maryland their
a
on his 18th birth
infection, and home grown seed gave the best yield in it in few months, and he was resolved
practices which cause
day told his brother that
from the
fouling of water sources by
His
an
five cases out of eight, though the aver- to have
education.
savings
natives hiding at the heads of the valleys.
ajuounted to little, and his brother gaie
age was still in favor of the Vermont
Harvard.
him
him
to
$100
through
help
LOST.
ALL
WERE
THINKS
seed. The Georgia station reported in On a June
in 1826 he left
morning
1890 that "home grown seed gave slight- Buffalo and in September entered HarVisits
the
of
Scene
Capt. James IHandy
two
from
whore
ho
than
the
remained
vard,
years when
imported
ly higher yields
of the Wreck.
Missouri reports a com- eye trouble forced him to leave. His
the north.
subsequent history is well known.
parison of home grown and northern
It is remarkable how few men and
James grown seed in ]890, with 27 varieties, women in this city to whom Dana's
Cotuit, September 14.—Capt.
Handy, a brother of Capt. Bethuel Handy and the result as a whole was in favor naine and fame are familiar are cognizant
fact that his boyhood was spent in
of the ill-fated schooner A. Heaton, was of the home grown seed in the propor- of tho
Buffalo. It is an obscure period of hie
In
New
York
a
sinto
98.
tion
of
100
seen by a reporter today.
life, and ono of which lie says little, for
He was very much grieved over tho sad gle trial did not favor tho practice of the reason that clerking and study furinteresting topics. Neither Mr.
news showing so conclusively that his
changing seed. The conclusions drawn nish few
Pratt nor Mr. Spauding remembers more
brother's vessel was lost, and allowing are therefore that "changing seed from
of Dana than the name and the fact that
them to retain but the very faintest hopes one locality to another is of doubtful ho once lived here.
be
The
size
of
seed
to
of possibly having been taken off by the value."
pieces

vessel whioh was probably in collision
with the Heaton. Indeed, he fears that
it is almost
probable that both vessels
went to the'bottom almost simultaneously, taking all hands with them.
Their aged
mother, Mrs. Mary Ann
Adam Hunter, a
Scotchman, Handy, now nearly 90 years old, is utteryoung
ly prostrated by her great bereavement
who was arrested some two weeks ago in the
probable sad fate of her oldest
and put in the lookup, but escaped, was son.
She received
a
letter from him
10 days
ago dated at Boothbay,
recaptured Saturday and brought beforo about lie
in for a harbor,. having
where
had^put
Judge Tolman's court where he was fined sailed from
t-oraes's sound, Me., for New
ten dollars ana cost lor creating a dis- York
the
day before with a full cargo
As he of naviner stones.
turbance, and to for drunkeness.
He intended to leave the next day,
could not pay his fine he was taken to
Mrs.
and
Handy daily expectod to
the county jail.
hear of hie arrival at New York. His
the
An adjourned meeting of
City brother supposed the Heaton had passed
Chatham a woek ugo, but she had probabCouncil will be held this evening.
been driven seaward by unfavorable
Street Commissioner Hawé has com- ly
winds, and likely the day before the dismenced work on Brown street sidewalk.
aster he had
succeeded in getting the
The W. C. T. U. will hold a
meeting weather clear enough overhead to asceras shown on the sexhis
tain
latitude,
at Golden Cross hall, East End, Wednestant, which was picked up.
day afternoon at 2.80 o'clock.
Capt. Handy himself formerly lived at
while driving Cotuit, but has livod at Cornwall, Ν. Y.,
Conductor Kennedy,
some
years, that being tlin native place
home
from
Gorham,
Friday night
to whom the sad intelligence
his of his wife,
collided with a toam, demolishing
been communicated. Capt. James
has
carriage and considerably damaging the Handy was a part owner with his brother in the Heaton, and they have but
other vehicle.
The Danish Lutheran Sunday school little if any insurance. Ho went to Chatham
today, but was unable to find anywent on a picnic to Mallison Falls Saturthing to encourage him in a belief that
day on the steamer Sokokis.
his brother could have been saved, as the
the vessel's boat had been stove quite badly.
before
Mr. Charles Libby was
The cabin house was probably nearly
Saturday afternoon bottom up when it was
Municipal court
torn from the
His
charged with malicious mischief.
vessel, and every bit of evidence seemed
trouble grew out of an attempt to remove to show that she had sunk quickly, takhis personal property from his boarding ing all hands with hor.
There wore two vessels in the Ameriplace on Church street, and being resisted can Register named A. Heaton, and the
considerable aged mother had
by the landlady he did
hoped all night that it
damage to the interior of the house The might not prove to be her son's vesbut
Capt. James, after his investigadefendant claimed he was acting on the sel,
tions at Chatham today, became conthe prosecution vinced
line of legal advice and
beyond doubt that is it his
claimed that hie goods were held for a brother's vessel. He lias not the slightest
idea
regarding the names of the offloers
board bill. The case was dismissed.
The Westbrook baseball club met a de- and crew.
There is another younger brother, Capt.
with the local
feat at North Windham
team Saturday afternoon. The game was Seth Handy, who is master of the large
four-raasted
schooner J.
W. Linnell,
6 to 2
a hard fought one and the score of
indicates the Westbrooks were unfortu- which sailed from Boston a day or two
nate in the absence of three of their best ago.
Capt. Lombard of the schooner James
men.
Rnt.liwnll cn.irl t.rt f.hfl Î-τΙπΙιη ranrocanη t-iro
Mr. W. W. Raymond, secretary of the
"The
Heaton was a very able vessel in a
is
club
Westbrook gentlomen's driving
seaway, and I doubt if she foundered in
Xl-iCtiV lUg tllÎilUgOiUCUUjJ ΐυΐ
think she was struck by
I
The the squall.
ulub at the Gorham Fair grounds.
vessel and caused to leak so
first meet will probably come off the last some other
her
that
interest
this
heavy cargo sent her
The
week in September.
badly
that when she struck
year appears to be unusually intense and iown so quickly
bottom she went to pieces very goon, on
the entries will be numerous.
her
of
and
account
age
The Fuller whist club held their semiconsequent
annual meet at the Presumpscot house, structural weakness.
sudden squalls the attention
C.
B.
Anderson
"During
Dr.
evening.
Saturday
and Mr. B. F. Roberts carried off the of a vessel's entire orow, lookout and
is likely to be given to getting in
all,
honors.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Woodman of Bos- sail, and nobody is watohing any possiton returnod Saturday from their week's ble approaching vessel, which is a great
mistake, and possibly this may have
visit with Mr. C. B. Woodman.
been tho case with the two vessels which
came
in collision off there,
Maine I'onds Stocked by tke IT. S. FIsli evidently
causing great loss of life and property."
Commission.
A Strong: Man For President.
I t. —The United
ι»

WHEN DANA WAS A BOY·

one

ATLAS OF THE WORLD
to

Especially prepared

meet the

Farmer·,

of

wants

Merchants, Mechanics, Clerks, Students, Women,
and all who desire

complete work

a

at the minimum of cost.

Nearly 70 Comprehensive
Maps. Many of Them

•;v'

Double

Page.

140 New and

!ί:#ϊί : *if
'<

,j

Superb

II-

lustrations.

Δ Whole library of Itselt
of vital and absorbing
interest to every member of the household.

Population of eaoh State
and Territory, of all
Counties of the United
States and of American
Cities with over δ,000
Inhabitants.

Actual Size, Open, 14 by 22 inches
Closed, 14 by 11 inches.

Miniature Cut of Atlas.

If special information regarding any Nation, Province, State, City, Town or Village
Is desired, the knowledge is rarely obtainable from α school geography, which necessarily has only a few general facts and the
location of important cities.
Railroad maps are notoriously incorrect
and misleading, hence the puzzled truthseeker, where large libraries are Inaccessible, is without relief unless he is the

happy owner of a knowledge-satisfying,
pleasure-giving People's Atlas.
All Countries on the Face of the Earth
Shown.

are

Rivera and Lakes are Accurately Located.
Among the illustrations are the follpwlng: The Masonic Temple at Chicago (t3.llest building in the world), the Auditorium
Building at Chicago (one of the largest
buildings in the world), the Woman's Temple (the handsomest building in Chicago),

Its

;

Bartholdi's Statue of Liberty, the White
House at Washington, the Great Brooklyn
Bridge, Mirror Lake (Yoseruite Valley), El
Capitan (Yosemite Valley), Waterfall and
Cave (New Zealand),Jordan River, Murchison Waterfall (Upper Nile), Pilot Knob
(Iron Mountain, Missouri), United States

Signal

Service

(Pike's Peak, Colorado),

Giant's Gap (American River Canon, Colorado), Scene in Tropical Florida, Falls of
the Rhine, the Matterhorn Mountain
(Switzerland), Scenes in and near the City
of Peking (China), Island of Juan Fernan·
dez, State Capitols, State Seals, etc., etc.
the Large Cities of the World, th·
Towns and Most of the Village·
of the United States are Given on th·
All

Important
Maps.

It gives a Classified List of All Nations,
With Forms of Government, Geographical
Location, Size and Population.

Special Features Relating to the United
States Are:

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President In 1884,1888 and 1S92 by States. List of
All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products. Homestead Law·
and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1S20 to 1891. Public Debt for the
Gold and Silver Statistics. Number and Value of Farm Animals.
past 100 Years.
Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Population. Postal Information, with
Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Information that should be in every Home,
Store, Office and School-room.
Every person who reads the current periodical literature of the day needs a concise,
accurate and comprehensive Atlas of the World, for the purpose of geographically locating the stirring events with which the world teems. We live in an age of intelligence—
an age of multiplied means for acquiring knowledge—an age that condemn,) Ignorance
because of these numerous sources of information so freely and widely diffused. If
you wish to keep abreast of the times, by accurately locating in your mind every
violent upheaval of the earth, the march of contending armies where war exists, the
progress of scientific explorers in unknown lands, or the happenings and accidents
constantly agitating every part of the world, you should have at hand a copy of the
"People's Atlas of the World." Never before has so valuable an Atlas been offered at
«ο

low

a

price.

"New Kngland for Tom Keed."
planted has received more attention than
PRICE 3© CFJTS.
any other phase except the test of variWashington, September 14.—Represeneties. Twenty stations have carried on tative Milliken of Maine is in Washinglarge numbers of experiments, and the ton on business in connection with the
of the Kennebec river, and
The Atlas will be sent postpaid to any address on receipt of 30 cents. Mai
general conclusion is that "the larger improvement
over with enthusiasm for Tom
the seed pieces used the greater the brimming
will be filled from the office of publication, causing a delay of severa days
orders
he
is
what
Reed. This
says:
"If you should meet with any one who of desired by return mail send six cents extra for postage.
yield." It was also denied that it makes
declared that Mew England was not for
no difference what part of the potato is
Address all orders to
"ATLAS,"
Tom Reed for President, challenge the
used for seed.
Office of the Daily Press, Portland, Me.
statement with all the emphasis at your
is
made command. New
As regards time of planting, it
England is for him, and
to appear that, "with rare exceptions,
Rockland—Dunn & Carr.
will back him with all the force and enA.J. Huston.
the earlier the planting is done the bet· thusiasm that human nature can exert.
THE DAILY PRESS
H. Wingate.
Sanford—F.
on
his
own
he
isn't
"But
4-*τ·ΐ11 ν.Λ 4-lin
ΦΚα Infn rilorifinn
depending
Skowhegan—Bixby & Buck.
section alone. The American people adF. Merriman.
Portland—J.
South
off
to
cut
is too apt
be
by hot, dry mire, to a point approaching reverence, a
South Windham—J. W. Head.
weather and the leaf blight. Late vari- man οι Dig intelligence, unci bo mi.
South Paris—A. D. Sturtevant,
South Paris—F. A. Shurtleff.
today in every part
eties, too, have been almost driven out Reed has a following
Can always be found at the periodica | South "VVaterboro—G. C. Downs.
of this broad land, and will have it·, too,
of the field on account of the leaf blight
B. Kendricks & Co.
Saco—H.
when the national convention meets to tores of:
E. L. Preble.
and the uncertainty of having seasonable select a standard bearer.
John Chisholm, 109 Congress street.
South Bristol—N. VV. Gamage.
"That the Ropublicans will elect the
247
weather for growing and maturing the
A. B. Merrill,
Thomaston^E. Walsn.
405
W. F. Goold.
Vinal Haven—A. B. VinaL
President, seems about as certain
crop.
Depth of planting potatoes has next
N. G. Fessenden,526
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
can
bo in this world, and
is anything
been made a subject of study at five ex- that ho wili hail from Maino I
504
W. H. Jewett.
Water ville—W. D. Spalding.
sincerely
560
I, A. Libbv.
Westbrook—W. B. Bootliby.
been
have
stations.
The
results
believe."
periment
hope and
F. A. Jellison, 935 Congres street
Winthrop—F. S. Jackson.
somewhat contradictory, but with the
G. DaSilva, 219 York street.
Woodiords—Chapman & Wyman.
street.
India
87
J.
J.
Beardworth.
Howard Humphrey.
Yarmouihville—G.
in
EDUCATIONAL·.
greater number of trials turning out
P. H. Ersklne. 43 Middle street.
Persons having any diflicultv In obtlnlnff
favor of comparatively shallow planting.
J. W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street.
at
of
these
any
places will confer afavo
papers
Park I by reporting the matter at once to this office
H. G. Todd, Cor. Commercial and
In the greater number of trials the best
LESSONS IN FRENCH AND GERMAN.
Sts.
results have come from planting two to CLARENCE HALE OIFFORD
W. A. Golden. 76 Exchange street.
Westman & West, 93 ana 95 Commercial |
three inches deep. It is learned from
Will return irom abroad the 1 st of October
will resume bis niasses in the same manner
the report on methods of cultivating po- ilut
John Hernandez, 125 Commercial street
is last year.
He will teach the new Mosenthal
W. A. Gillis, 145 Commercial street.
tatoes that the tendency is toward thorMeisterschaft System for those wishing conNorali Pearl, 190 Brackett street
Miss
versational French and German.
Also
inough preparation of the soil and level struction given
John H. Allen, 381 Wt Congress street.
according to anv method de"

"

"

"

"

culture.
On the gronnds of the Illinois station
commercial fertilizers have failed to
give profitable results, though it is believed in other sections that these pay.
At the Kentucky experiment station,
Lexington, potash, either in the form
of muriate or sulphate, has been used
profitably, while neither nitrate nor
phosphate has made very appreciable increase in the yield. At the Michigan experiment station, Lansing, wood ashes
gave better results than any of the commercial fertilizers, while barnyard manure was found better still. It is entirely probable that in other parts of this
state valuable result* could be had from
the use of some of the commercial feriixiioitj.

Auuoii

υι

vue

OAperuuuûXii»

sired. He will be glad to receive advanced
Dupils wishing instruction in me literature of
these languages. Special attention to beginners and children.
Apply at 42 Pine St. after
Oct. 1st.
8eptl3eodlm

MISS E. W, THURSTON,
Violin

414 Congress S.t,
sepl4=

or

26 Spring St.
dim

MB. & MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS'S

Boarding and
FOR

esta-

tions in other states have found benefit
in applying a commercial fertilizer in
some form, but usually it is not necessary to use a complete fertilizer, because
it is not usual for all the three principal
elements of fertility to be lacking. Not
nnfrequently the application of nitrogen
or potash or phosphorus alone in some
form gives nearly as good results as the
application of all" of them and at a de··
oidedly less cost.

Instruction.

—For Terms Apply to—

Day School
GIRLS,

Will Reopen Wednesday, Sept. 18,>95.
SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS FOR
CHILDREM.

Address,

ol DANFORTH

STm

Portland, Maine.

aug8

Scarboro and
■

Gape Elizabeth

FAIR

The 20th Annnal
—

d2m

OF THE

*

Fair

—

SCARBORO AND CAPE ELIZABETH
: :
FARMERS ASSOCIATION, : :
Will be held at their fair grounds

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOR AND JOB PRINTER,
37

PLUM gTEBS^

Λ_

PLEASANT HILL.

SCARBORO

ruesday and Wednesday, Sept. 17, and 18, 1895.

at 1 and 8.30 each day.
Ladies Contest Tuesday Sept 17 At 10,a. m.
and
Buckboards leave Monument
liarges
dlw
square at 1 o'clock each day.

Trotting

"

"

«

I)ennet&Co. the Florist, 645 Congress street.
G. J. Hodgson, 96V» Portland street
T. M. Glendening, Long Island.
D3. S. C. WEST'S NEEVE AND ΒΒΛ22Τ TSSATXSVT?
F. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
is sold under positive written guarantee, by
E. L. Littlefleld, 189 Congress street
authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
Corner.
M. A. Parker. Libby's
Loss of Brain and Nerve Power; Lost Mai&ood:
H. C. Berry. 937 Congress street
Lack of
422
Quickness; Night Losees; Evil Dreams:
street.
Congress
Forest City News Co..
Lassitude; all Drains;
Mrs. Bradley, cor. Spring and Clark streets. I1 Confidence; Nervousness;
in either
of
the
Generative
Organe
of
Power
Loss
Pier.
Portland
J. T. Wyer, 48
or
sex, caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors,
W. C. Lord, head of Long Wharf.
Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
G. W. Hunt, 8 Custom House Wharf.
Insanity
to
Consumption,
Misery,
which leads
John Cox, 23 Monument square,
and Death. By mail, $1 a box; six for $5; with
Dennett, the Florist. 663 Congress street.
to cure or refund money.
L. D. Look, Cor. Congress and Franklin Sts written guarantee
Sample package, containing five days' treatment,
W. H. Durgin. Harpsweli boat.
One sample
25 cents.
instructions,
Also at the new stands in the Falmouth with full
mail.
Preble and United States hotels, and Grand only sold to each person by
It can also be obTrunk and Union Depots.
Sold by J. H. Hammond, corner Free and
tained of Chisholm Bros., agents on all trains Center Sts. ; L. C. Fowler, corner Congress and
Df the Maine Central, Grand Trunk and Port
Lafayette Sts., and H. P. S. Goold, 581 Con
land & Rochester railroads and of,agents on any gross οι·., roruauu, nie.
of

the Boston trains.

ΓΓΊ...

nor.

elan hA

places out side the city:
Auburn—J u. Haskell.
Augusta—J. F. Pieroe,

fniirtrf at t.hft

fnllnwin»

Bath—John O. Shaw.
Berlin Falls, N. H.—C. S. Clark.
M. Burnham.
Biddeford—A.
"
W. X. Bardsiey.
W.
Ingalls.
Brldgton—A.
Brunswick—F. P. BUaw.
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Starr.
Lewis.
Camden—Fred
·'
J. H. (iould.
Cornish—E. L. Blown.
Deerinc—N. J. Scan'.on.
Daniariscotta—E. W. Dunbar.
Fairfield—Ε. H. Evans.
Farmington—H. P. White & Co.
Freeport—A. W. M itcljell.
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
Fryeburg—J. T. whltmore.
Gardiner— liussell Bros.
Green's Landing—S. W. Fifield,
Lermond.
Gorliam— L.
N.H.—S. M. Leavitt & Son.
Kennebunk—J. II. Otis.
Kennebunkport—C. E. Miller.
Llvennoie f alls—C. Newman.
Lewlston—Chandler & Wlnship.
Long Island—Hughey Bros.
Limerick—8. A. Grant.
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
North Stratford. N. H.—J. C. lluehllns
F. P. Stone.
Norway—
"
A. O. Noyes Co.
Old Orchard—Fogg & 1 bby.
Hicnmond—A. K.Mlllett.
Kumlord Falls—H. L. Elliott.
·'
-C. A. Clifford.
··

MISS ALICE M. FERNALD
317 Bracken St..

Teacher of Piano
Special attention
Reference:

ΙΊΚΐ:

to
H.

Beginners.
KOTZSCHMAR.
οβ«1 Γ»Λί

»

ESCAPES.

We want tlie public to know that we are
and can furnish
headquarters for these goods,for
a reasonable
a neat and suflçtantial escape

amount. Plans and estimates can be seen at
or
our office or factory at 154 Fore street,
send postal and our representatiue will call.

THE THOS. LAUGHLIN CO.
aug5

dlwteodtf

JAMES A. Kill,
Teacher of I'iano and

Organ.

Beginners given a thorough foundation on th·
rudiments of music and the patronage of advanced pupils solicited.
Especial attention
given to Technic. Memorizing and Sight Reading. For terms address,

385 Congress St., Portland. Me,
eodlm
septio

The

City Assessors Have Completed tlie

Work of

Valuation and Have

Made As-

sessments for 1S95.

Bailes, F Cl & Co..$240
Bailey, H J & Co.. 450
Baiiey,James & Co 440
Bailey & Noyes. 912
Bailey. William Ε 204
Bain, James
Baker, Mary Α...
Bank, Canal Natl.
Bank, Caseo Natl.
Bank, Cumberland
National
Bank. Merchants'
■National

Bowers,

John W. $284

Boyd, Charles H
Boyd,

..

540

H. 370

James

Brackatt,HH,lielrs

304

Erackett, Jouu L. 482

Bradford, John...

670
Bray. Charles W.. 270
Brock, George, est 378
Brown, Charles Λ. 4ti0

424
214
618
884

Brown, Fanny C.. 392
L T. heirs, 200
Brown, Philip G.. 268
F
H. heirs 994
618 Brown,
S.. 200
Banks, Dorcas Η. 276 Brown. Louise
etc. :
Higgins
Brunell
Banks, Elias,heirs 214
240
.§24.974,900 Barrett.FrankliuK 500 Shoe Co
Real estate
454,300 Banks, George Γ. 622 Burbank. Douglas
Increase from last year
260
12,232,125 Baxter. Clinton L. 296 & Co
Personal estate
205.465 Beals, ThosB&Co 392 Burgess, Fobes &
Increase from last y ear
494 I
Co
659,765 Benson, Matthew.. 262
Actual Increase is
10,946 Best. John L
488 Burrows Fannie Ε 238
Ν umber of polls
$2.00 per $100 Billings. Leonard,
Kate of taxation
204 Burrows, John Λν 442
heirs
Sums assessed on city were as follows: Blanchard. M A. 204 [Sutler. Moses M,
920 I
estate
270
$102,353.33 Bonney, Per'l.trus
State tax
53,301.20
Ceimtytax
595.641.60
City tax
&
Conant. William H 286
Land
14,736.37 Canal
Amount of overlayings
578 Conley. Eliaha W. 232
Wharf Co
James Λ.
L
596
Conley,
Samuel
Carlton,
Income of city for this year is $105,723,
trusCarney.Fessen'nV 260 & John S.
222
tees
the
amount
to
be
raised
H
&
to
added
Jolm
Carroll,
which,
CorneConnolly.
296;
OctavlaC
83G
by direct taxation, myites the whole Carroll Octavia C 776 lius, lieirs
2'JO
amount required for the city $871,755.50. Carter Bros Co— 600 Cook. Charles
&
Cartland Minnie G 328: Cook, Kverett
800
Fennell
The following table gives the valua- Cliadbourn, Benja272 Coombs. Ardon... 256
min F.lieirs
tion, taxes, and percentages from 1872 Chadbourn
5715
Eben
Corey,
&KenI
600
360 Corey, Ε & Co
to 1894, inclusive:
dall
Co.
480
Walter
Corey'
Rate
Chad wick,Thomas
408 Corser, Davicl F... 440
on $100
heirs
Year Foils Valuation
Taxes
Corser. Solomon T.
Champlln, Augus$2.45
414
1872 7715 $28,082.110 $768,882.46
380 heirs
tus
2.50
1873 8027 29,821.012 769,606.30
Cousins, Mary E.. 388
A
Mary
2.50 Champlin.
1874 8204 30,723'936 792,710.40
344
Ρ
Cox, S. Jane
James
and
2.45
220
1875 8629 31.042,501 780,408.27
4o0 Coyle, John Β
Adm'r
2.50
1876 8456 30,360,355 7 H.876.87
308 Cram, Ellen M... 604
Chapman,CharlesJ
2.50
M— C84
1877 8652 30,892,845 7 98,277.12
202
Cram,
Mary
Robert.
2.55 Chapman,
072
1878 8564 30,671,154 807,806.42
Charles H.. 814 Cressy, Cyrus
2.50 Chase, Charles 8.. 310 Crocker, Lizzie H.
1879 8529 30,184.928 780,210.20
Chase,
2.55
234
1880 8488 31,153,656 819,882.23
DavidT hrs 624 J
Chase,
2.35
1881 8761 31,495.885 766.436.30
284 Cumberland C lub. 404
£mery C·
2.15 Chase,
Mrs.
1882 9044 32.642,755 728,951.23
&
Cumimugs,
Knight
Chase,
2.00 Son
622
Annie L
1883 9165 33.030,020 688.095.40
500
2.05
1884 9327 32,808,735 700.560.06
ManufacCummiugs, Augus2.10 Chenery Co
tus
296
800
1885 9897 82.967.525 722.009.02
turing
2.10 Chishofin
1886 9589 33,433.200 730.864.20
J 206 Cummiugs, Free2.10 Churchill, Hugh
man G., heirs... 322
1887 9742 33,752,040 738,018.84
E. & Co 400
2.02
1888 9944 34,072,405 718,094.58
360 Cummlngs, George
Mary
2.00 Clancy.Dennis
236
ri
1889 9948 34.620,335 722,250.70
W.. 360
·,
Clark,
3-10
1.98 Clark,
1890 9950 35,611,990 731,406.20
Frederick
Cummings. Jane.. 236
1.95
1891 10430 36.583.295 744,664"251/4
218
heirs
Cummings,Lincoln
W.
1.99
202
C
1892 10682 36,942,450 742.477.77Va
D.
288
2.05 Clark, (Jeorge
1893 11049 36.823.990 776,989.79V3
Clark, Ira F. heirs S32 Cunningham, Jas. 726
2.00
24o
1894 10928 30,547.260 752.801.20
Clark, Ira F. &Co 320 Curtis, John Β
Β. 230 Cushlng, Francis. 228
Cleaves
The State tax paid by the City of Port- Clement,Henry
Island,
Moses Β 258 Cushing
hotel and transland from 1880 to 1894, inclusive, is as Colesworthy, Sam360
642
uel H. Jr
portation Co
Johu S.,
follows:
206
Cushman,
Collins, Richard..
266
heirs
Conant, Fred O.,·. 670
S147.274.43 Conant. Patrick &
188 0
137,054.20
188 1
400
Co
137,054.20
188 2

The following table gives the valuation, rate of taxation, number of polls,

121,835.46
114,226.07

Dana, Israel T....

508 Dewey. Henry P..
428 De Wolf, James..

Dana, Woodbury S.
Davies, Edward H. 832 Dole, Charles E...
Donuell, Lillla F..
Davtes. Edward H.
&38 Donahue, Thomas
trustee
Gilman
F.,
Davies,
68,569.76
302 Doten, A. R. & E.
heirs
104,481.06
A
I. C,
Abby
I
Davis,
104,481.06
J. F. A. Merrill
I Doten.S. Η. & Α. Β
108,214.65
8801 Dew, Fred Ν
Adm'r
98,386.67 Davis, Anna T-... 506 Dow, William B..
Joseph
Davis, Hall L.·... 224 Urowne,
The following list comprises those Davis. Walter G.. 496 Ex'ti' Elizabeth
Drowne
Ν, 488
William
Davis,
whose taxes are more than $5,000:
Deehan, William. 230 Drummond,Josiali
Trunk
Deering, John W.. 600 Duddy, Edward..
Baxter, James P.$7578 Grand
Dudley, Frank
Railway Co—$8064 Deering, John W.
Boston &MRR. 7118
684 Dunphv, John
Gas
(Capt.)
Brown. J B, est..21312 Portland
.214 Dyer, Abby F
9008 Deering, Rufus
Clapp.Mary JE.. 5S30 Light Co
Deering, Rufus Co 540 Dyer, Seth C
Davis, Wm G-·. 6426 Portland Water
13750 Dewey, Ansel G.. 256 Dyer, Thomas—
Co
Farrington.Ira P,
8380 Thomas, Wm W 8304
estate

114,226.07
83,788.07
83,788.07'
83,788.07

...

308
230
576
226

204
372
246
922

2u4
274
220

The following list between $1000 and
A.
American Sugar

iiefiiiery

| Anderson, Alice
$1696
$14481 Ρ

Brown,Mrs A M.JIOOO
Bank, First National
$2032 Brown. I'hilip Η
1506
& John M.... 3752
Barker, Peleg...
Berlin Mills Co.. 1202 Burnham & Mor1800
rill
Berry, A H, Shoe
2000 Burrows, Ε Τ &
Co
1550
1200
Co
Bolster,Snow&Co

Eastburn, Mary J 388 Emery. unariotte
G
Dredging
300 Emery, Daniel F.
Co
.Jr
Eastman Bros. &
920 Emery, George F.
Bancroft
264 Emery, Geo. F. &
Eaton, Clara C.,.
Mary J. Clapp
Eaton, Woodman
trustees
336
S
John A &
M.
&
J.
Emery,
Edwards,
brother
370
Son
Mark
P...
232
J.
Emery,
Mary
Edwards,
Edwards& Walker
Emery, Sarah A.·
266
Co
Eastern

226

jamin

Β

Farnsworth, Β. Β.
shoe store

I Chapman, C C. .31888
Casco
Tanning
12^6
Co
$12S4!Chase, Ε Ρ
2256
Cate.Isaac M.·. 2102lClilîord, W H..
Elec
l
Consolidated
Wharf
Central
Light Co of Me 2210
Proprietors... 1646
Champlin, J P.. 1032 j Cox, A F & Son.. 1712
D.

Donnell, John E,
heirs

$3222

IDow, Neal

1044

$1610|Drown, Joseph.
E.

$1360

Emery, Daniel F, heirs
F.

Feesetiden, F....$2140i Franklin
Go
Fox. Edw. heirs.
C L Baxter, trus 10821

Wharf

$1722

lieu s

(RGB)

1100

Co

1318|

500
320
658

Fesseaden,

Francis trustee of E.
ΛΥ. Fox estate.. 280
Files,Julia Ellen.. 214
Fisher, Thdmas.. 258
Fitzpatrick,James 288
FletelierS Co— 522

F
JonaFletcher,
550 Fuller, Virnal V·.
than Η
Fobes Brothers... 4081
Gerrish,
ick H

Freder-

220
360
428

liove,

saillies

850
286

428

638
550
290
530
310
382
204
206
250
272
498
200
494
208

it

heirs

Goding,Marshal R
Goold. Edward L.

Goold,

Sarah

Co

280
Griffin, Alpheus.. 276
Griffin, Charles S.
man

D

Gordon, SethC..·· 492] Gulliver, John....

2X0
352

Haggett, Samuel F

International Steamship Co......

$3000

K.

Kilborn, William Τ

$1254
L

Harrison
Lane. John W.
ILibby,
$3608
EM
J, heirs
estate.
H
J & Co 1734
trustee.
$2!)SO'Libtiy,
Hand,
M.

IMilliken, TomllnMaine Steamsliip
son Co
$1880
$1600
Co
McCarthy. C J.. 10301Moulton, William,
2886
heirs
10541
CE...
Milliken,
John,
Mussey,
Milliken. Cousins
1672
heirs
26001
& Short
O.
lOxnard, Edw,P&
Owen, Moore &
CHCram, trus,
$1200
Co
! Geo Warren, est$203G

heirs

| Hersorri, riauuiu
heirs

Hale, Clarence. —498
Hamlen, James C. 270
Hamlen, James H 344
Hammond, Mai·
958
com F
Harper, Ezra T.
220
heirs
Harlow, Edward 338
Harmon, ^Charles
212
C
Harmon, Domini330
cus heirs
Harris. Annie M. 320
Hart. Hanson M.. 970
Haskell. Alfred.. 206
Haskell, Charles
260
0
Haskell & Jones.. 600
Hasty, Almlra.... 208
Hasty, Edward... 744
Ilawkes, Ezra— 212
Hay. Η. H. & Son, 320

Hersey, Theophilus heirs

P.

246

698

λ

200

Hind8,AureIiu3 S 490
Binkley, fiutns II 282
ClarHitehinfçs,
200
inda A
Hutchinsrs, John
270
W. heirs
Holden, Charles
A. Executor— 3X6
Holt, Eraetus E... 228
296
Holt, Mary Β
Hooper, Daniel... 242
522
Hooper, Oren
Home, Mrs. A. C, 334
Rufus
Hortoii,
330
heirs
Houghton. Olarlc
480
& Co
How. James L.
232
heirs
Howell, Amos E.. 2!>G
374
Areheleaus
Hunt.
Hunt, George S. &
James P. Baxter 206
Hyde, Ellen F.... 272

Star
Co
$1052 Ingalls, Harlan
Ingrraham, ElizaPortland Steam
5 00
beth L
$376
i", étais
Packet Co.... 2554 Irish, William Β 416
Portland Union
Ry Station Co.. 3024
Preble House Co 3310
Jordan, James
Jewett, William
Putnam, Wm L,
L
$214 C
trustee est of
Jordan, W S &
Τ
Anna
Jones,
1000
W S Perry
Co
& Elizabeth S
438 Jose, Charles Ε
Pullen
Jose, Harriet Ν
Jones, Cartland
K.
300 C
& Co
Jose, Horatio Ν
A
Rincs Brothers.·$1000 Jones. Henry
Randall, John F,
heirs,
lieirs, A Coombs
estate
$1534 Rines, J Henry,
280 Jose, Samuel Η
trustee
R
David T,
Randall & McAlGeorge
Jenkins,
EsJones
Heal
1504
Hight and Allister
F
414
tate Co
1128
bert S
Richardson Wharf
GranJordan,
2380
CO
210
ville Ε
8,

Payson, Chas H. $1060
Payson.Henry M 2500
Portland Comp·· 3460
Portland, Mtl)esert & Machias
Steamboat Co. 1000
Portland Packing
1500
Co
Portland RR Co. 1162
Portland Savings
4744
Bank

Portland
Match

Stevens. A E, hrs$1304 Keating, Patrick $374 Kensell, Dexter
Small, John C,
Storer. Η Ρ & F. 1304 Keeley, George
\V
224
et al,trustee for
Lorenzo
S
Kensell & Tabor
Kendall & WhitHelen J Pierce.$1132 ν eat,
1214
UM
770 Kimball, Mr» OrSmith. J Hopkins
ney
ville
St
& Henry
Kennard, Β F &
398 King & Dexter
U A
John, trustees. 2742

The Emery Wa-

terhouse Co. .§1200
TwitclieliThe
Champlln Co.. 1508
Thomas, Elias,. 1706
ElizaThomas,

Thompson,Zenas,
& H W Gage,
Thurston,George
F,
(deceased)

beth W, heirs,
W W Thomas
1778
et al, exrs

Ella

A

Thurs-

ton, extx

Hall J
\VilLittle,
liam heirs
$224 lieirs
Little, X John
Lamb, Tliomas
216 Little, X John &
F
Co
Larrebee, Benja282 Locke, Joseph A
min heirs
384 Long Wharf ProLeath, John D
prietors
Leese, Alida M

Ladrigan,

$1152

trustees

2000

....

V.

Mutual
I Union Wharf pre*
Union
$1170
Lile Insurance
prietors
Co of Maine. .$1S40|
W«
Whitney. Ammi $27R2I Walker, Jos, (de- "ΏΓ
Winslow,.Jacob S 1830i ceased) JF BaxI ter et als, trust(S2024

The following parties paid between
$200 and $1000:
A.
Adams, Edw L Ο $7041 Anderson, John F,
hrs
$26(i
Adams. J M & C". 200,
\ldeu R E&Win Ο 30β| Anderson, Sam J. 738
Alien & Co
3001 Austin, Lorin D... *288
Allen, Fred'k E.. 2121

li heirs
Legrow Bros
Leighton, Adam
ρ
Lewis, Hall &
Co

Lewis, Jacob Τ
heirs

254
358

Longfellow

Harmon

Lovett,
202
360

heirs

392
G04
504
200

250
210
560
022

428

Al-

exander W
Lord,Ivory F
356 Loring, Prentiss
Loring, Short &
690

306
222
330
600

John

200

cure Liver
Ills,
Indigestion, Headache.
Λ pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

HOOD'S

Biliousness,

PILLS

Twitchell, John
Q
Twombly, Wm
G (deceased)
John H Fogg,

H
EdMaine
ChariMcLcllan,
ward L Ε
table Mechanic
Association
$710 Mo Mullen, James
Η
Maine Savings
930 Megguire & Jones
Bank
Mating, Henry M 240 Melcber, Alice Ε
Manning, Chas F 202 M el cher, H S &

Manning,

Co

Ellen

600; Morrill, Edward

Ε

Mansfield, W W

L

272

M

Marr & Littlefield
EdMarwick,
ward A, Geo S
Hunt et als

400

exr

& Co

McCann, Wm
McCobb, James
Eli-

McDonnell, Chas

Morse, George F
Morse, Nathaniel

284

D

McDowell, James
Ε

McDowell, Mary

W

Morse, Olive RN
Moses,
Oliver,
Galen Morse,

212
268

C

Trustee

Em-

Motley, Clara F
Moulton, Wm H
368. Mullen, Charles
368

ma

Har-

riet

McGlinchy James
Η

El-

sie M

L

656

McKenney,

212
372
200
300
344
298
382
308

776

Morrill, Charles

heirs

Mulnix,

262

Andrew

212
288
512
200

438
204
722
300
490

Mur dock, David
F

200

460

Murdock & Free280

heirs
McKenney, Martha
eanor

man

Murphy, Mary A
Mussey, Daniel
heirs

304

McLaughlin, Chas
400
& Co

of J Ρ

218
2/8
294

κ

Chap$288 Norton,
Nash, F & C Β
200
man Co
Nash, Oliver M
Edward
Β
D
VerNoyes,
heirs,
660
582 A trustee
rill, Grd

Portland.

Varnum, Ρ Fox
15 & Co
$220 heirs, Β D Verlill ad mi·
Verrill, George
Varney, Charlts

534
240
260

Plummer, Hiram
Τ

Ponce, Ernesto
Pope, Harriet Ν

490
206

\v

Waldron, Fran-

$292

cis C

Waldron, Frances

206

Ε

Waldron, F A &

feston, c A &

6

Williams, vVii.
500 Ham heirs
Walker, George
W L &
Wilson,
Walker, Joseph
estate & Ammi
360
J SA
Wlnslow,
Whitney
218
Warren, Geo L
An·
Nathan
Wlnslow,
Waterhouse,
216
heirs
naP
W aterhouse,
WlnsJow, W11
228
llam H
Frank L
Waterhouse,
362
Olivia β
Waterhouse,
Wood, Nathan &
212
Samuel
Waugh, James Η 290 Wood, William
WcbD, Lindley M 500 Wood, William
Weber, Herman
612
Théo.
J
Webster, BenjaAl.
830
min
Weeks, Stephen
542 Woodman, EdΗ
290
ward
Welch, John
Wengren, Mar444
garet F
806 Wright, Λ Β &
Wescott, Geo Ρ
C0
440

J

W^haiy,

Woodman,

Young Men's Christian Association

American Express Co
Bailey, Chas J
Bailey, Moses M

Furbish, Henry

Quinn &

L

$438

well M Heirs

Ricker, Sarah M
Rines, Ada Ella
Rines, A Isabel-

236
270
332

Rines, David Τ
& Albert S

Rines, Joseph H
Robinson, C H &
300
Co
Co
L
206
Rogers. Spencer
Rice, Dexter
370 Rolfe, Samuel
Rich, Andrew J
Rumery. Libby
Richards, Enoch
202
712

Richards, Fred Ε
Richardson, Ann
M

Sargent, Edward
11

Wm II

230
414
346

heirs

300

Senter, William
Senter, William,
Jr

Shaekford.Rufus
Shannahan, Thos
Shaw, Chester M
F

Shaw, Geo C
Shaw, Geo C &
Co
Shoe Co

Goding

Shaw, Hammond
& Carney
Shaw, Horace H
Shaw, Sarah S
extrx
Simonds, Curtis
H

Simonds, Franklin, Jr
Simonton & Kandall
Sisk, James F
Small, Harriet Ν
Small, John C
et als trustee
Grover & Clyde

Cummings
Small, Stephen
ti

cis

Spaulding, Sarah
Spring,

250

drew

2

Zilpah

Spring,

*278
238
234

Talbot,
Talbot,
Taylor,

James

Tenuey,

Annie S
Nelson

\Y

Tenney,
& Co
Tliaxter, Julia St
yp

Thaxter, Sidney
Tliaxter, S. W &

r,n
The El ling wood
Furniture Co
Merrill,
The
Thomes Co
Thomas
The
Laugh lin Co
Tliom, Julia

al s

Η

362
400

476
200
694

272

4
2
2
2
2

Stover, Benjamin
334
W
St rout, A1 mou Λ 326
Sturdevant, Isaac

968

Ρ

548

F heirs

Suskraut, Gustav
A heirs
Swan, Francis Κ

Henry

Swasey,

450
402

VV

232

D

334

A1
Sweetsir, Alvin

Sweetsir,
Sweet,
heirs

Anna
308

John

W
200

Thompson, z<enas O.JO
F Γ&
200
Co
34(1

$372 Tibbetts,
Tibbett3,

Wil-

liam

482

Tobey, Charles M 232

308 Tom lin son, Ed
240 Transcript Co

406
240
452

Bearse

26U
310

200
254
200

200 Tucker.

592
552
278
350
400
444

Trask, Samuel
&
244 Trefethen
Trefethen Henry
True, Alice M
True, Daniel W
(We ceased)
Mary F ad in χ
240 True, D W & Co
True, John II
200 True, Samuel A
Truc, S A & J Η

Payeon

R
1546

Preble, Harriett
Τ

3294

1044

Proctor, John F 1462
Robinson, David
heirs
640
Sager, Elna heirs 210
920 Schwarts, John

722

272

Gilbert, Josiah
Gilson, Charles

398
272

Goddard,
CN
Green, Roscoe G
Hanson, Samuel
Hayes, Ella H
Hilborn, Mary S

C heirs

Shaw, Ilarry L
Sliepley, Helen
M

3S6 Soûle, Eisa A
214 Steele, Abby A
570 Swift, G F & Ε

212

218

heirs

Francena H heirs
Howe, Alice M
G

Hilton,

200

328

Hopkins, Calvin

294
336
220

Jerris, Wm H
Knowles, James
Maine Wesleyan Board of

C

Taylor, Loreneo
True, Benjamin
Tucker, Mary A
Ρ
W a t e r h ouse,
Joshua Ε

Webster, Royal
S et als

Whitmore,

Samuel
Willis, Henry

Tukesbury, John
208
C heirs,
F.WL Putnam
240 Tukesbury, Jontrustee

the

358
252
422
414
1028
278
598
252

"

"

First

"

Merchants
rational Traders
Portland National
"
Chapman
Northern

"

"
"

Banking Co

Portland Trust Co

pondent,*

Gathered

EXCURSION

MASONIC

Myopia,

Hy-promotro·

or

Astigmatism.

E. S. PENDEXTER,
Congress St.

561

Maine.

—

dtl

aug22

HIGH TEST OILS
AND

GASOLINE.

Brackett.
Pike

Winifred. C.
i town.

of

Portland is

in

ι ne /cwtLiMHi

Mies Edith M. Smith of Norway is at
I work for C. R. Smith the photographer.
Miss Myrtle Copp is at home.
The Aeolian does not require a special course
Stalks of corn towering to the height of
The necessary
musical study or practice.
| thirteen feet and higher can be aeen on os
skill is so slight that it may be acquired by anyone is a few days.
I tho farm of James C. Ayer.
Having once become famif The corn canning factory of J. T. Huit liar with the manipulation of the various stops,
is running with a full force.
Rev. J. B. Saer has resumed his duties
Church,
as pastor of the Congregational
having recently returned from a visit to the most difficult compositions artistically,
without previous practice, his repatory being
England.
limited only br the number of pieces published
for the Instilment,I which numbers many
I
While In Chicago, Mr. Charles L. Kah- thousand, and includes practically

THE PERFORMER CAN PLAY

|

your

pia. Presbyopia, Asthen-

Portland,
Valuable Farm at Auction.

what

matter

no

trouble.

opia

Agency.

tickets soldto all points at Cut Prices.
dim
aug2G

ler, a prominent shoe merchant of Dos
Moines, Iowa, had quite a serious time

ANY PIECE OF MUSIC EVER
COMPOSED.

of it. He took such a sewro cold that
he could hardly talk or navigate, but
the prompt use of Chamberlain's Cough
On exhibition
Remedy cured him of his cold so quickly hear it.
that others at the hotel who had bad colds
followed his example and half a dozen

stoves this summer, order from
size package and we loan 5

GASOLINE

or

We fill any

us.

gallon

cans to

OIL CUSTOMERS.

OUR TEAMS CO TO

Stroudwater, Cash's Corner, Pleasantdale,
Cape Elizabeth and Knightville,
MONDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Woodferds and East

Deering,

TUESDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Knightville, So. Portland

Willard,

and

THURSDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Morrills,

Woodtords and

FRIDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Drop

us a

Postal

or

Telephone, 318-3.

<

524

202
316

|

1024

daily from

9

to 5.

The M. STEINERT & SONS

CO.,

35 Middle
jly2o

T. C.

dtf

Maine

Central

Railroad

School

ANNUAL EXCURSION

Stationery

TO =

of tlie Près·.

Gorham.

IMPORTANT MEETING ON SCHOOL·
AFFAIRS.
meeting of Sohoci District No.l, was
held last Saturday evening at the High
school building, and it was by far the
A

largest and most enthusiastic school
ineetiDg ever held in town. Mr. Stephen
and
chairman,
Hinkley was chosen
Charles W. Harding, clerk. The mooting
was called for the purpose of acting upon
bho following articles :
"To see if School District No. 1 will
vote to repeal the vote passed at a special
school mooting in said district April 29th,
1891, to the following purport, namely:
"Voted to transfer the schoolars of the
grammar grade to the model schools connected with the Normal school and comdistrict
the
bine primary grades in
school building, said primary grades to
bo under tho management of the Normal
school, together with the agent and

—III·

II

HUTCHINSON, BUTLER & GO.
J. F. Hutcliiuson,
T.

No.
—

J. Hollivan.

C, I. B. Butler

Temple Street.
Manufacturers of—

GALVANIZED IRON AND COPPER GUTTERS AND CORNICES.
Tin and Iron lioollng, Corrugated Iron
and Weather Boards for Sidings, Edge
Strips and Valley Iron, Ridge Caps. Plain
and Corrugated Conductors, Smoke Pipes
for Steam Heaters, Ventilators and Venjlyleow3m
tilating Pipes, Etc.

SEPTEMBER

:

EXCURSIONS

TO THE

FARMINGTON, PHILLIPS,
==

KINGFIELD

RANGELEY

LAKES,

REDUCED RATES

Region.

Supplies

T1ICTKSDAY, Sept. 19th.
Tickets for Farmlngton, Kingfield and PhilHps good to stop over Sunday. Tickets lor
Kangely Lakes good for ten days. Fares as
follows

On

aad after MONDAY. Sept. 9th,
trains will run as follows:

Auburn and Lewiston 7.10, 8.40 a.m.
I.10, 1.30. 5.15 p. m.
For Gorlinmand Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
8.40 a. m.. 1.30 p.m. 5.15 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.40 a. m., and 1.30
For

p.

—

eod-m.w.f-tf

awn3

Are uncertain but we are positive that von
will need a pair of boots, shoes, or rubbers for
Fall and Winter wear. Now we are constantly
receiving our lines of Pall and Winter Footwear. comprisine the latest and newest styles,
and remember we are selling them at the lowest
prices ever offered in Portland.
Call and see our Children's School Shoes.

F. C.

WHITE,

480 Congress

From Lewiston and Auburu. 8.25 and 11.45
a. m., 3.10. 5.15 and 5.25 p. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin Falls and Gorham,
II.40 α- πι.. and 5.25 p. in.
From Chicago and Montreal, 11.45 a. m„ 5.25
11.45 h. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
and parlor cars on day trains.
177
MIDDLE
OFFICE NO.
TICKET
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
L. .J. SEARGEANT Gen'l Manager.
Portland. Sept. 9th. 1895,
septlO

St.

aeptlSdt-f

JlMES

L

RICE, Grocer,

Jet. Congress & Portland Sts.,
SAYS

m,

ARRIVALS.

p. m.
From Quebec.

PREDICTIONS,

WEATHER

III.

Quebec, 1.30 p.

trains

OF

Stevens & Jones Co.

1895

LEAVE.

For

—

:

Portland and Kockland to Farmlngton, §2.00,
Kingfield, §3.00, to Phillips, $2.50, to Kangelev, $3.50.1
Brunswick. Bath, Auburn and Lewiston to
Farmlngton, $1.00, to Kingfield, $2.00, to
Phillips, Sl-GO, to Kangeley, $2.50.
Gardiner, Hallowell and Augusta to Farmingtan. $2.00, to Kingfield, $3.00, to Phillips,
§2.50, to Kangeley, $3.50.
Oilier stations in proportion.
A Special irain win leave isnu ai t.iu a.
m.; Auburn,
8.50;
m. ; Brunswick, 8.20 a.
Regular trains should be
Lowlston. 8.E5.
taken from points uot covered by special service.
PAYSON TUCKER,
F. K. BOOT Η BY,
V. P. & Gen'l Man.
G. P. & T. Α.
septl4d4t
to

TRUNK
MOUNTAINS GRAND
RAiLWAY.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

AND

AND THE

WHITE

committee of the district."
It. being understood that the repeal of
said vote will restore the grammar and
....Every Day from September....
primary grades to the position they occupied, and to all the privileges they
10th to October 12th, the....
to
was
the vote that
possessed previous
1891.
passed April 29,
It seems that since the transfer was
made to the Normal .school
authorities
that much dissatisfaction has been ex—will offer
the
fact
from
that
the scholars
pressed,
were utilized for practice work for the
studeots οf^the Normal school.
g The question was well ventilated in
spirited discussion, and the universal on tickets to points in tlie
the
sentiment seemed to
vindicate
White Mountain
teachers of the practice schools, and lay
the
at
fault wholly
the
the door of
had
and
that
a petition
practice system,
All stations Portland to Hiram Inclusive :
been signed by over forty of th? parents
To Mt. Pleasant, Kabyans or Twin
of the pupils of the practice
schools to
»:î.oo
Mountain
To Jefferson, AVIiitefield οι· Lancaster,
that effect.
3,35
To N. Stratford, Colebrook or W.
Those who took a prominent pa1*5 1U
3.50
Stewartstown
Bolton,
the discussion were Sumner C.
Tickets limited to ten da>s from date of sale.
George B. Emery, Sheriff H. W Hale,
Edwin A. Soule, Roscoe G. Harding,
PAYSON TUCKER. V. P. & Gen. Man.
A.
Fred
W.
E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
F.
John
N. Hayes,
Harding,
*toctns
sep9
Hinkley, John A, Waterman. Herbert G.

Me.
Portland, dtf

St.,

BUY

McCOULDRtC,Mgr.
617 Congress Street,

by Corres-

Doalor,

Sole New England Representatives for the
Steinway, Hardman, Gabier, Bacon, and
other First Class Pianos.

seplO

■■«Il I III

lADDOX,

S. A.

Call and

Oil·

MAINF TOWNS.
of Interest

them

FREE OF CHARGE

Railway Broker,
Ensued 277 WASH'N ST.,Boston

|

1280.^0
287.20
1348
802
526
234
11.40
57.50
30

"

Glasses that will lit you.
Isa gold frames,
"
silver frames,
"
steel frames,
"
fact the finest line of
glasses you will find ill
fit
Portland
and
we

>

heirs
York

Cumberland National Bank
"

FOGG,

A Keliable

|
persons ordered it from the nearest drug
in their
238 J store.
Education
They were profuse
County
Meaher, Dennis
thanks to Mr. Kahler for tellng them how
Ι
338
Bank
722
A
Savings
For sale
cure a bad cold so quickly.
Under the law taxing shares in National to
Banks of non residents of the State, there is by Landers & Babbidge,
Druggists and
:
follows
tax
as
a
levied
C .B. Woodman, Westbrook.
Casco National Bank
$1698
Canal

GEO. 0.

We Got 'Em,

Manager.

Harry F. Smith who works for H. H.
SHALL sell on the premises of GEORGE W.
Hay & Sons., Portland, and Harry B. I WOLF, Searboro, Tuesday, Sept. 17. at ten
in the forenoon. This farm is situated
o'clock
from
Corcanoe
a trip in a
took
Ayer,
350 I
on the road leading from IJunston to Beach
Also
I nish to Steep Falls last Wednesday, via Ridge and is known as the Dresser farm.
476 | the
at the same time and place the stock and farmOssipee and Saco Rivers.
Cause
other
tools
and
personal
property.
to
ing
is
comJohn Hutchins of Frveburg
834 I
of selling sickness. GEORGE w. WOLF.
mence work with P. Durgin in two weeks
HENRY B. JOHNSON, Auctioneer.
made
vacant
the
recently
position
taking
sept!3d3t
Searboro, Sept. 10, 1895.
360 j by Wm. R. Copp
engaging with I. N.
228
292

388

1558

in

Cornish, Sept. 13. —Mrs. Asenath Small
is very sick, and there are slight hopes
of lier recovery.
The concrete walk in front of the stores
on Main St., have become hardened for

300

ΚR

& Portsmouth
R R Co

ob-

missing

tained and nothing was

308

320

St Francis Mills
300
Co
Stockman, Frank
214
W
Storer, Frederick 324
Storer, Horace

222

652,

was

General

septl2tol8

Cornish.

&

R Co

No money

the lock.

922Ι postofflce.

Portland, Saco

James D

202

340

breaking

330

Og-

3514

Fessenden,

Item·

τ

George F
Thomas

Deering, H et

Co
Portland

Rochester

&

sisters

264

224

Stevens, William

6

W

Η

Deering,

278

Tris-

tram

2
2
3

270

580
•J 12

Spring, Emily

5

Tabor, Jeremiah

Deering, Hemy

densburg

562"

240

Mrs An-

Stevens,

Snow, Nellie W
Τ

260
308
736

Bros 520
South worth, Fran

VV
320 Standard Cloth216
ing Co
326; Stanwood,
Edwin L heirs
356
418 Stanwood, Ε L &
440
Co
Stead man, Ε M
624
& Co
Stephenson, Al900
exander B
S Stevens, A Ε &
700
Co
312 Stevens, Jane Τ
heirs
400 Stevens & Jones
Co
2*4. Stevens, Sarah

Smith, Elizabeth
Smith, Francis A
Smith, F A & Co
Smith, Henry St
John
9
Smith, H St John
trustee for El.
len H Cram
3
Smith, J JI & H
St John & J ii
Brown heirs
7
Smith, Susan II
trustee

min C
South worth

Τ

294

Sliaw,

640
992

614

286 Sparrow, John

Foss Co

Eugene

Russell,

Somerby, Benja$312

Sawyer, Geo Ε
S c li 1 ο tterbeck,
Augustus G
Schlotterbeck &

SI] aw,

316

John

heirs

li

Sargent,

Co

550
552
288

360

Sargent, Hannah

412
1304

Rowena

la

F heirs
Redlon, Luther
Heed, Thomas Β
Rice, C M Paper

L M

Curtis, John Β
Deake, Charles
heirs,

Portland &

A heirs

568
420
616

*

272

Peters, John A
& George Ν
Black, trustees
316 Prince, Arthur W 258

Samuel Η

Conant, Emma

Telephone &
Telegraph Co

328
622

heirs

Richardson, Kos-

Gorham was entered by burglars Friday
night and about $25 vorth of goods
stolen. The place is occupied as a general
store and postoffice, and entrance was
effested by prying the front door and

use.

A

Gerry, Eldridge
$254

230

$312

Newman, Ed244
ward heirs
422 Norton, Edwin

H

Co

Rand, Helen A
Rand,John
Rand, John F
Randall, Joshua

212
586

Blanchard,

Plummer, Chas

Q

260

!

RESIDENTS.

>O V

Boy d, Albert D
Burnham, Geo
Jjl·
Carroll, John Η
Coles worthy,

332

'*
374

MONTREAL, QUEBEC & ST. ANNE
DE SEAUPRE, and Return.

Y

592
Heirs
Portland Athletic
252
Club
248
F
Portland ChemiPendleton, Lewis
224
cal & Phosphate
W
240
Co
Perkins, J W &
800 Portland Pier Co 232
Co
Publish228 Portland
Perley, Ruth W
480
362
ing Co
Perry, Charles
Portland Safe DePerry, Stephen
500
256
C trustee
posit Co
[Portland Stove 618
Pettingill, Sarah
350
Foundry Co
J
416
506 Preston, John C
Pierce, Anna L
884
Putnam, Wm L
Plummer, Chas
Wm
L
354 Putnam,
A
trustee Susan
Plummer, C M &
280
55S
C Messer
II τ
M

206

feston, ThoniM

308

Soil

Walker, Charles

Louisa Ρ

402

424

474

W & wife

Adams, JobnM $ 476 Milliken, Seth M
Keal, AlTin
228 New
England

Palmer, John Ε
Palmer, Moses G

GRAND EXCURSION

admr

liam

Wes-

ton F

(widow

240

268

W estate

330

zabeth M

Jes-

Thompson, Hannah Ζ heirs
Thompson, Wil-

Julia

Milliken,

Τ heirs

McGlinchy,

630
456
426

392

13

Milliken,

612
386

ry F

McGlinchy,

Thomas, Geo A
Thomas, Susie R

600 Milliken, Jennie

McAllister, Hen-

McGlinchy,

C heirs
Miller, James
Millike n, George
HarMilliken,
riet Ν

300

Maxey, Sawyer

McDonald,

Morrill, Henry Ρ
Morrill, J A & Co
Merry, Alice J S
Miller, Charlotte

240

& Co

Marks, William

260

Files, W. J. Corthell, Thomas F. Fardon,
Lewis McLellan, Rev. G. W.
Reynolds,
Solan S. Androws, Willard W. Woodman,
Guthrie
B.
Simon
B.
Henry
Johnson,
and George H. Wontworth.
Although a largo majority of the meoting was in favor of passing the article, it
===== FROM =r
was deemed advisable upon recommendatho
tion of Trustee John S. Hinkley, as
school money had been apportioned in
the town this year, and there being no
TO
suitable building for the accommodation
of the school of taken from the Normal
management at present that a committeo
be appointed to confer with the state
sohool authorities to asoortain if some
satisfactory Arrangement could not be Tickets good going Monday. Sept. 16th, and
made.
Wednesday, Sept. 18th, and to
The following committee was choson
For SO Says,
notu.ru
be
to
an
to report at
adjournod meeting
held Saturday evening, Septomber 28 : E.
at tile following Exceedingly tow Kates:
H. B.
A. Soule, J. J. G. Hannaford,
Sc.00
To Montreal OR Quebec and return,
7.50
Johnson, Fred W. Harding and George To Montreal AN1> Quebec and return.
be
such To St. Anne de Beaupre and return,
seems
to
Thore
6.50
H. Went worth.
if
the To St. Anne de Beaupre and return, in-1
that
universal dissatisfaction
I
eluding Montreal,
present arrangement is not remedied at
removed
will be
From intermediate stations to above points
once that the schools
and return at correspondingly low rates.
I from the Normal management.
L. J. SKARGEANT,
I Ζ The store of George C. Jordan at West

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

atban heirs

Thomas, Edward

M

L

Alice Β
Lowell,
Cyrus
230
heirs
Libby, James S
210 Ludwig, Gardiheirs
ner
270
R
972
Joseph
Libby,
Lunt, James R
Libby, Mary Λ &
438 heirs
388
Sarah A
Lyman, Son &
Lindsey, Mrs M
209
Co
222
A H
448 Lynch, Michael
Little, Albion
heirs
894

Libby,

J. R. LIBBY

C

u.

I.

to

Rackliff, James

Greenough, Free-

3501
272
2041
248

purchase.
Bring your Dressmaker with you, for the benefit of her suggestions.

nagged

Κ

800

and Garments

Iligh

of

see them comfortably, leisurely
The Goods will be draped and arranged in such a manner that hundreds of people can
here—such a magnificent
shown
Never in all our business career have we shown—or seen
and without being crowded.
three days named above.
collection of Art Novelties in Dress Goods and Silks as will be on exhibition here on the
desire to look without being
You are heartily invited to be present, nobody will ask you to buy, or interfere with your

Pearson, Samuel
240
3i>8
522

Class Aeitumnals in Kress Goods, Silks
and TH,URS»A1% Sept. 17th, 18th, 19th.

Opening

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY

occur

Palmer Shoe Co
Pay son, George

-u.

Greenough, Byron

908

will

248

594
estate
282
Gerrish,Orville Κ. 256 Goudy & Kent— 814
AmGray, William.... 220
Giddings,
402 Green, Robert F.. 378
brose heirs

Gilmon. John T...

(Hooper, Son &
$1000
$1464, Leighton
Son
| Hunt. George S. 4078
Hammond. WillHealey.Jame3 A,

Fenn, William H.

L

H.

370

Patrick

g

Gilkey, Alphonso

Hamlin, J H &
lam,

Feeney,

Foster, Moses H..
Foster, Tlios A..
Fox,A. Lewis heirs
Frederick
Fox.
heirs
Fox. Harriet L...
Fox, John heirs...
Fox. John M
Fox, Martha T...
Frank, Melvin P..
Frank, Susan A...
Frye, George C.
Fullam, Orlancl W
Fuller, Augustus

Our Grand Harvest-time

440

F.

Farnsworth, Ben-

*

210

Ε.

$5000:

J. R. LIBBY.

254 Browti,

Ό.

121,835.46

188 3
188 4
188 5
188 6
188 7
188 8
188 9
189 0
189 1
189 2
189 3
189 4

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCEIXAîTEOIJS.

MISCEIXAiiEOUS.

SIISCEttANEOUS.

CITY VALUATION AND TAXES-

1

think

my

=

National

Register bought o£ you, all

claim

pleased

am
and
for
it.
with the system.

Cash
you
welt

R. H. JOROA N,
104

Exchange St.,

STATE

AGEilT.

financial.
PORTLAM) DAILY PRESS
STATE PRESS.
Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) $β per year: S3 for six
months ; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at th
of $7

year.
Maine State Press,
(Weekly) published
tvery Thursday, $2 per year ; §1 for six months ;
>o cents a quarter; 25 ccuts ior trial subscription of six weeks.
Tersons wishing to leave town for a long or
ihort periods may have the address of their
japer changed as often os desired.
a

Advertising Rates.
first
In Daily Press SI.50 per square,
Three lnserseek, 75 cents per week after.
livery other
cions or less, SI.00 per square,
3ay advertisements, one third less thau these
ates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week
àrst week; half price each succeeding week.
"A Square" is a space of the width of a column

and one inch long.
on first page,

Special Notices,

one-third ad-

ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sain. 12.00 per
square each week. Three insetious or less,
£1.50 per square.
Reading Noti-.es in nonpariel type and
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
ue each insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
26 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advernot paidl lia advance, twill be
tisements

charged at regular

rates.

Press—$1.00 per square
In Maine
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
r.cription and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
State

PRESS.

THE

Whitten,

reappointment by

—AND—

MAINE

'ate

inated Mr.

the Council to take the odium of throwing down a faithful oublie servant. But
the odium attaching to this case does not
stop with the rejection of Mr. Whitten.
The selection of lus successor is, to say
the least, a very unfortunate ono.
No apology is needed for instituting an
inquiry into the qualifications of a man
who seeks appointment to an
public office like that of bank
Such an inquiry is not only
is a duty. That it is made

important

examiner.
propor, it
late is due
to the fact that Mr. Timberlake prosecuted his campaign for the office secretly,
his candidaoy not being generally known
until a day or two before liis appointment. Neither Mr. Whitten nor his friends
know that any one was in tho field un-

days before the nomination, so
quietly had Mr. Timberlake carried on
his canvass and got his "stack of petittil

a

Λ Public

who was entitled to
long usage, and left

few

The

(Boston Herald.)
contemplated system of

I

SEPTEMBER

16.

New York Sun thinks the Earl of

The

Dunraven.ought to be pitied rather than
denounced.
Mr. Richard

consented to
the nomination
third term. Mr.

Croker

cas

make no opposition to
of Mr. Cleveland for a
Cleveland must feel betterjnow.

It is probably entirely safe to offer any
amount of money for a match; between
the Valkyrie and the Defender. Dunraven is done for this year at least, and
no amount of money could tempt him on
to a racing courso whether it be^in New
York bay or off Marblehead. No newspaper need therefore hesitate to offer a
prize of any amount for^a race for fear it
may be called upon to fork over the gum.
rebel sources it is learned that a
considerable force of Spanards have been
surrouudedjby the Cuban forces and cut
The Spanish report of this
to pieces.
From

make
it
will
transaction
appear
The
a
only
great Spanish victory.
can
thing like
get any
way one
;i
correct
idea^ of what is going
in Cuba is to watch the actions of
the Madrid government.
Reports from
rebel and Spanish sources in the island
are
equally unreliable. Preparations to
send more troops to Cuba is good.enough
on

proof however that the rebellion there.is
serious and that little progress has been
made so far in putting it'down.
Gorman merchants who sellfAmerican
meats are now required to post in their
shops a notice to the effect that these

passed ouly
insufficient inspecticn,
"have

meats

a

superficial

and no guarantee of their purity can, therefore, be
given." The effect of this order, which
und

is

understood

emanate from|the genis to kill the sale of

to

eral government,
American ; meats
It is

a

many's
soantry,
measure

William

wlierever.it is enforced.
way £of attestii»g Gerprofessed friendship for this

very poor

and it would be only a fair
of retaliation, when Emperor
makes his proposed visit to the

United States,to put him through a regular^course of immigrant inspection.
the delegates to the
Six-sevenths οί
New York Republican state convention
will be favorable to Mr. Piatt. This is
a
pretty slim showing for a year's warfare upon Mr. Piatt by the New York
Tribune and other prominent newspapers
and politicians of Now York state. The
most savage attacks have been made on

held up to
he has
been
him
and
all sorts of opprobrium, all in the name|of
reform of course, .but the people appear
If
to have taken little stock in the raid.
anybody wants to know why, the answer
is probably that tho people of New York
know that the raid was not sincere ; that
it was not the downfall of Piatt that
that
that
the
was
chief
purpose ;
was Jonly a means to an end, the end bethe elevation of the raiders to the

ing

control of the party machinery so that
they might direct thf election of delegates to the next Republican national

convention,

and

this

the

people

did not

approve.
THE APPOINTAIENT OF

BANK EXAM-

INER.

At last we have something in the shapo
of an explanation why the rule that has
with
for many
obtained
years past
reference to
the appointment of bank
examiner was broken in the case of Mr.
Whitten. It seems, according to tho Au-

National

Dated

is as follows
F.

casa

It

:

E. TIMBERLAKE

VS. ELI

CROSBY.
Franklin.

Opinion January 18., 1889.
Compensation. Negligence.

August I, ISS3.

AY
In Her Own Popular Version,

0OULTON,

WOODBURY &

for adeof the

Bankers, Portland, Me.
sep3c!2w

August 31, 1895.

Maine.

PORTLAND,

SOUTH

ONE NIGHT

$1,550,000

Total Debt including this

$40,000

issue,

M0ULT0N,

50

gusta correspondent of the Boston Herald,
that Governor Cleaves wanted to appoint not actuated by passion or prejudice ; if
Mr. Whitten, but the majority of the they leaned at all they would naturally
Council wanted Mr. Tiinberlake, and lean toward leniency in dealing with
Belie finally deferred to their wishes.
of their own profession. It
a member
sides Mr. Timberlake had securod "stacks is safe to concludo therefore,
that in

petitions," the correspondent says, tho above opinion there is no overstate'which were too formidable to be ig- ment, no unnecessary
criticism, but
nored." The Constitution of Maine says only what the facts of the case and duty
I hat "tho Governor shall nominate and, to the
public imperatively demanded.
with the advice and consent of the CounMr. Timberlake has not yet been con"
In tinued. There is still a chanoe to retrieve
cil, appoint all judioial officers, etc.
this case it will be seen that the pro- the· blunder of his
appointment. No
cedure enjoined by the constitution was stack of petitions can be high enough to
practically reversed,the Council nominat- shut out of view or obscure this opinion
ing, and the Governor, with much ap- of tho Supreme Court.
parent reluctance, consenting, or in the
language of the Herald correspondent,
Tho United States cruiser Alert has
"deferring to their wishes."
gone to Guayaquil.
He
Ï The Governor made a mistake.
The ships of the North Atlantic squadshould have clung to his prerogative, nom- ron left New London yesterday at 3 p. m.

Gasco National Bank

10 POPULAR COMEDIANS 10
12 SKILLED DANCERS 12
0 CULTURED SINGERS 9
10 PICKANINNIES 10
14 SPECIALTIES 14

·

World.

Tickets 7fi, 50 and 25c.
sale at box office.

Enables

us

to

guarantee

attention called to

Improved

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
on

on

Time

favorable

to

'-pen accounts,

as

well

as

from

wishing; to transact Banking: busiof any description through this Bank.

STEPHEN R. SMALL Prsjiinl
MARSHALL ft. GOD!ill CasYm

our

utf

jan4

Pad. Retains the

NOTICE.

most difficult forms of

FRAMINGHAM,

MASS.,

<f,

GEO. C.
Corner of

L

FRYE,

Congress and Franklin St».,

DATED JUNE 1, 1885.

Λ
Λ

^

Portland, lOc.

The Derby Mascot
The Great Derby Race.
Tlie Beautiful Swamp Scene,
The Realistic Gallows Scene.

prr
OLL

The Celebrated Traping Horse,
"King Faro" in his wonderful
leap over the Rate· of a K. R.
crossing.

OCL

Car Loads Special Scenery.

2

All New Mechanical Effects.
10 Buck and AVing Dancers.
2 thoroughbred Itace Horses "King Faro"
and Gray Bruce,

Tickets 75. 50 and 25c.
office.

Holders of above bonds are hereby notified
that. in accordance with the terms of the
mortgage, their bonds are called in for payment October 1. 1895, upon which date interest will cease.
We are prepared to cash the bonds with accrued interest at any time on presentation.
Having been awarded the new issue of 30
year 4 1-2 per cent «old, first mortgage bonds of
this company, we are prepared to furnish them
to holders £ of the old bonds upon favorable
terms if applied for at an early date.

Children, Saturday, commencing SeptemOctober 3d: Evening class 3Tondays
und
commencing September
Thursdays,
80th. For furtoer particulars please call or
send for circulars.
Respect fully,
M. B. GILBERT.
septl4tf
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Γ
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Wakes

KiDNEl TROUBIES
anil DYSFHPSift

Marvelous Cures
in Blood Poison

Are entirely removed by P.P.P·
—Prickly Ash. Poke Root and Potassium, the greatest blood purifier on
earth.
Aberdeen, O.. July 21,1891.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

^

Ρ
».

W
jw
vA
^

Rheumatism

ΪόπγΡ.Ρ

Bespeotfully

P Ρ P. purifies the blood, builds np
the
weak
and
debilitated, Rives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
giving the patient health and
disea^eo,
nappinosB where alckness,
gloomy
and lassitude first prevailed.

igehngs

For primary, secondary and tertiary
iyphllis. fcr blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria,
dyapepsla, and
blood nnd smln «ltacasea, like
I1?
eczema—wc

raav sa?,

To all whom it may concern: I here·
teetify to the wonderful properties
oi P. P. P·to* eruptions of the skin. 1
» offered for several years with an un·
pja-htly and disagreeable eruption oa
I tried every known rememy face.
P. P. P. waaused,
dy bxii in vain,until
and cin now entirely cured.
D.
J.
W
(Slpied
bv

blood purifier in the world, and makes
epeedy and permanent cures
nail cases.

fjositive,

Ladieg whose pyetems are poisoned
and whose blcod is in an impure condition, due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wonderful touio àiîd blood cleansing properties of p. p. p.-prickly A*h, Polie
Boot and Potassium.

of

Sprjnqfibld,

—1

I
■A

say it has done

mo more

good than anything I have ever taken.
c®n recommend
your medicine to ai*
aufferera of the abovo diseases.
MR9. M. M. YEAET.
SprlngSoiU. Green County, Mo.
*■

f

Mo.. Aug. 14th, 1893.

can speak is the highest terms of
your medicine from ibv own personal
Kuowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
35 years, was treated by the very béôfc
Physicians ana spent hundreds of doliars, tried
known remedy without findingevory
relief. I have only taken
one bottlo of vour P. P. P.» and can

cheerfully

_

Skin cnaeer varra,
fromthe Mayor <tf Sequin,Tim,

without, fear of

contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best

Tutimony

Seqtjih, T«x., January 14,1893.
Messhs, LIFPMAN Bhos. Savannsh,
Qa. : GentUmm-1 have tried your p;
P. P. fur α disease of the akin, uaually
known as akin oancer.of thirty year»·
relief: le
standing, and found great
and removes all Irpurifies the blood seat
the disease
of
the
from
ritation
of the
and prevents any
I have taken flvo or six bottle»
sorea.
course
another
that
confident
feel
and
relieved
■will effect a cure. It has also
and atomaoii
me rrom Indigestion
trouble». Tours truly, M. BtJST,
OAPT. W.
Attorney at Law·

spreading

Book

on Blood Diseuses

ALL

Principal and
Interest by the Maine
Central R. R. Co.

GEO.

MM Free.

DHUGGIBTS SELL IT.

UPPNIAN

BRO8.

ΡΕΟΡβΙΕΤΟΡ.8,

tAppmmm't Block, Savannah, β»

Φ
'•^WVWWÇa,

F.

42 Exchange Street.

HOLDERS OF

Kansas City, Kansas Water Company
FIRST MORTGAGE

β per

*40,000

on

Deposits.

offered every
business
and

are

their balances,
warrant.

facility which
responsibility

BONDS.
Choice investment securities, including UigU
grade, home bonds, constantly on hand.

Correspondence Solicited.

dtt

aug28

COLD

dtt

NOTICE.'

cent

$100.000

OHIO BONDS,
DUNCAN, Rockland Water Company.

apr2

TO THE

$100.000*

in

•Invested in Government Bonds.

Depositors

Guaranteed

vours.

J As. M. NEWTON,
Aberdeen, Blown CounSj, Ob
D. Johnston·
t.
J.
Cap

ALLE*
ntf

TRUST

Stockhol ers' additional liability,
Surplus and undivideJ profits,
Interest Paid

THIRTY YEAR 5's,

Messrs Lipfmxn Bros. Savannah.
: Dear Sirs—I bought a bottle or
P. at Hot Springs, Ark.,and
t has done me more good than three
months' treatment at the Hot Springe·
Bond three bottles O. O. D.

and Scrofula

Capital Stock paid

KNOX & LINGOLN R'Y.

Oa.

tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,

lege.

C. W.

I\ O. KAIL1ST.
imrrl4

COMPANY.

DUE 1912.

Î

CO.,

dtf

CONSOL. 4's,

CflTHBHH. MHUBH.

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

X
&

BAILEY &

O.

Fr

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

>

SALES

ACUTION

SWAN & BARRETT, PORTLAND
BANKXiXlS.

PIMPIES. BLOTCHES
USB DID SORES

on

FINANCIAL^

sep5

j>

Seats now

sale at box.
«

men ces

First Mortgage 6's,

Elastic Trusses, 75c.
'Hard Rubber Trusses, $1.00

Taylor's great racing play.

Chas. A

Gilbert's Dancing Classes.

WATER CO.

NEW YORK

In

nrr

those
ness

on

KATIE ROONEY,

OLL

Deposits.

Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others desiring

now

ONE NIGHT,
Friday, September SOth,

prr

Interest allowed

Seats

LITTLE

SURPLUS

terms.

a

Perfect Fit =
Special

Incorporated 1824.

Current Aocouuti received

·

GRAND MILITARY BAND 21
of the Minstrel
Swell Parade

21
The

195 Middle St P. α Bex 1103.

rUV*UMUUUMV
OUR LONG EXPERIENCE

50

Comedians,

ARTHUR HEMMING,

ME.

—

PORTLAND, MAINE,

AND

PrineeVof

dtf

Tua

CAPITAL

$eo,ooo

PERFOliMEKS

Sts.

ua

AGREAT BIG PIECE. FOR
10 CENTS·

colossal

mUCMDV'6
HcNKY 5

«.A

PLU

19th.

The Great Show of the Bay,

Headed by the

Exchange

OF

ONLY,

Thursday, September

BANKEHS,

—

Seats now

MINSTRELS.

&

Cor. Middle and
JulySl

NEW

Ο

Assessed Valuation

WOODBURY

THE

oil

from 1903 to 1905.

Payable

! MI5TERIY0UVE
DROPPED YOUR

EAST
LYNNE.
Tickets, 75, 50 and 25 cts.
sale at box office.

4's.

finances of Boston was the recommendation that advantage be taken of tho opportunity for obtaining a good portion
of the much needed increase of municipal
revenues by requiring holders of public
franchises to pay for the privilege. Yet,
in the faoe of this report, the very first

no

TO-NIGHT,

collection.

use

Attorney.
to use the highWhere an attorney makes twenty writs request for a franchise
when only one is necessary, he cannot ways for private profit is granted, as of
reoover for the write, nor for term fees
yore, by an almost unanimous vote of the
in the suits, thus unnecessarily comboard, and without even waiting so
menced.
On motion by defendant to set aside much as twenty-four hours to think it
the verdict.
The faota appear in the over.
There Is probably no other great city
opinion.
States which has the conWalton, J.—The plaintiff has obtained in the United
a verdict of
$107.50 for balance which he sistent record of Boston in giving awuy
1U1
UOllUlllOOS
uuuupunwu
claims is due him for professional services
\ΐ;Λ
4-n tlin
streets. From first to last the city has
this verdict is clearly not received a dollar from this source.
conclusion that
cities in the
wrong and must'be'set aside. Lawyers, Even the worst governed
like other professional men, are required country, like New York, Philadelphia
have records immensely
to
possess and exercise a reasonable and Baltimore,
amount of knowledge and skill. And more creditable in this respect. In the
when a lawyer is employed to assist in matter of street railway franchises, for
the collection of a debt, and, through example, New York receives large revethe
ignoranoe of a'plaiu aud well settled rule nues in the shape of percentages of
of law, he makes twenty writs when only receipts, varying according to circumraiistreet
Since; the Broadway
one Jis neoessary, ho cannot (recover for stances.
the writs nor for"term fees in the suits ay scundal, which landed Jacob Sharp in
thus unnecessarily commenced. To hold the penitentiary, with a lot of the alderotherwise would place
ignorance at a men the law has forbidden the giving
away of public franchises in Now York.
premium and knowledge at a discount.
It appears that the plaintiff was em- With all our municipal reform sentiment,
effecployed to make onejtrustee writ against why is it that public opinion is less
nineteen joint debtors, and tl'at ho made tive here?
anreceives
an
In Philadelphia the city
it and delivered it to the creditor, and
that the latter caused it to be served on nual license of $50 for every car, and altho nineteen defendants and on the though the Philadelphia city council is
Franklin & Megantic Railroad Company one of the most shamelessly corrupt legisas
their trustee ; and that several days lative bodies in the world, nevertheless,
afterward, without instructions from his the strreet railway companies,in return
without seeing
client and
him, the for their trolley franchises, paved over 131
asphalt from curb to
plaintiff made nineteen more writs and miles of streot with
had them served—that is, he sued eaoh curb and bound themselves to maintain
in
the
good condition. In
of the nineteen joint debtors in a sepapavements
rate action. His excuse for so doing, is Baltimore the public parks are main„
that he was not cortain that he "coula tained by the payment to tue city
hold their several accounts against the considerable percentago of the gross re
street
of
the
railwiiy
companies
railroad on their joint liability.
ceipts
on the other I
Here in Boston
.d,
This excuse is not satisfactory. It is a
that in a suit practically every kind of company tha
law
familiar rule of
has
been
given
against joint debtors the property of each has sought the privilege
And it was decided for the asking froe license to work itsmay be attached.
in Smith vs. Gaboon, 37 Maine, 281, that, will upou the thoroughfares. Street rail"in a suit against joint debtors, a person ways, gas, electric lighting, telephone
holding goods, effects or credit*, of" either and telegraph companies have not only
The paid nothing for their rights, but havi
of them may be held as trustee.
in a chronic state
marginal note of this decision, which kept the street surfaco
of eruption at an enormous cost to the
we have quoted, is copied into the Maine
Expensive pavemonts have beon
Digest under the title of "trustee city.
are
in such a
process," and the subtitle "of "when ruined and many streets
The de- disgraceful condition that an enormou?
the trustee will be charged.
cision is also cited on the margin of the outlay will bo required to put thom in
revised statutes opposite the chapter re- decent order.
The plea is made that the service of thislating to "trustee process," under the
titleTof "when charged." And it seems pneumatic tube system will be such a
to us that by a search of ten or fifteen great public convenience that no charge
minutes, the plaintiff could have found should oe made for the use of tho streets.
this decision.and thus removed Ills uncer- The same plea has been put forward foi
tainty; and to remain ignorant, with the every other interest that has sought a
If the national governmeans of information so readily accessi- public franchise.
ble, must bo regarded as culpable nogli- ment proposed to lay tho tubts directly
in
the postal service it
uso
own
for
its
vs.
123
Mass.
MoOwen,
Caverly
gonce.
574 ; Wilson vs. Russ, 20 Maine, 421 ; 2 Sh. would l)e a different matter, but hore is
and Red. on Negligence, (4th ed. ) 558-9. a private concern that proposes to make
2 Greenl. Ev. 144.
money by leasing to the national governNo îeason is perceived, and none is sug- ment a privilege which it receives as a
the city.
Moreover, the
gested why tho suit first commenced did free gift from
not accomplish every purpose desired. same lines will also naturally be used for
another
source
Wo think it did. And we think that the a parcel delivery service;
nineteen suits subsequently commenced, of revenue at the public expense, and
and in which the plaintiff has charged for which the city receives nothing. The
the client'for writs and term fees $100.00, aldermen might just as consistently, and
not only useless, but worse than with the same moral right, give the use
were
useless, for they absorbed over $130 00 of of the stalls in Eanueil Hall market to
tho funds from which the creditor hoped cerain favored parties rent free under the
to collect his debt in the trustee's fees plea that the publio convenience would
alone. And the plaintiff has charged in be promoted and people might get their
account annexed to the writ $34.10 provisions so much cheaper.
his
It is also urged that this is an experithese
for tho officer's fees for serving
rial··
mon(; nnd the minmnv is titlcine»· λ
writs, and he admits that he paid the
«fTiror nnlv $10.00. and that the officer But if it"is an experiment, ithe city is also
assuming a risk in allowing its streets to
ncoi pted that sum in full for his sorvices.
A deduction of $34.10 must therefore be be torn up by a company that might not
And
made from this item. And we think $190.00 be able to carry out its obligations.
should be deducted from the charge for if men are willing to risk their capital
in
of
These
an
foes.
two
sums
in
term
beexpectaion
and
enterprise
profit
writs
ing deducted, the balance of the plain,- ible return for the investment, thoy
as"1 charged by him, will would certainly have confidence enough
tiff's account,
be only 863.75, and, as he has already been in its success to pay a percentage of their
think'that
we
nothing more receipts for the rental of the streets. But
paid $75.00,
% system that is in successful operation
can justly be recovered of the defendant.
in Philadelphia,and which is an improveMotion (sustained.
Peters, C. J., Panforth, Virgin and ment on the systems in use for years in
concurred.
European capitals, can hardly be termed
Emery, JJ.,
We are disposed to assume that neither »n experiment.
The public franchises which Boston has
the Council nor the Governor knew of
given away sinoe the first street railway
chartered ; are worth
the existence of this opinion, and that companies wore
the newspapers which have been sounding many millions of dollars in capitalized
value. Were the city today in receipt of
Mr. Timberlake's praises in so lavish a
the revenues which they might have
way were ignorant of it also. We cannot yielded if the public interests had been
either the Council or the properly guarded, the tax rate would be
believe that
lower than the present
Governor or the newspapers would recom- very considerably
figure Experience elsewhere has amply
mend for the important duty of super- shown that
capitalists are willing enough
vising the management of $60,000,000 be- to pay very handsomely for the public
longing to the people of the'state which franchises that they seek. There is, thereJabsolutely no "excuse for the guarthey have accumulated by years of thrift fore,
dians of the public intercss not to demand
six
a
man
who
denial
and self
only
years moh
oayment, and make the best bargain
ago was found guilty by tho Supreme possible for the municipality. Neglect to,
to justify the suspicCourt of Maine of culpable negligence in io this is sufficient
ion that, while a franchise is paid for, the
the practice of his profession and with
payment has stopped short of the city
having charged his client for officer's fees treasury. It is high time that this rockas
as
much
he actu- less giving away of publio franchises was
more than throe times
forbidden by law, and provision made for
ally paid the officer. Our Supreme judges
obtaining adequate returns for tho priviare a considerate body of men, they are

·

You are hereby notified that tlio above described bonds .'ire called for payment and the
accrued interest
same together with all unpaid
thereon, will be paid on presentation, in Sew
York City.
Bond should be deposited with us at once lor

streets. It is an old habit of our municiions."
Mr. Timberlake is a lawyer by profes- pal authorities to bo altogether too genersion.
He has been in practice ten or ous in giving away the people's money
twolve years in the town of Phillips in —or what amounts to the same thing,
Franklin county. In 1888 he brought suit public franchises worth money—to private
against one Eli Crosby for professional individuals and corporations, and the
remonservices.
The case finally reached the aldermen, despite the earnest
law court and.in the eighty-flrst volume strances that have been made against
of the Maine Reports is published the such practices in the past few years,
opinion rendered by Judge Walton and shows no signs of a better disposition.
concurred in by Judges Peters, Danforth, One of the best things in the recent reVirgin and Emery. The opinion suffic- port of the special commission on the

iently disoloses the facts of the

Water Works Go.

Consolidated Mortgage 6 Per Gent.
BONDS,

ago.
But the fact that it is to bo a public
oonvenienco gives no valid excuse for
the action of the board of alderman in
giving this valuable franchiso to a private
company without guarding the lights of

making provision

G. Ε. LOTHKOl', Lessee and Manager.

.KANSAS CITY

postal
Paris, Herlin, London, Vienna and other
European capitals for fifteen or twonty
with
years past, it is hardly consistent
national reputation for keeping
our
abreast of the ago In suoh conveniences
that the principlo was not adopted long

quate compensation for the

Portland Theatre,

TO THE HOLDERS OP THE

methods and an enormous convenience to the Boston public. Considering the faot that similar systems have
service in
been features of the

present

»

MONDAT,

NOTICE.

local mail

transmission by pneumatic tubes will undoubtedly be a vast improvement over

the city and

AMUSEMENTS.

Franchise Given Away.

STREET

Dated Nov. 11, 18S7.

RAILWAY

BONDS

INTEREST PAID OX DEPOSITS.

NORTHERN

BONDS,

You are herby notified that in accordance with the terms of the Mortgige
(the Bonds liavo been subject to redemption since May 1, 1894) your Bonds
are called in for payment September 1,
1895, at the Central Trust Co., New
York, and that interest will cease on
that day.
Should you desire us to collect them
for you, please to deposit them with us

5s,

and carefully selected

RANKING

CO.,

53 Exchange Sireel,
PORTLAND, ME.

jly2C

eodtf

INVESTMENTS.

Town of Dexter, Maine, 6 s.
Town of Piltsfield, Ma no. 4's.
City of Zanesviûe, Ohio 4 1-Zs.
City of SpringfielJ, Ohio, 5's.
ai once.
of Ashland, Wisconsin, G's,
Should you wish to make re-iuvest- City
ment we shall be glad to correspond or Boiough of Braddock, Peina., 4 1-2's and 5's.
couler with you upon the subject.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's,
We regret that we have been unable
this call, Portland & Ogdsnsburg Railway Stock,
to give you earlier notice of
but the notice only reached us today.
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.
Respectfully yours,
FOR SAT,Ε BY

SWAN & BARRETT, H. M. PAYSON &
BANKBRS,
CO,
DAariiEnsj

Portland, Me., August 28,
aug29dt£

1S95.

1iyi7

ett

LIVELY

FIRE ON CLAPBOARD ISLAND.

Consolation

Burn

Belonging to Hannaford Brotliere
Destroyed Yesterday Afternoon—Loss
1800—Caught

*1300, Insurance

Under

Peculiar Circumstances.
As the steamer Madeline was returning
to Freeport
from the Sunday excursion
yesterday afternoon about four o'clock,
those on board noticed a dense emoke
neighborhood of Claprising from the
board Island.
Ag
the steamer rounded the curve
which brings the island into full view,
they beheld the large barn whioh is
situated about ono hundred yards from
the island in a mass of flames. The cause
of the Are is a mystery.
Old John Sturdivant, who is employed
by Hannaford brothers to caro for the
property, and who lives there with his

family the year round, says that for some
time past the crops which are raised to
supply the owners produce business, have
suffered lately at the hands of marauders

Race of the Portland Yacht

Club AVon by (lie Nahma.

Less

I'sed at

Than

back the wind increased
blow with heavy squalls, and
run

stiff
when off
a

Long

Usual—An

l'once in

The consolation race of the Portland
yacht club Saturduy Was sailed in
weather that kept the amateur tars guessing most of the time. The race was for a
handsome cup and included the boats
that took part in the August series of
raoes.
A gentle northwost breeze had
been blowing all day, shifted as the gun
was fired to a dead head wind, and then
flatted out to a oalm, leaving the boats
barely stemming the tide. Some of the
shore
yachts stood over to the Cape
huuting for wind, and the fleet became
The wind soon got back
well scattered.
to its old quarter and piped up merrily,
and the run to the mark on Brimstone
ledge was mado under all sail. On the
to

NEW advertisements.

SOMETHING ABOUT CLAMS.

YACHT RACE.

Island

This

Interview

OWEN, MOORE &CO.

Season

with

Mr.

Kegard to the Fascinating Slol-

lusk.

PRESS

several
and
stolen
were
windows in the barn broken. Mr. T. B.
Hannaford, one of the owners of the
island, spent yesterday afternoon on
Clapboard island, and tells the story of

implements

Scalpel,

Bray,

3.3.13

2.7.38
Beatrice, Orr,
Juanita, Leavitt, 2.4.40
Mariota, Clifford. 2.6.33
Nanma,
Smith, 2.3.65
2.4.07
Sianara,
Hart,
2.2.52
the Are as follows :
Premier, Chase,
"I arrived at the island about half past
Some thirty members of

1.43.23

4.1.14

Sept. 16. 1895.

ΑΗΕ

during

the past season, and should set
the total number used on Long Island at

is

power on the people in this immediate
vicinity. But while this decrease is going
on there lias been an increase of
patronage from strangers.

purpose

for

As there is utile water

on

tne

Ten

Eyclt Was

Dr.

report that the race between
Casey, the South Boston soulier,
"Jerry"
of
the
surrounding
picturesque scenery
which came off at
and Ten Ecyk,
island was brightly illuminated by the
Portland
Plasted'e summer resort in
immense blaze.
harbor last Tuesday, was "fixed" is emMr. Hannaford estimated the loss at
phatically denied by Casey. Casey feels
(1300, It is insured for $800.
very "sore" that aDy such rumors should
The case will be thoroughly investibe floating around, and his friends, who
gated, and if the nightly visitors to this saw him in his race with Ten Eyck, are
lonely island are caught it will go hard
willing to stand by him and see that be
with them.
is exonerated from any such accusations.
It is doubtful that Casey or Ten Eyck,

DEEKING.

The eohool at Nason's Corner will opon

today.
There 'were four United States steamthe harbor Sunday morning, viz :
ers in
the steamer Woodbury, the lighthouse
supply steamer Myrtle, the buoy steam-

Lilao and the oil supply steamer
The last three came in Satur-

er

Azalea.

day night.
Azalea patrols the entire Atlantio
and supplies all the lighthouses
coast
with oil. She brought to this port Major
Livermore of Boston, chief of the Maine
and Massachusetts distriots. He was evidently in a hurry to reach Boston, since
he was put ashore here in order to take
The

The Azalea left Sunday ^morn-

the train.
ing·

Myrtle is on her way down east to
supply the lighthouses with necessary
The

She had on board two new
They are used at the
donkey engines.
articles.

lighthouse

stations

quite extensively

for

heavy work.
The schooner

Stephen

Bennett arrived

Saturday night with the winter's supply
She
of coal for Fort Preble soldiers.
anchored olose to the fort and will begin
tu discharge this morniug.
The
It
was an ideal day yesterday.
the islands certainly have
not been lovelier at any time this summer
harbor

and

the

and

sunshine

was

warm

while the

Yet what a conwas invigorating.
trast was presented to the Sunday spectacle of but a few weeks ago. Only one
of the Caeco Bay Company's boats was
running to the islands and that carried
air

but a small number of people.
hadn't noticed the
One man who
change of time that began'Sunday, came
down to take the 3.15 for Cashing's, but
found that he must wait till 4.20. The
Emita went down, the last boatjfor the
day, and took in the route of the other
steamers from Cushing's to Long Island.
The reoent oold weather has brought the
cottager» up in a body almost. They
Hooked up last week by the score. At
least 80 per cent of them_havo now returned to their homes.
It Is always a hard time for the steamboat men when the cottagers come home.
flock like so
if Jack Frost
many frightened
had soared them, and always have just
«wloe as muoh baecraee as they did when
thay went down singly all summer, but

They always

in

a

sheep

as

come

thoy bring them back altogether.

Manager tioding

was

away, yesterday

trip *to the White'Mountains, and
so oouldn't be asked as to the extent of
the summer's business compared to other
Mr. Samuel Green who takes the
years.
tickets, and who certainly knows about
the number of people, thinks the busiwith that
ness will compare favorably
of other years, despite the fact that it
has been an unusually cold and stormy
There was 15 days of fog at the
season.

on

a

July and there lias scarcely
beginning
been three good days in succession since.
excursions
have been numerous,
The
though not very large, but the gene»al
travel has been extensive.
in

The

Defender·

next best thing to seeing the
Defender is to see the spirited picturo of
the yacht, which has been issued by h.
Tibe

Prang & Co., of Boston.
the

yaoht

with

all

sails

George

George

M.

M.

linen

els,

offerings

are

the

from

of the entire stock
are

but

of

its

It
set

represents

ploughing

through the water at race-horse speed,
Kid i« aa exceedingly spirited picture.

27 inches wide,
a
19c
yard, been 25c.

German

Huck Tow-

inches,

at

17c,
sold before for less

leather
of
One lot
covered extension Fans,
at 15c today, other days
25c.

of

white

and
chiefs,
scalloped
embroidered borders, at
ioc, slightly soiled.
RIBBONS COUNTER.

One

One lot of

striped satin and
grain Ribbon, at
yara,
from

last
occurred took place
week, wag probably the most prominent
physician in Iowa, and enjoyed the
largest practice. He was born in Buxton
in this
state,
April 26, 18-37, and

Youtb and Ase

may eat

(

at

Frames,

aged,
day.

at

been

19c,

25c.

back

Brushes, pure Rusat
Bristles,
38c,

Hair

marked down from 50c.
lot

A

of

Flower"

Soap,

''Tropical
Complexion

at

bargain.
Preston's

of

lot

Salts,

a

ioc

a

uuwn

at

14c

nickel

with

bottle,

screw

a\rar\7xvhprp af"

cap,
9 SC.

lot

assorted

of

Tidies,

38c

digestible.

Chemisettes
collars,

standing
goods, some%hat
rumpled,
today,

Japanese
men's,
Handkerchiefs,

needle-wrought
bargain,

G."

One

Corsets, long
white,
waist,
$1.12,
black,
marked

One lot of

perlaundered

Shirts,
bosom, two collars and
collars
separate cuffs,
standing or turn down,
down

marked
$i,
from $1.50.
men's fine

Collars, odd

dozen

quality linen
sizes only,

at 25c the half dozen.

ruffle,
$1.25.

iivivuiw.il

One
Shirtwaists,
48c, marked

fancy

colors,

$1.00.

One

Skirts,

styles,

$1.39, marked
$2.

Twenty-five

fancy

Cloaks,
$7.50,

$3

today

price.

Cloaks,

right

chil-

Bon-

|SKAI !

James

lined,
nets,
marked

48c,

Covers, stamped
embroidery, at 19c,

for

been 35c.
SILKS COUNTER.

One

ported
color,

bury
and

lot

Glasten-

of

67c,

at

marked down from

$1.

boys' heavy
Sweaters,
garnet

navy blue, at 75c,
marked down from $1.

and

blue

navy

Macintoshes,

wo-

Inverness

men's,
deep cape,
$5.50 today,
price $7.50.

Points,

of

at

33c,
down from 50c.

MOORE

CO.

yard,

from

$1,

„.:j_

lilac, pink, grey,
blue and scarlet.

One

lot

of

chenille

Table Covers, deep knot,
ted fringe all round, at
58c, marked down from

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

One

12

of

lot

cloth

Bags,"

''Boston
sides

and

handles, 10,
inch, at 62c..

11

BASEMENT.

Our

entire

50c and

62c

at

and

Cups
sold

be

to

of

stock

to-

37c to clear them

out.

lut

One

of

pressed

glass Vinegar Bottles,
sold

be
9c,

today

regular price

to
at

15c.

Delft Salad

today,

Dishes at
79c
marked down from

$1.25.

at

go

regular

fine

these

only terms at
Monday Sales are
and no exchanges.
The

cash

jet

marked

OWEN, MOORE & CO

NOTIONS COUNTER.

One lot of

"Repellant"

Dress Shields, at n,
and 15c.

Great

Costs Us

bargain.

lot

'Onyx"

of

Fall
Hosiery,
high spliced
weight,
heels and double sole,
ribbed and plain tops, at
days
25c today, other

black

Costs Us Less,
So that for ladles
wtio
a

prefer—and

great

many

tan

children, sizes 7

to

palmerThoe

cot-

for

Stockings,
9,

wear.

FIRST CLASS
F*

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Knitted)

lot

of

CO.

at

12c, been 19c and 21c..the proper sort for school

One

Τ Ο I*

BOOTS,

HOSIERY COUNTER (Children's.)

ton

do

CLOTH

We can now give a better
Cloth Top Boot lor the
price than ever before.
Ask to see our No. 105
Cloth Top.

36c.
One lot of ribbed

more,

CLOTH

HOSIERY COUNTER. (Women's.)

One

1

WHILE LEATHER

13

Jersey

Ribbed merino Underwhite
women's,
wear,
at
natural
mixed,
and

I

J*.

1ST

Ο

&

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

organs
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.
-AT-

■

OWEN,

same

a

style

to

DRESS TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

Two lots

69c

One lot of

dark

with

Silks,

DRAPERIES ROOM.

COUNTER.

One lot of

imwith

_..i

day

One lot of

UMBELLA

at

Saucers,

HOSIERY COUNTER, (Men'*)

wool

fine

figures,

i.1

white merino Shirts

Drawers,

of

marked down

and
One

lot

blouse

small shot

(Mens.

—

Nightyoke,

Pillow

leather

COUNTER.

UNDER WEAR

half

a

75C.

fifteen

Also

$1.25

today, been #2.
One lot of blue denim

light

fancy

at

at

drawn

colors

HABERE A SHER Τ COUNTER.

cale

hand

deep

dozen

dozen

a

35c
Great

Lavendar

Iowa and settling in Dubuque in 1850.
with the reputation that both have in
white and
He was surgeon of the 14th Iowa RegiLace
athletic circles, would spoil it by any
with pleasure and after pleasure.
rebellion,
ment during the war of the
is
especially
foul or illegal racing. Casey
been
ecru, at 27c,
The weakest digestion can stand
with great distinction. |After the
anxious to have the matter thoroughly serving
he
whore
to
he
returned
of
war
its
method
because
Dubuque,
special
and 42c.
it,
sifted, and is doing all in his power to
the remainder of his long life. The
Word is expected from pent
preparation renders it
bring it about.
Harvard says he undoubtedly
NECKWEAR COUNTER. ( Women's)
tho Worcester oarsman whioh will have Dubuque
had the largest income from the practice
the effect to discredit all unfavorable talk
Sweet, smooth, delicate—it Is
of medicine of any physician in the state
of
white
One
lot
the ideal food for young and old
regarding any fiasco.
of Iowa, and one that was exceeded by
Mr. St. John, who was unable to accept
and all the ages in between.
linen
For
few physicians in Chicago.
the office of referee, is willing to testify very
in
the
he
was
physician
fine
many
years
to his inability to be on hand on the
charge of the Illinois Central business on
occasion.
the
vyork will bo performed by
navy yard
soiled
its Iowa division, the Chicago, Milwaukee
and a saving of $400 will thereMUSIC AND DRAMA.
& St. Paul, and the Chicago, Burlington employee,
to
and
bo realized by the Bath Iron Works.
go at 5c
He had acquired a large by
& Northern.
contractors are now confident that
The
been
each
25c.
practice in surgery ; he was called in the ram will exceod the
Ada Gray.
required speed
consultation all over northorn Iowa, and
same
At
counter, one
As he began to of 17 knots;
Tonight at Portland Theatre, Miss Ada he was always at work.
three
of
silk
lot of
Gray will begin an engagement
accumulate he proved to be a safe and
The Deutsche Warte deolaros the Island
nights, presenting "East Lynne." The careful investor, and so thrifty had ho of Chusau, off the East coast of China
is
St. Louis Globe-Demorcat says that as become that his wealth
generally will be ceded to Germany and a permaMme. Vine she is powjrful and intense. estimated at $300,000, and τ-ay possible nent colony will be founded there. The
with
that Germany will obtuin
paper adds
In tho scene at the deathbed of her child be more.
additional territory near Tien Tsin.
Great
she was exceedingly emotional and swayed
Patrick McSliea.
Miss
her audience as few actresses can.
MARRIAGES.
Mi·. Patrick McShea, an old and reCORSETS COUNTER.
Gray in certain scenes brought tears to
died suddenly Saturday
citizen,
spected
most
is
a
she
the eyes of her audience ;
In Calais, Sept. 5, Kev. George Sherman Mills
morning in McFadden's grocery store
lot of "R. &
capable actress whose acting lives for- from heart disease. He camo from Ireland and Miss Kate Gage Vose.
In Wlnterport, Sept. », Daniel W, Curtis and
ever in the memory. She will be supportand
Coutil
when a young man and lived here forty- Miss Katie Foley, both of Wlnterport.
ed by a competent company.
In Belfast. Sept. 4. Fred E. Twiss of Lawrence,
two years, thirty-three as an employe of
Mass., and Mis3 Isabel F. Stroutof East Belfast.
medium
Hi Henry.
Ho leaves a widow,
the Grand Trunk.
In Batl), Sect II, John F. Sklllings of New
York and Miss.Edith Fisher of Batli.
at
drab and
On Thursday, September 19 this well- two sons and two daughters.
In Belfast, Sept. 9. Augustus 1). Hayes and
Miss F.lnora Shales. both of Belfast.
known and
strictly reliable amusement
from
down
of
SUPERIOR
COURT.
Priest
In Waterville. Sept. 11. Charles H.
attraction will appear at Portland TheaShawmut and Miss Louise E. Adams of WaterTtlle.
tre in a rousing m nstrel programme emΟ"·
In Machlas. Sept. 9, W. H. Brown of Boston
bracing 40 stars at the hoad. This comand Miss Elizabeth L. Longfellow.
In Skow began, Sept. 11, Elmer E. Wlllard of UNDER WEAR COUNTER (Muslin.)
ιιαα uioij n»wv
Saturday morning the case of State vs,
nnd Miss Addle H. Hoytof Slcowhcgan.
and comes to us bearing the strongest John T. Fittsimons was first taken up. Augusta
In Auburn, Sept. 11, Leon A. Barker and Miss
One lot
of
endorsements from our contemporaries. The state alleged that the respondent Florence tt. Ames.
In Ifockport. Sept,. 10. Freeman Elwell and
Such atttractions should be encouraged. broke and entered the store of Joseph Mrs. Bertba A. Elwell. both of South Thomaston.
tucked
gowns,
West Athens, Sept. 6, Freeman F. Young
Keserved seats are now on sale.
Rigo, 927 Congress street, and stole there- of In
Solon and Miss Eliza A. Corson of Athens.
at
embroidered
from
three bottles of beer.
Verdict,
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
guilty.
DEATHS.
been
C. A. True, oounty attorney.
The Supreme Judicial court will conJames T. Fox for defendant.
In this city, Sept. 15, Royal H. Llbby, aged SHIRTWAISTS COUNTER.
vene tomorrow in five counties in this
Bail was called and defaulted in the 66 years. 0 months and 25 days.
Aroostook,
Androscoggin,
namely,
state,
i^UlllvO vl
cases:
William H. Fassett,
In this city, Sept. 13, Joseph Pusharrt, aged
counties. following
York
lot
of
Knox, Somerset and
John H. Hassett, 68 years.
search and seizure;
Judge Whitehouse will preside at Andros- common druukard ; John J. McGill, fast
[Funeral services Monday at 2 p. m„ at Ins
dark
late residence, No. 7 Summer sireet,
coggin, J udge Emery, who has just reIn this city, Sept. 14, John llernaudez, aged
driving.
turned from abroad, in Aroostook, Judge
at
down
The court then took up the case of 33 years.
in
Walton
[Funeral services Tuesday, at 8 a. m., at
Haskell in Knox, Judge
State vs. John Barry for assaulting Mark No. 100 Exchange street.
from
In tills city, Sept. 15, Mrs. Anna M.. widow of
Somerset, and Judge Wiswell in York. O'Hare with a knife.
Barry claimed that
Lowell, and daughter ol the late WilJudge Peters will hold the September O'Hare attackod him first; that he, Frederick
SKIRTS COUNTER.
liam Capen.
term, beginning at Farmington, Franklin
[Funeral services Tuesday at 2.30 p. m., an
Barry, had a knife in his hand, and was No.
09 H lull street.
and
from
tomorrow,
week
lot of black moco'i.nty, one
whittling at the time, and in attempting
[Brooklyn (Ν. Y.) papers please copy.
In this city, Sept. 14. Berta U.. wife of J. C.
Judge Strout will hold the September to ward off the blows of O'Hare he
5
08
months.
hair
assorted
Bore,
years.
aged
on
the same
term at Dover, beginning
[Funeral t|il3 (.Monday) afternoon at 2 o'clock
accidently cut him. The jury didn't seem
her
late
from
No.
34
Washington
residence,
day.
at
to have that
implicit confidence in street.
In tiiis city, Sept. 14, Patrick McSliea, aged
Barry's version of it, that his counsol did
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
from
down
65 years 0 months.
and returned a verdict of guilty.
[Funeral from his late residence. No. 164
BEFOEK JUDGE ROBINSOJf.
C. A. True, county attorney.
Congress street. Monday morning at 8.30 o'clock. INFANTS' OUTFITS COUNTER.
[Requiem high mass at the Cathedral of the
Carroll W. Morrill for defendant.
Saturday—Cicely Monahan and MarImmaculate Conception at 9 o'clock.
Intoxication ; fined $3
garet E. Dillon.
In tills city. Sept. 15. Frederick S.. son of
Bail was defaulted in the case of
chiland one-half costs each.
F. and Mary A. Petteugill, aged 19 years.
on a com- Orin
John L. Daly. Intoxication; fined $3 Edward M. Logan, appellant
1 month. 11 days.
short
dren's
[Funeral from parent's residence, No. 9 Anand costs.
plaint charging him with being a comderson street, Monday morning at 9.30 o'clock.
Charles Nolan.
Intoxication; thirty mon drunkard.
to
worth
[Requiem high mass at the Cathedtal of the
Suspended
days in the county jail.
Immaculale Conception at 10 o'clock.
during good behavior.
of
In this city, Sept. 15. Charles II.. infant son
The Katahdln To Bo Docked This Week.
at half
to go
Michael and Julia Lucy, aged 3 months, 5 days.
Orders have been issued by the secreThe Death Kate.
[Funeral from parents' residence. No, 80
these
Some of
tary of the navy to put the Ammeii ram Cumberland street, Monday afternoon at 2.30
The number of deaths for last week was
o'olock.
for
speed trials,
Katahdin in condition
are last season's
fourteen, from the following causes: to take
place at some early date, and in- Statu ok Ohio, City ok Toledo I
1
cholera
1
infantum,
;
cancer,
;
for
all
but are
Apoplexy,
""·
structions have been received from the
Lucas lo-ukty,
j
2; diphtheria, 1 ; heart failure followed
the
authorities
at
is
he
Chkkkkv
Fhank J.
makes oatn that
navy department by
actual use, fit for
operation, 1 ; nephritis, 1 ; paralysis, Charlestown navy yard to place the dock the senior partner of the llrni of F. J. C H F.N κ H Y
& Co.. doing business in the pity of Toledo.
1; phthisis, 1; pneumonia, 1; senility, 1; in
her
dren one to four years.
for
reception pri- < ΌΙ'νίλ and State aforesaid, and that said
proper condition
surgical shook, 1; telamis, 1; tuberculo- or to the official trials. Her bottom is firm will nay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
At same counter, a lot
for each and every case of Catsis, pul., 1 ; total, 14.
and consequently DOLLARS
that, cannot be cured by the use of
ta Hit H
considerably fouled,
CATABliii (,ι κκ.
and
cleansed
to
inwhite silk
Hall's
of
fine
docked
Real Estate Transfers.
she must be
FRANK J. ( Hl->ERY
in my
before
to
me
sure
Sworn
and
speed.
subscribed
of
real estate
at
The following transfers
Iron Works presence this 6th day of December, Λ. D. 188b.
Gen. Hyde of the Bath
in this county have been recorded in
Miller,
commanCom.
to
from
down
has telegraphed
75c,
the Registry of Deeds :
A. \v. CLKASON
navy yard, that the Katahdin
South Portland—Olive J. Strout to dant of the
XotarU j
'ta
for
docking Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and act^
will arrive there and?be ready
Fannie J. Willard.
Tho cradle which was directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
New Gloucester- -Fred M. Nevens to next .Thursday.
the system. Send for testimonials, fre*·
Holmci.
Λ
Charles P.
F. J.CHENEY &UO., Toledo, O.
built when she was there before will be
&
Sebago—George E. McDonald, et ale,to
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
to
The
work
begin
jy
Monday.
replaced, the
A. Shaw.
1UU<JI«I

to-

One lot of pure linen
hemstitched
Doylies,

borders,

Portsmouth

Twenty-five pieces
sewing silk and silk
barege Veiling, at 5c a
yard, been 10c and 20c.

83c,

skein

ioc a

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

with

sian

18c, all colors.

initials.

Yarn, slightly dam-

gros-

mariteu

An

German-

town

One

EMBROIDERIES COUNTER.

H Q Oatrrjgal

of

Cards at

paintPhotograph

Pansy

ed

of

graduated

regular $2 quality.
One lot

fancy

LACES COUNTER.

whose death

''Jouvin" Suede Gloves,
colored, small and large
sizes only, to go at 98c,

fine

extra

quality Playing
15c a pack.

cakes.

of

lot

button

YARNS COUNTER.

A lot of rubber

Handker.

lawn

Swiss

GLOVES COUNTER.

STATIONERY COUNTER.

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

lot

from

down

One lot of six

JE WELU Y CO UN TER.

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

than 25c.

One

at

44C, marked
62c.

One lot of hand

of

lot

20x45

Dubuque,

at Colby University in 1849.
He studied medioine at Harvard University and Bowdoin college, taking his deHe begree in the latter college in 1855.
gan practice in Farmington but remained
there but a short time, emigrating to

week.

this

the

cream

never

Staples.

Staples of

Many

of

interest

perfectly

Notes.

Harbor

The

Dr.

usual

One

obTtuary.

Race With

selling

Flan-

Saxony

nel,

LINENS COUNTER.

■

Fixed.

to-

actual value.

as ho said, were too few to
3.-SS.38 1.41.80 numbers,
4.03.04 1.30.51 warrant his making a bake just for them,
they were willing to pay for the whole
4.8.25 1.30l20
expense, if it should cost them $2 a piece.

Denies That Hie

for

and the prices
small fractions

îsiaiiu,

''Jerry" Casey

than

cream

clambake.

a

Bar-

bit fuller of

a

enumerated

fascination of the clambake is losing its

cf

list

gains
day's

about 500 busliles. This is smaller than
the average of lato years.
Thero have
been less large clambakes this year than
usual.
The Masons had their outing at
Boston, and did not caro for Casoo Bay
clams.
The Odd fellows did not invito,
as usual, any of
their friends from otlur
places. It is oertainly a fact that the

4.2.10. 1.42.01
the
Mr. Ponce scouted the idea that
3.46.20 1 4a28
clams on Casco Bay flats would ever lie
the olub went
"Tho more you die
come exterminated.
three and preceded up to the house of to Harpswell and took dinner Saturday
But
'em the faster they grow," said he.
A
numsome
house.
After spending
Mr. Sturdivant.
night at the Merryooneag
he admitted that now they aro not as
and several
time there X went cut with Mr. Sturdi- ber went on the steamer
large as they used to be, and that it revant, who was going to get the horse yachts went down. An enjoyable evening
quires two men now to get a bushel in
whioh is allowed to roam at will over the was had
the same time that it used to require but
to
similar
on
race
Next Saturday another
island, and whioh at that time was
one.
But he declared that the bottom of
the other side of the island. When we re- the last will be held for a cup. Probably
une ocean is coverea w m cjtuiis, anu mat
the
exwith
from
the
start
smoke
we
taw
same
will
the
Issuing
yachts
turned,
the
as fast as the tide flats are depleted,
r.
χ·., ν
barn, and before we could arrive on the
clams come up from the depths below to
"
spot, it was In flames.
take their place·.
ON THE SQUARE.
and the barn contained thirty-five tons
of hay, it was impossible to check it, and
for over two hours it seemed as though
twilight had hesitated in dropping its
curtain and hundreds of yards away the

fine white

to clams and clambakes. He said that he
had used about 250 busliols of clams

Gorges the Mariota, which had
overhauled the leaders and was negotiatThis summer nearly every Sunday,
ing for the lead, with the Premier,
carried away her topmast owing to the there have been at least one hundred
who have generally made their ravages
ttralghtenlng of the sister hooks on her people at Long Island, who came from
under the cover of darkness. The squash
back stay, and was obliged to Boston on purpose for a clambake.
This
preventer
has been tampored
crop in particular
out.
Topsails were olewed up, but number from Boston has increased every
drop
with, the thieves taking a large number when the bunch
Also more people from
got back to Bug Light year recently.
of the squashes, but they had the kindbreeze distant
the wind dropped to a topsail
are coming to Oasco Bay
points
ness to leave one which weighed between
again. The Nahma won on her long time for olams. On oue occasion this summer
•Ix and seven pounds.
allowance. Following Is the summary :
several people told Mr. Ponce that they
But the crops were not the only object
Cor.
Yachts. Owners. Start. Finish.
had come all the way from New Orleans
of
the
Time.
for
several
of their attack,
farming
on
If their
Fort

Also, three pieces of

weather ιοαα&
is likely to
be Fair.

The

reporter talked with Mr,
Ernesto Ponce, the other day in regard
A

'OWEN,

MOORE

& CO.

W. P.

HASTINGS'.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Beecham's

pation
book

pills

io* and

at your

•

for consti-

25$.

Annual salas

mora

and

Its

Principal

Cities—Rotterdam and Amsterdam.

(Correspondence of the press.)
Bale, August 20.
ROTTERDAM.

and

by it.

go

More About Holland

Get the

druggist's

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

We had j: assed so rapidly from Brussels
and Antwerp to The Hague that we only
halted long enough at Rotterdam to get

than G,000,000 bozee.

granite extending

CITY or PORT LAND·

sea.
It is the Holder Dyke. Anyone
on the other sid e of this great
barrier can hear the breakers beating on
the other side twenty feet anove his head.
Goldsmith wrote truly of Holland in
these words:
"Embosomed in tho deep where Holland

standing

lies,

Methinks her patient 00ns
stand
Where the broad ocean leans
laud."

Treasurer's Office,
\
September 10, 1895. }
XTOTICE is hereby given that the tax bills for
ai
the year 1895 have been committed to me
with a warrant for the collection of the same.
In accordance with an ordinance of the city a

are

often utilized

as

streets

and markets

before me

against

the

A. H. G.

glimpse

Market-Place.
The city is intersected by cabals which

feet into

the

of the city, whore Erasmus was
born and where there is a fine monument
of him with inscriptions in the great

a

two hundred

BLONDIN
The

IN HIS OLDAGE·

111
Eioltins Story of His Life As Told

the New

York

Homo

Journal—Now

a

CJuiet Conntry Gentleman.

by vaultings built up high above. Railways and roads are constructed across the
Kope-walke/s, lion tamers and poots are
harbor, to and over islands by means of born and not made. Blondin began to
Discount of One Pet' €cib(
draw-bridges which open for ships to pass. walk along a rope when he was only four
There are as many handsome quays as years old, and at twico that ago gave »
will be allowed on all said taxes paid on or before Thursday, October 31, 1895, and on all there
are valuable harbors, ships starting
be
interest
will
special exhibition before th# king of Italy
taxes paid after October 31st
from here to all parts of the world. The at Turin.
And last Christmas, although
charged at the rate or 6 per cent annum.
Β
LI
BY.
GEORGE II.
Boompjes is the handsomest quay extend- over 70 years at age, when peforming en
Treasurer ana Collector,
dtd
ing for m mile along.tho banks of the the high rope in tho agricultural hall,
sepll
Maas, and from here the Rhine artearner s Islington, h6 appeared as nimble and
start and those to England,
France, active as ever. He went through mucll
that which
Russiafand the Jlediteranean coast. Also the same performance as

RÂNDÀLL

k

β

A Full Assortment of Leiiigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.
(Semi-Bituminous) and

Pocahontas

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge

use.

Genuine Lykens Yalley Franklin,
English and American Cannel.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

100-3

....

OFFSCE:

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
M.W&Ftf
ap3

SUDDEN

DEATIt
=ΞΞ3

ο*

gfiT

llhsui^il
The best wearing, most stylish, and
the greatest value of any $3.00 Men's
Shoes on the continent.
Best calfskin, dongola tops, solid
leather soles, with all the popular toes,
lasts and fastenings, and Lewis' Cork
Filled Soles.
Each pair contains a paid-up Accident Insurance Policy for $100, good for
90 days.
Wear Lewis'Accident Insurance Shoes
The
once and you will wer change.
insurance goes for "full measure."
Talk with your dealer who sells Lewis'
Shoes.
Sold by Center & McDowell.
DIRECTION S for using CREAM BALM.—
Apply a particle of the

I

gjBtniEB Â0

»

* Balm well
up

into

the

After a moment draw strong breath
through the nose. Use
three times a day, after
meals preferred, and before retiring.
nostrils.

CATARRH

ELY'S CREAM BALM Opens and cleanses
the Nasal Passages, Aiiays Pain and Inflammation, Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane
from colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. The Balm is quickly absorbed and
gives relief at once.
A particle is applied into each nostril and is
Price 50 cents at Druggists or by
agreeable.
mail,
ELY BROTHEK3, 56 Warren St.. New York

M,W&Ffnrm

η«ηηηΛί*ΐβββΘΘ®β®6θβθΘθθββ

What's Best
for shortening pastry? What's
best for frying things ? What's
best for every cooking purpose for which lard was formerly used ? What's best
for health ?
for digestion
—

Thousands of women

answer :

COTTOLENE
jQOQOQGQQQQQO

ÎONDS.
A fine line of Ladies' and Gents' Diamond Rings
My prices are
in the latest styles of settings.
reasonable and every stone of the best quality,
McK.EN.NEY, the Jeweler, MonuS10.00 to $300.
ment

jnnlldtf

Square.

PRESS PORTFOLIOS.
obtained a
The following portfolios can be
the office of the PKESS, or by mail as specified
under each:
BKEHM'S LIFE OF ANIMALS.
This is an English translation of Brehm's famous German work on animals. It has been
issued in 29 weekly parts of 20 pages each,
all of which are rpady. Price 10 cents per part,
postage free. Orders will be received, jor any,
or all the parts as desired, for a limited time.
STANDARD COOK BOOK.
Tins is the latest Cook Book out, contains 320
and is
pages, 1200 receipts 186
sent postpaid to any address or will be delivthis
ofat
one
ered to a»>y
who calls in person
cents
is
3
cents.
tor
15
If
fice.
return
sont
sent for postage, book is
by
Otherwise it will be
mail from this office.
mailed from office of publication in Springfield,
Ohio, causing a delay of sevrai days.

illustrations

THF

PEOPLES ATLAS.

The Peoples Atlas of the world contains nearly 70 maps aad 140 illustrations with descriptive matter. The pages are 11x14 inches. An
immense amount of statistical matter is given,
κ sample list of which would fill this column.
It is a handy atlas for ready reference and a
marvel at the price. Price at this office or sent
by mafKo any address 30 cents. Orders by mail
filled from publication office in Springfield,
Ohio. Those desiring it by return mail from
this office must send υ cents for postage.

FLOWERS OF AMERICA.
A series of 18 portfolios each containing six
teen colored plates of American Wild Flowers.
Priée 16 cents each. All the parts are ready,
liindlug in cloth aud leather, with name
Mamped in gold. §3.50. Outline series, 10
oents per parr. Contains same figures as colored series, but uncolored.
WILD

No Coupon» necessary for any
of tiie above·

little boats ply from here to the different
harbors and to all parts of the town.
Among the noticeable bridges is the
very long cne over the harbor to Noor-

startled the public at the Crystal palace
about 30 yedvs ago. He ran along the
rope ; ho did the journey in a sack and
blindfolded ; he stôod upright in a chair,
whieii he had previously Dalanced in the
center of the rope ; Hie stood on his head

dereiland thence to the island of Feyenoord and to the mainland on the Antwerp route. A half an hour farther along ou the rope, and concluded by carrying
is the handsome and famous bridge over
rhe Hollandische Diep, an arm of the sea his attendant across. When performing
the fifteenth century, this at the Crystal palace in 1860, he made
formed in
bridge having been built at the price of one hundssd pounds a day by his exhibiSuch
over two million dollars in 1868.
and one hundred and fifty pounds
changes as these are very frequent in the tions,
low countries, since nature is always de- when he had two exhibitions. A rope
veloping new features in water or land two inches in diameter and 240 yards
assisted by man, in supporting, underlong was stretched from the level of tho
mining and filling up, adding extensively hand rail of the
highest gallery in the
to the area and wealth of the domain.
transept right across to the other side,
AMSTERDAM.
and kept from swinging
laterally by 15
On arriving at Amsterdam much of the
pairs of guy-lines. The rope was made
primitiveness of Holland seen elsewhere steady, but not rigid, at 170 feet from the
disappears. This is a real metropolis, ground. There Blondin disported himwith all the business of a busy town, for self as if the narrow rope were as broad
aside from the ordinary business routine aud safe as u .London street. He turned
blindfolded passed
there has ;to be constant 1 foresight ob- somersaults, walked
along the rojie with his feet in waste
served in keeping these maritime cities
carried a cooking
even
He
paper baskets.
It is
from sinking back beneath the sea
stove, and fastened it on the center of the
+ΐ·*ο+: 4*
ac nuinli
in tihp.ep nifcifiS
Once
rope and cooked an omelet there.
of Holland to build beneath the surface when lie pretended to slip, two ladies
and these fainted
A
as the whole structure above,
spectator has
right away.
piles which must be driven into the
spongy soil to make the foundation se- our pulses thumping painfully, to send a
cure are always endangered by the woodcold sickening terror crawling along our
worm, so that it costs the city several veins, to make us very glad to look anythousand florins a day to keep this un- where but on the rope, when the fasciderpinning in stood condition | together nation which riveted our gaze upon it had
with repairing the dykes and canals.
When this happened,
a little died away.
The older parts of the town show signs and we looked around, we beheld a more
The quaint old houses curious spectacle than Blondin will ever
of much decay.
with beams extending and hooks protrud- present, reflected in the se of upturned
ing in the upper stories are much out of faces that were watching him." If this
perpendicular and very curious to see was so in the Crystal place, what must
foreshadowing a general demolition in have been the terrible fascination and
the years to come ; though some contend tension of feeling in watching him cross
that the houses were built with the walls and recross Niagagra?
slanting inward on purposse to facilitate
Blondin is the nom de theater of Jean
the raising of their goods assisted by Francois Gravelet, wh ο was born at Hesropes, hook and beam. We know that din, near Calais, on the 28th of February,
nickname,
His
father—whose
they store their things this way for we 1824.
noticed, besides many bulkier articles "Blondin," from the color of his hair,
being hoisted, several baskets of bread has descended to his son—was a soldier
and things of even smaller calibre.
of the first B'rench empire, who had seen
Altogether Amsterdam is a very quaint service under Napoleon at Austerlitz,
and curious town and although it has Wagram. and Moscow, but died when his
been called the Venice of Holland the re- son was in his ninth year.
semblances are very few. On entering
The pluck and strength that young
the city there is the usual array of cabmen Blondin displayed even In his fourth
and omnibus drivers soliciting your cus- year was marvelous : and when only a
tom and deafening you with their persis- few years older, ho was trained by the
tent call, and also the
general noisy principal of L'Ecole de Gymnase at Lyons
traffic of any commercial town. There in many gymnastic feats, and, after six
are no gondolas drawn up to the quay as
months there, was brought out as "The
iia Venice, nor any fascinating gondoliers, little wonder." Ho excelled especially
and old men to hold your boat for a sou. at tight-rope dimcing,
jumping and
There are no numerous canals to be seen somersault-throwing. One of his jumps
but only the waters of the Zuyderzee, and was over a double rank of soldiers with
the general shipping of a seaport town. bayonets fixed. The agent of an AmeriYou simply go to your hotel on foot if can company,—the Kavels,—aware of his
near"at hand, to be followed by the usual success in the French provinces, gave him
quota of nortars with your hand luggage, a two-years' engagement for the United
all asking an exorbitant fee. When you States, which afterward extended to eight
ask for the ninety islands, the three hun- years. Ho went to America in 1835; and
dred bridges, the seventy gratchens (can- it must have been about four years later,
als, they reply that they are all in the when looking across the Niagara falls,
other part of tbe town, while at that that he remarkod to Mr. Ravel: 'What
moment the street over which you are a splendid place to bridge with a tightwalking, a few years ago, was a canal, ropo !'■
When at the end of his contract, alleading to the "Dam," now the public
square in the center of the town with the though called idiot and madman, he enPalaces and the Exchange. This square deavored to carry this daring project of
was, in the thirteenth oentury the first crossing the falls on the tight-rope into
embankment here, a dyke or dam, a bar- execution.
In the spring of 1859 he took
rier against the sea. The Lord of Amstel rooms in the hotel at Niagara Fall village
to
protect and began to make his arrangements.
built a castle here, a fortress
the town, and tfaence the name (The There was some difficulty at first in getFrom this little island ting permission from the proprietors on
Amstel Dam).
Amsterdam tas sprung, formed by re- either side of the river. A Mr. Hamblin
draining poldas was good for the necessary 1100 for the
deeming gratchens,
(marshes) constantly adding new terri- rope to span 1500 feet of roaring water
come and gone,
have
centuries
as
the
below the falls. The bank on one side
tory
while now they talk of filling up the was about 1B0 feet in hight, on the other
of
687
an
area
170. Ho crossed for the first time on the
Zuyderzee thereby adding
square miles. Under such circumstances 30th of June, in the presence of what was
the question would arise whether Am- said to be a concourse of upward of 50,
sterdam would become an inland town 000 people. On tho Fourth of
July he
and what would become of the present crossed again, his body enveloped 'in a
the
best
in
the
with
of
blankets
with
fine harbor vying
;
eyes thus
heavy sack
world.
blindfolded his step was as steady as if he
Amsterdam is interesting from many saw. In the middle of tho
lie
month
points of view; again we see Kern brandt crossed wheeling a wheelbarrow: and
and Wourverman and Doud and all th se OU lilio «Jli J A
^uguou,
υιυοοιιι^,
old painters who Immortalized the views turned somersaults and performed variand handed down the customs of those ous gymnastic feats on the rope. He
There are many traditions crossed with a man on his back on the
early days.
connected with the town, one about the 19th, and on the 27th a Siberian exile in
On the 3d of September he
Exchange which is turned each August shackles.
into a play-ground for boys because in crossed at night, and stood on his head,
the old Spanish times some boys playing amid a blaze of fireworks. In the sumthere discovered a conspiracy to take the mer of 1860 he crossed bolow the Suspentown. The wharf near the Schreyerstoren sion bridge; but previously he had great
(Crier's tower) was the quay whence the difficulty in adjusting his one-inch rope,
ships went out for long voyages and and nearly lost his life in fixing the
there the captains and men left their lateral guy-ropes. The
difficulty and
weeping wives and tear bedimmed child- danger in crossing were increased by a
ren, hence the names of the tower. The dip of 40 feet on tho length of the rope.
most interesting though not tho nicest His last performance here, on the 14th
part of Amsterdam is the Jew's quarter of September, 1860. was witnessed by the
for they form a tenth part of the city, and Prince of Wales and suite and a vast
Tho Prince
though living squalidly|are very rich and assembly of spectators.
influential. They have ten synagogues eagerly and anxiously watched his provessels.
of
number
a
a
costly
and own
large
telescope ; and, on
gress through
Driven from Portuguese oppression they Blondin being presented afterward, his
found here an asylum which they regard- first words of greoting were, "Thank
ed as a second Jerusalem. They seem God, it is all over." At this timo he
seen anything outside of crossed with a man on his back, traversed
never to have
their swarming quarter, for as we drove the rope in a sack and blindfoldod and
along they surrounded the carriage and even went aoross on stilts. In traversing
One the
looked most pitiful, asking alms.
rope with a man on his back the
child appealed es- time occupied was 45 minutes; he set the
woman with a little
pecially to our sympathies, but we did man down while he rested, six times on
not dare to give her anything for fear tho the rope.
Fancy tho man thus climbing
others would raise a mob, for many of again on his shoulders and inserting his
the men had murder in their faces and legs in the hooks attached to the hips of
looked like criminals and convicts of the tho gymnast for his support.
The Prince of Walos sent a special check
deepest dye. But nothing can desoribe
these curious streets with dogs as beasts to Blondin atter his great feat; another
of ; burden and men and women about of his gifts was a cluster diamond ring ;
there daily toil, curious at the sight of and the inhabitants of the village gave
We left it all for Hanover him a gold medal, as a tribute of admiraeach new face.
musing over a country shut, in by em- tion, with this inscription: "Presented to
bankmonts with locks to graduate the Mons. J. F. Blondin by the citizens of
sea, but should an aperturo the size of Niagara Falls, in appreciation of a feat
the smallest wire penetrate one of these never before attempted by man, but by
whole
artificial ; barriers, tho
country him successfully performed on the 19th of
would be laid waste in a single day.
August, 1859, that of carrying a mm
In thinking of these natural disadvant- upon his back over the Falls of Niagara
2os, one gains new respect for a people on a tight-rope."
who have had tho courage and patience
Since his triumphs at Niagara, Blondin
to accustom themselves to living in a land has made more than 4000
asoents in all
below the level of the sea. We can but parts of tho world without the slightest
has
aocident. Ho used his Niagara rope for
admire the genius and thrift which
enabled a nation while suffering from the first performance at the
Crystal
so many
wars and civil dissensions so palace; in one of these performances the
the man who had
charge of the fireworks
bravely overcome all difficulties, at and
and he narsame
sent him off his bulance,
time increasing their wealth
tho
rowly missed falling 120 feet by oatehing
making their homes secure while
wild waves are boating at their dear.
hold of the rope. He dropped his lialancIn the North of Holland their is an ar- ing-pole, however. His only other mistificial coast especially exposed to tho adventures were whlie wheeling a lioness
The whole em- down the "sag" of the rope it became enviolence of the wind.
bankment is constructed of Norwegian tangled with the Une regulating his deill

aai_i

scent and hei had to return walking backward. At i'irrningham reservoir the sag
ol the rope c aused him to cross knee-de«p
in water at fiue part. The riding along
the rope on e special bicycle seems a difficult feat, and the finish up, surrounded
by a blaze of firreworks was very effective.
Apparently, Blondin does not know
what nervousness means, and his secret
has been described as confidence in himself, obtained iiy long habit in rope-walking. There is i0 doubt some of the victims he has cairiod across his ropo have
suffered. He vould talk to them on the
most indifférons subject; tell them to sit
perfectly still, and avoid clutching him
around the neck, or look downward when
in mid air. He has frequently detected a
gasp of relief from the man on his back
when the end of his
rope was safely
reached. What he considers as one of his
greatest feats was in walking on a rope
from the main-mast to tho mizzen on
board the Peninsular and Oriental steamer Poonah, on Jior way to Australia, beHo had to
tween Aden and Galle in 1874.
sit down five times while the heaviest
the
wero
waves
ship.
approaching
His baggage when on a tour consists of
the following : A main rope of 800 foet,
circumference, 6inches, wSight 800
pounds; 28 straining ropes, 50 guidesropes, 80 tylng-bars—the avorage weight,
not including poles, being ό|1-3 tons. The'
freight of his fixings—including, we supoan
pose, a huge traveling tent, which
cnoompass 14,000 people amounted to £1000
betweon
Southampton and Melbourne.
About three days are consumed in mak
his
preparations, by the aid of a
ing
dozen assistants. Th* due adjustments
of his ropo is his principal care, and he
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LET—A suit of furnished rooms, without
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ULBSFOK SALE-We have

received

our

on furniture, organs, pianos,
Τ board: bath adjoining; a single gentleman Β collection of choice Bulbs for fall planting.
machinery, horses, diamonds, watches,
For particulars, apply to N. S.
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lillies. &c. .Now
life insurance policies, first and second mort- preferred.
185 Middle street.
16-1
GARD1NEK,
is the time to plant for spring flowering. Also
gages, real estate ; also notes discounted. Busiflower
pots, trellises, hanging baskets, soil for
ness confidential. PORTLAND COLLATERAL
O LET—A pleasant furnished room, heated, potting.
W. C. SAWYER & CO., 7 & 9 Preble
LOAN CO., Room β. 185 Middle street, second Τ
set bowl, hot and cold water; use
lighted,
1'>-1
street.
floor.
sepld-4
Apply at 17 DOW ST., right
of bath room.
12-1
hand bell.
desirable new house and
SALE—A
very
suite
a
furnished
the
winter,
"IlfANTED—For
FORstable at Woodfords; all modern conof rooms with board in the Western part
LET—Two large front rooni3 furnished or veniences; bath, electric lights throughout;
of the city, for man, wife and infant.^References TO
on Congress street; next to
unfurnished
13 rooms; large lot,
fitted
exchanged. Address WINTER, Press Office. City Building; good place for business; suit- 12,000for two families;
feet;electric line pass near; an extra
13-1
Apply at 39» 1-2
able for lawyer or physician.
be given if applied at once. N.8.
will
bargain
ST., My New Employment Office.

"MONEY to loan

—

ON Ε Y TO LOAN—On 1st. and 2d. mortHI"
-1·"-*- gages, real estate. Notes discounted on
favorable terras. W. P. CARR, Room 6, Oxford Building. 2d floor.
sept!3-4

TirANT^D—By
furnished

young single gentleman,
**
or nnfurnished apartments in a
private house, in the western part of the city ·,
table Ibard not de3ired.
Address, A. W. P.,
12-1
Press Office, City.
a

"ΙΙΓANTED—!Lady and daughter would like
child to board, infant preferred ; would
take lad· during confinement and keep child.
House contains all modern conveniences ; best
of care; all communications strictly private.
Address MRS. E. F. R., 86 Nichols street,
11»!
Lewlston. Me.

WANTED—The public to know that J. G.
CURRIER, bell banker, is at 137 Clark
street. Speaking tubes and bells of all kinds
put into hotels, private li» uses and steamboats
at short notice ; all work warranted; orders by
10-1
mall attended to.

CONGRESS
MKS. Ν. H. PALMER.

Oakdale.
SALE—BuiUinee lota at
Tim Deering Land Co. offer for sale on
lota on
desirable
building
favorable terms,
Forest avenue, Falmouth. Fesseoden, PltlWilliam and Deerine sireets. Oakdale, Deer,
ing. Apply to ROLLINS & ADAMS, 31 Exmyl.3—eowL'Îtw
change street. Portland.

I10R

LET—No. 60 .Pleasant street. Deering, the
lower rent of 7 rooms, bath, hot and cold
electric
water; open grate; furnace heat;
line; one of the best locations in the city. In141
street.
Commercial
IS.
T.
PERCY,
quire of
iO

Τ
—

12-1

Block,
LET—Desirable
/orner Middlo and Exchange streets. H. T.
11-1
Room
:i.
Block,
WfflïPLE, Agent. Boyd
offices

TO

Boyd

in

16-1

GARDINER, 185 Middle street.

12-1

frame house and
Gray stiee:t nine
bath ; owners are prepared to
give buyer a good trade in the yjovo
property and have reduced the price »cf
same.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-3 Exchange
street.
14-1
SALE—Two story
F ORland,
number 1ΐ
rooms

urtETOLET—At No. 89 Congress street.
CTORE
11-1
S5 Adp
Apply to J. II. GROVES, this week.
LET—A very desirable up stair rent, is
in every particular; contains 8
jl-1
rooms. Inquire 14 HILL STREET.

TO first class

and

uoIHTaTi= iJn iSbermun
■*Mellun street, a ν pry desirable lot
of
and, 50 by 100 feet: will be sold at a bargain
if called for at once. JUHN F. PROCTOR,
Gentenniar^fTock.
14-1

house for rent-α cottage house of seven rooms situated in the
western p?<t of the city. Possession given at
once. Calnn the forenoon at No. 321 SPRING
121
STREET.

Furnished

SALE—Victor bicycle, at an awful
sacrifice.
Call at 21 Pickett street.
for
house
I
furnished
the
brick
houses
LET—New
TO
South
or
14-1
SALE
Portland, or address Box 26.
"MfANTED—A sm^ll
Thi-se
winter within ten miles of Portland on
Nos. 19 and 21 Thomas Street.
steam or electric road. Address box 197. OLD houses are now completer! and ready for oceuSALE—To close an estate, two bouses
ORCHARD. State location and price. 10-1
with large lot of land, 9 bt. Lawrence
pancy. JAMES H. WaUGH, at The Twitchstreet.
Property in good repair and
ell, Champlin Co., or No. 331 Spring street.
WANTED—I want to borrow $2500
septlO-1
for turee
families.
Income
arranged
superintends every detail.
for 5 years at 6 per cent, on property in
$432 a year. Price low.
Desirable home or
written
In a fragment of autobiography
worth $4000;
ànd
42 1-2 Exchange
(Woodford9)
C.
investment.
À.
Deering,
LIBBY,
75c. street.
some years ago, Blondin tells us that the worth 10 cents per foot; buildings new this
14-i.
New Resilient WalChar.i Mainsprings, superior to
rope ho generally used was formed with season ; security gilt edged. BOX 203, WoodWarranted Mainspring and
75c.
all
only
10-1
others,
covered with fords, Me.
A pair of first
a flexible core of steel wire
SALE—Great
bargain.
1.00.
tlie
*
McKENNEY,
Cleaning,
cleaning, *1.60.
class dissolving Stereopticons, Use either,
the best manilla hemp, about an inch or
janiedtf
Watchmaker, Monument Square.
a desirable family, two adults.
gas or oil. Also one hundred and fifteen fine
three-quarters in diameter, several hun- "llfArtTED—By
» »
furnished
convenient,
a
compact
For particviews
sunny
arranged for two lectures.
dred in length, and costing about £100. house near Western Promenade, until June 1st rrO LET—House No. 1 Munroe Place containApply at 117 State ulars and price, address M. A. Press Office.
A largo windlass at either end of the rope 1896. BENJAMIN SHaW, 51 Va Exchange St. A ing seven rooms.
13-1
10-1
Street.
10-1
served to n uke it taut, while it was supHis
and
saddle
horse
fine
SALE—One
balancing
two
driving
«tore
situated
on
high poloe.
ported by
Ο LET—The apothecary
"I^OR
LEVY Is now prepared to
§125, one oak game cart with pole and
"IfIt. SAMUEL
the corner of Park and Congress streets;
poles of ash-wood vary in length, and 1U.
cast off clothing of all descriptions for
two
excellent
shafts,
order,
buy
seats,
$250.
Prop37
from
for
in
the
business
this
locations
are in three sections and
weigh
Address letters or postal one of the best
of Col. Heap.
highest cash prices.
Enquire at TAILOR'S
He is indifferent as to the to 100 MIDDLE
city. Apply to JOHN F. PrtOCTOR, Centen- erty
to 47 pounds.
STREET.
sep4-tf
13.1
LIVERY
STABLE,
10-7
nial Bioak.
hight at which he is to perform. Blondin
SALE—Real Estate. The valuable prophas never confessed to any nervousness on UTANTED—All persona in want of trunks rFO LET—Second story front room with an al-1
on E. D. REYNOLDS,
to
call
and
bags
he
erty kiviwn as the Chas. A. Bradley homeA
generally 59a
the rope, and while walking
oova and other desirable room9 with board 1
street, one door a^ove Shaw's at 74 SPRING 3TBEET.
at Bradley's Corner. Deering; containing
Congress
stead,
or
and
whistles
20
feet
augl6-4
18
or
looks
ahead,
about twenty (20) acres of land, with the
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
hums some snatch of a song. The time and can therefore give bottom prices;
is offered for sale.
Call on L. M.
buildings,
ihree
connectLET—Dress making rooms;
12-4
rpo
kept by a musicul band has frequently trunks repaired. Open evenings.
JL ing rooms over the X. John Little store on WEBB, Executor, 98 Exchange street. 13-1
aided him in preserving his balance.
one
room
fronts
Congress street, up one flight;
SALE—Farm 38 acres with first class
Blondin is something of both carpenter
want to bny $5,000 to on street; set bowl ; city water; large closet and
nice orchard, and variety of
able to make
and blacksmith, and is
$10.000 worth of Bicycles, new, old, dam- toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARRABEE, smallbuildings,
close to a manufacturing Village
fruits,
7-ti
his own models and fit up his own ap- aged or broken. Pay the highest price. Call at 246 Middle street.
and R. R. Depot, 35 miles from Portland. Prioe
Boston Store, 411 Fore Street. No business
paratus.
$1800 or may exchange for city property. W
0 LE'i—Furnished room with heat and I H.
At Niagara house, South Ealing, ha done on Saturday. M. BERENSTIEN.
12-1
WALDRON, 180 Middle 8t.
11-tf
aug!6-6
gas. at 90 Hifc-h streeet.
is quite a country gentleman, surrounded
wanted to take my teams,
SALE—Congress street east 2 1-2 β ory
by his pet black and tan terriers, and
and does
ntflna. fnmitiiTM «nn nractice.Address.
house for 2 families, must be sold to close
poultry, and recreates himself,
ιiUni—
Price will net 10 per cent interest.
an estate.
PHYSICIAN, Box 143, North Conway, N.
W.
hi.
12-1
27-4
WALUKU.N. ISO Middle St.
A comwith its lathe and forge. He is no smok- H.
To let by the day or evening.
is a good
SALE—8econd
hand
doors
sasli.
and
er, takes little or no wine, and
TO LOAN—On first mortgage» fortable steamer to be had at reason·
billiard player. This blue-eyed, fair-comApply to MB. BUMKBY, 111 State St.
on real estate in any amount on one169
at
Commercial
to
have
12-1
terms.
seems
able
old
man
Apply
plexioned, ruddy
third value at 5 per cent; over that at 6
He dis- per cent. Loans on second mortgages and
the secret of perpetual youth
St., or write to
$100 BICYCLE FOB $70.-The
plays a profusion of diamond studs and persona] property at lair rates. A. Ç.L1Bowner of one of the "leading makers' wheels
ARTHUR K. HUNT,
29-4
rings; and, besides his gifts from the BY, iS 1-2 Exchange street.
offers her 1895 bicycle for $70. having no use
dtl
12
jly
Prince of Wales, < has had many honors
for it. In perfect order. Ν EW ; used not over
A great bargain.
one mile.
Call at PINE
from crowned heads. He is the proud
BOARD.
RINCS.
SUMMER
WEDDING
TREE TICKET OFFICE. under U. S. Hotel.
possessor of the two gold medals struck
12-1
Diamonds.
Gold
Thousand
Solid
A
Rings,
of
the
of
the
in commemoration
opening
Pearls. Opals, Rubies, Moon Stones and
Forty words inserted under this head ]
Crystal palace in 1854. The queen has Fmeralds,
XIOR SALE or TO LET—The house and stable
Garnets in any kind of a setting. Engagement and one week for Û5 cents, cash in advance.
-Ithe other. He has, besides, the cross wedding Rings a specialty. Largest Stoek. Best
owned and occupied by Charles J. Walker,
138 Pine street; owner and family want to
from Queen Isabel of Spain, which en- Goods. Lowest Prices. McKENNY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
auglOdtf
been
JOHN F.
WENTWORTH—Having
newly
leave
the cltv for a year or more.
while
of
chevalier
to
the
title
him
;
titles
fitted up is now opened and has nicely PROCTOR. Centennial Block.
the Australians bestowed a handsome cross WANTED—'To buy from $1000 to $15,000
or en suite.
Fir
ht
furnished
single
rooms,
worth of cast off clothintr. I pay the
of Austalian gold upon him.
School.
SALE—Tickets for Dancing
Parties
class table board in connection.
highest cash prices for ladies' dresses, desiring tabla board can be accommodated.
Beginners' course commencing FRIDAY
THh aWtET POTATO CROP.
gents' and children's clothing and gent's For terms enquire at the House, No. 148 I NIGHT, Sept. 27th. Children's Class comCall or address letter
winter overcoats.
14-2
Sept. 28th,
mencing Saturday afternoon,
Spring street.
or postal to S.DE G ROOT, 76 Middle street.
Thatcher Post Hall,
Manchester, teacher.
Bow Fancy Sweets Are Stored and Sold
9-1
Tickets
at Hawes' Music Store, 414 Congress
HousE-sicknes*
spring
by New Jersey Growers.
sepll-3
ot those who engaged several rooms street.
unoccuWANTED—SIT DATIONS.
The best form of storehouse is a one
for the season leaves these rooms
Έ10Β SALE—New house at Woodfords, 14
We shall for remainder of season re- -Ipied.
rooms, arranged for two families; bath
story building with a basement, with
Less than
one
duce our price as follows:
near
Forty words inserted under this head week, $1 per day; per week $5. In regard rooms, thoroughly plumbed, largeto lot.
the heater in the basement. An ordinary one
MYRON
electrics; sunny exposure. Apply
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
reto this excellent Spring and pleasant
or
JOHN
H.
E.
Center,
MOORE,
Deering
sort, we are permitted to refer to Portland's
beating stove is used. The size depends
CARD 98 Exchange street, Portland, Me. 11-1
well known citizena:
Judge Symonds, B.
The tighter
on the size of the house.
Prentiss
a man who can handle all
C. Stone, Esq., clerk of courts;
TOR SALE—A iloop yacht, 13 feet long
\MTANTED—By
kinds of piping; has a good knowledge of Loring, F.O.Bailey, A. R. and E. A. Doian,
and better built it is the less heat it
and eVa feet beam, draws about 4 feet,
Would like a place as Fred Hooper, O. W.
Fullaui, and many with a good cuddy. Sails aie in good conall kinds of pumps.
will require to heat it. The floor should helper or improver. Apply to W. T., Press more. Many places of interest "near famed dition. Price $35. Address H. C. this office.
circular.
11-1
Poland Spring," Arc. Send for
11-1
be on a level with an ordinary wagon Office.
Address C. E. SMALL, North
Raymond,
Me.
aug?3dtsep^3
and
This
will
allow
unloading
FOR
SALE—In
PRACTICE
body.
one of the best farming towns in Maine.
LOST AND FOUND.
loading without any heavy lifting. The
A $3,000 practice; good roads; good pay; no
WANTED—MALE HELP.
other doctor In town. Fine opening for young
marketable potatoes may be stored on
diamond ring with the initials L. G.
physician. Terms low. Address BOX 115,
the first floor and the seed and feeding
Forty words inserted under this head I Bradford, Me.
4-2
R., on Saturday, Sept. 14th, between post one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
and Portland & Rochester station. A
potatoes in the basement. Provision office
SALE—The Homestead of the late
suitable reward will be paid for its return to
should also be made in the basement for the owner, CLARA ROBINSON, 267 Brackett
men to fold and pass bills
Thomas Quinby, near Stroudwater In DeerMeet me, this (Monday) ing. Four acres of land with good house. On
1G-1
a few days.
The potato bins should all street, Portland, Me.
a coal bin.
morning about half] past eight, near the Post line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
it
Office.
have false bottoms raised two or three
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
Congress street in the vicinity
fine a location as there is in Deering. Apply to
of No. 700, a Maine Central mileage
man to take an office and reinches from the floor and slatted sides
i!y27-tf
ANDiiEW HAWES, Stroudwater.
book, containing about 700 miles, and with
present a manufacturer $50 per week:
set the same distance from the walls to the name Joseph L. Heilbrun written on small capital
Address, with stamp,
required.
SALE—I offer those very desirable builit. Finder will be rewarded if it is left at MANUFACTURER, Box 212, Concord Jnncgive free ventilation all around the po- the
14-1
Preble Houate.
ding lots attjie West End; bounded by
16.2
tion, Mass.
tatoes. It is better to have the bins dividSpring, Vaughan/Danforth and Orchard Sts.,
OR TAKEN BY MISTAKE,—Overcoat Yir ANTED—Salesmen; weekly salary and ex- with a high elevation sloping towards the South
ed by partitions every three or four feet
with Kohling'scard on collar and a pair of "»
penses from start, permanent place; good and West, affording a broad view of the surThis will allow the taking ont a small
dogskin and undie*sed kid gloves in pockets; opening and chance for advancement; a fine roundiug country, harbor ^nd ocean. BENJAthe
to al men; big profits; no capital or MIN F. HAltR'S, Chambers, corner Exchange
dark.
Finder
sideline
neutral
mixture,
without
rest,
gray
quite
color,
disturbing
quantity
aug 24-4
12-1
employment. and Middle Sts.
steady
return to 97 OAK ST.
needed;
experience
and will also allow filling the bins clear please
BROWN BROS. CO., Nurserymen, Rochester,
14-1
It will do no harm to "EiOUND—Picked up adrift 10 miles southwest Ν. Y.
to the ceiling.
FOR SALE.
Owner can have same
have the potatoes piled seven or eight J- of Seguin five nets.
Wanted.
by proving property and paying charges. InSTEAMER "JOSEPHINE HOEY."
feet deep if the filling is done carefully. quire at D. L. FERNALD & CO.'S, Union
FIRST-CLASS saleswoman or a yonug man
11-1
Potatoes should never be moved or Wharf.
This steamer has been thoroughly overhauled,
lor cloak department; also a saleswoman of
put in first class condito
are
experience for small ware and glove depart- uainied and otherwise
disturbed in any way unless they
26 Center St., tion: length, 48 ft. ; beam, 10 ft. ; depth. 4 ft.;
M. NANSEN, Merchant Tailor, ment. H, E. PALMER & CO.,
be disposed of at once, as many will rot "VOTICE-M.
cone boiler, built in 1888 by Porthorizontal
Me.
sep!4dlw
Bath,
-Li
602 Congress street, makes a specialty of
laudC ompany; 18 horse power; 7 ft. high,42
The Winter
in a few days after being moved.
Overcoats to order from $18 to $25.
itches diameter; high pressure single crank
Λ UUU1UV1
A xaxj
A-ruy100
a Black Dress Suit from $25 and np.
or
Also
90
at
should
be
9 inch cylinder, 9 inch
kept
temperature
WJXJA
uties or Organizers (or one of the largest enetne built bv Lidback,
Guarantee a fit and good trimmings used.
Fraternal. Beneficiary Societies. Good pay. stroke
16-1
degrees while the house is being filled,
For full particulars apply to GEOEGE S.
Address F. E. HAND. State Commander, 301
and for a week or so afterward, giving
HUNT.
may25-dtl
12-1
Cumberland St.. Portland.
free ventilation all me time. J.me anna
them ont quickly and carries them
WANTED—FKMALE HELP,
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MONEY
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BICYCLES—We

Τ

PHYSICIAN

■

«

FOR

Star. MARY W, LIBBY,

1-

FOR

MONEY

LADIES'

THE

FOR

""""

Raymond

I

PHYSICIAN'S

LOST—A

FOB

WANTED—Young

LOST—On

WANTED—A

FOB

LOST

A

ui

through "the sweat" in a short time,
making what is called a kiln dried
After they are through sweatsweet.
ing, and the sprouts are just beginning

the tope of the bins, the
temperature should be lowered to 55 or
The more
60 degrees and kept there.
even the temperature the better they
TIME THAT HORSE !
will keep. It is not necessary to ljave a
He may be a hummer. All kinds of Horse Timers,
to
#150. Laaarest stock, Best Watches,
house like the above in order to keep
,owest Prices. Horse Timers repaired.
Î7.50
sweets successfully, however. Any room McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.
jlplldtf
or cellar in which a dry, even temperature can be maintained will keep
them.
MORE CLOCKS
Sweets 6ell best put up in ordinary than all the other dealers combined. Clocks for
Alarm Clocks
House, Office, Store or Hall.
flour barrels, holding three bushels every
95c ud. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices.
each. If shipped'to a distant market, McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.
sept5dtf
they should be double headed. If the
distanoe is not over 150 or 200 miles,
WIT AND WISDOM.
burlap covers will do just as well. In
chicken is fourteen years old.
lined
Jones—This
cold weather the barrels should be
Smith—How can yoa tell the age of a chickwith two or three thicknesses of old
newspapers. A small bnnch of hay or en?
Smith—By the teeth! Chickens don't have
Btraw placed on top will prevent the
any teeth.
from
in
transit.
being bruised
potatoes
Jones-But I have.
Vineland
The foregoing is from a
(N. J. ) grower of fancy sweets to The
Rural New Yorker. This grower advises
starting a few potatoes at a time at regular intervals, say every other day, unWhen Baby was sick, we gave her Castorla,
Then in a
til your mark is known.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castorla,
week or two you may send a shipment
to Castoria,
When she became Miss, she olung
every day, and if your stock is good and
she save them Castoria,
Children,
she
bad
When
finpacked
honestly
yon may snap your
gers at the fluctuations in the market.
to show on

A. M.

Bailey,

a

wen

known citizen of

Engoue, Oregon, says his wife has for
years been troubled with chronio diarrhoea
Skllton—I don't have very much confidence
and used many remedies with little relief in thatmedioal specialist who's treating me.
Dosen't he
Hallen—Why, what's the reason?
until she tried Chamberlain's Colic,
to understand your case?
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which seem
Skllton—Yes ; but lie dosen't seem to charge
Give it a ine enougn.
has cured her sound and well.
trial and you will t>0 surprised at the
of Pond's
The little ones all know the value
prompt relief it affords. 35 and 50 cent
Bathing
bottles f°r e.ale here. Landers & Bab- Extract,in hot weather especially.
Pond's Exbidge, Druggists, andJC. B. Woodman, the children with cold water and
Westbrook.
tract is cooUngaua beneficial.

uiuu

uv

uvt

uo

Boston & Maine R.

Forty words Inserted under this
OD4

head
week for £5 cents, cmsh in advance.

I

In Effect

September 4,

R.

1895.

WESTERN DIVISION.

experienced Saleswoman in
TyAwTED—An
the cloak department, which we aro about I
"

opening.

HASKELL & JONES.

References.

16-1
few

Honrs
leisure
at once,
re-

1

All Ladies having
day should write mo
garding pleasant homi' work which easilv
This is no deception and
pays Si8 weekly.
Renly
will certainly ]iny to investigate.
with stamped envelope Mrs. S. A. StebbinsJ
1
14-1
Lawience, Mich.
a

each

a family of three, a strong and
capable girl for general housework at 702
13-1
CONGRESS STREET.
WANTED—A girl for general housework, at
'*
House, Railroad
Eastern Steamboat
Wharf. Apply at ouce. N. M. INGERSOLL.

WANTED—In

13-1

Wrappers. We will
pay good wages and give steady work to
who
understand the
women,
twenty-live (25)
Apply from 12
nuiking of Ladies Wrappers.
THE CHENERY MFG. CO.,
noon to 1 p. πι.
13-1
238 Middle St.

WANTED—Stitchers

on

a few weeks,
ΊΙ/ΆΝΤΕϋ—For
»»
cook. References required.
a

week, MHS. T. B. REEI),

Pine

competent
Address for
Point, Me.
a

Trains leave Portland, Union Station, for
Scarboro Crossing:, 10.00 a. m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
m. ; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
a. m., B.30. 5.15, 6.20, d. m. ; Old Orchard
Beach. 4.05, 7.00, 8.40 10.00 a. m., 22.20,
Bidde$1.45, 3.30, 5.3 5. 6.05, 6.20 p. m.
ford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.20,3.30,
Kennem. ;
Saco,
6.20,
5.15,
p.
bunk, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.20, 3.30,
5.15, 6.05, 6.20 p. in. ; Kennebunkport, 7.00,
8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.20,3.30,6.05, 6.20 p.
m.; Well· Beach, 7.00. 8.40 a. in.. 3.80, 5.15
p.m.; North Berwick, Dover, 4.05, 7.00,
8.40 a. m., 12.20. 3.30, 5.15, 6.05 p. m.;
Somersworth, 4.05. 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.20,
3.13, 5.15, p. m. ; Rochester. FarmAngton,
Alton Bay, Wolfboro. 8.40 a. m.. 12.20,
3.30
p. m.:
Wolfboro, Long: Island
Alton
Bay
Center
(via
Harbor,
12.20
a.
8.40
m.,
and
steamer,)
Somersworth
m.
(via
Worcester
p.
and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m. ; Manchester,
Concord (via Rockingham Junction, 7.00 su
m., 3.30 p. m., (via Lawrence) 8.40 a. m. ;
12.20 p. m. ; Rockingham Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. t4.05, t7.00, t8.40 a. m., {1 2.20. 3.30,
t6.05 p. m. Arrive in Boston. +7.30, tl0.15 a.
m
tl2.55, §4.14. 7.30, t9.31 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00. 8,30 a. m.,
1.00, 4.15,6.01 p. m.

13-1
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Boston and
For Boston, express, 4,05 a. m.
Arrive
housekeeper by a map with I way stations, 12.55, 5.30 p. m.
Best of in
three children, in the country.
Boston. 7.30 a. in., 5.29, 9.58 p. m. Leave
a.
m.
references required. Address S. B. KNIGHT,
3.45
Boston for Portland,
12-1
Box 13, E. Peering. Me.
EASTERN DIVISION.
or
threo energetic ladv I From Union Station for Cape Elizabeth,
Newburyport,
agents for travelling; good salary, and tt 8.45 a. m. ; Biddeford, 2.00.
9 00 a. m.,
Also two or threo good can-1 Ameebury, Salem, Lynn,
expenses paid.
STETSON'S AGENCY, No. 1 Pros- 12.30, 6,00 p. m. ; Portsmouth, Boston, t2.00,
vassers.
t6.00
tl.45,
11-1
p.m. Arbell.
t9.00 a. m.; §12.30,
pect street, upper
arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. m.. 12.55, 4.10, 4.40,
Boston
for
I
for
house
Leave
Portland,
7.30,
general
m.
capable gill
9,25 p.
WANTED—A
work, at 50 Carletou street, Reference 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00, 9.30 p. m.
11-1
L1BBY.
GEO.
MRS.
required.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Biddeford, Portsmouth. NewburyWANTED-A good and reliable girl for gen- I For Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m.,
§12.30
·»
eral house work; ono that can furnish port, Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a.
m., 4.12 p.
m.
references. Apply at 1C2 ERACKETT ST., p. Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a.

WANTED—A

WANTED—Two

at 9 a.

11-1

m.

11ΓANTED—A Protestant nursemaid between
'*
20 and 80 years <>f age, who can give
reference. Address. MRS. H., Press Onioe
10-1

RINGS!

RINCS!

RINCS!

Thousand Solid Gold Riygs, Diamonds, Opals
■Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stones in latest
style or setting. Engagement and Wedding Kings
a specialty.
McKENNKY. the .T*wAi#<r, Monument

-Square.

Vptddtf

m.

m.,

7.00, 9.30p.m.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West
§Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from Nortn Berwick Sondays only.
«Connects at
Scarboro Crossing
with
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
jWestern Division to North Berwick.
Througn tickets to all pointst Soutn and
West tor sale at Ticket Office. Union Station.
D. J. FLANDEK3. G. P. and T. A.f Boston.
dtf
je21

"

9
i8r»i
weiiht... .27®28 Ginger
Starch.
Heavy
27@28
Good d'me
4Vi(a>3
25^26 Laundry
6 Va@7 Va
U niou backs.. 40342 Gloss
Am. calf.... 9031.151
Tobacco.
Best brands.... 50®60
I-ead..
»0τώ4Λ
.Sheet
Medium
6Vt(S7
Pipe
Common
6i4t®6
Zinc
Natural leaf.. ··
7Ve@8V4
Mia

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

Quotation*.
CHIGCAO BOARD OK Τ Κ A. .11.
Friday's quotations.

Prime mer·
call is 1@0 per cent.
fcantlle paper was quoted 4% κ 51A per cent.
with
actual
Sterling Exchange was easy,
busluess in bankers bills at 4 88% A4 Kit fur
(or
demand;
60-day bills and 4 89'^.a4 89%
post*d rates at 4 89<ΐ4 «Ο; Commercial bills.
Government Bonds
«O-days 4 87%@4 88V>.
steady. Railroads weak.

Money

β

Closing

WHEAT.

«-His1
«•·Ι®Λ!ίΠί

I

1

Jtol»«e%7a35
g0j»35
17®20

J^50

18§35

Formoio... ·····'"*'
„oSbO
βαβ

AA

qifi
*9
lb

Gran
l*OÔe»16°0| Itand&ra
ΐχ-aaaH»
jn"
nranul»t«a··

76c«100|
1 οο@ι 20ι

Mediums·

464
4 3 16

ixwac.^d!t

Daily Freaa Stock Lt»t.
by S wax Λ Barrett, Banker» and
iirokers, 186 Middle street
STOCKS.
Par Valu·. Bld. Asked
Description.
J18
120
• anal
100
National Bank
100
102
98
Casco National Bank
88
39
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
98
loo
100
Chapman National Bank
Portland

*

Japan··

9.42
9.40

Corrected

W»^85®400; M1DdadKuoS:·*2"®2200
HŒ-.0t· 25°0®*27 Congous

Jan.

Closing.

!
65SS3 l6J -WJÎf. 00®18 υΟ
50®3 60.

M»c.îî"li

29

July.

riîSxiô^··3 6043

Fancy···

29Ά

Opening

WUea^S'Ss.

66S876| Ct"Î?îowe00 00a20 50
6
000°S22«0

May.

31ϊ<ι
31 Ve

pork.

To"^.®3 00®S15 cS-O^-lô»·· go
g»
8C.cSït3D&360 OaW.
28030
5

615/u

Sep.

Opening

Closing

Provisions. Produce, etc.:
Flour-

g.

63

675·»

56 ye
CORN.

Market,
PORTLAND. Sept. 14. 1895.
The markets to-day on Breadstutts and Provisions were easier attain to-day.
The (olio vrmiure to-day's quotation» ot Gr.l ·,

I»"
Oats, jar
to»? 10"

May.

Sept.

wenlng
Closing

Portland Whoieeaie

°®13θ!

Sept.

July.
Saturday's quotations.

—

Bamaaoee

Dec.

LABD.

Retail Grocers' sugar Hates.
Rortlaud marketr-cut loat at 7c;confectlon6:r.
7e;pulY#rlzed. c; powdered, 6ci granulated,
6c ; coflee crushed. 5Vbc·, yellow. —,£50.

iST^iiieoliooi

ν»

9.46

Opening.
Closing..
'Idling.

FORT LAND. Sept. i4
Keoointii by Main» Central K. R.—For Portsnd, 197 ears miscellaneous mercnaudise; lor
eanuectUi^ roads 147 cars.

3

28

20Ά

Jan.
9.60

Opening....

Closing

Railroad Receipt β.

^io..3

May.

FOltK.

66%.
Mexican dollarsδΆ1/*.
Silver at the Board was 67H@67%.
The stock market closed barely steady.

TJnVe

CORN.
Sent.
31 Ve
32

Opening

Bar sliver

Μβα.»
»ra«»S

56

66'/»

on

l^ne«D,.Ue3 95®4lBj

Dec.
57'/s
69V*

Sept.

Opening
Closing

NEW YOKE, Sept. 14.

100
113
100
102
110
85
118
luO

102
114

103V»

104
122

10R

108
118
lOti
102
103

100
Merohants' National Bank.. 75
National Trader»' Bank.... 100
100
Portland National Bank
100
Portland Trust Co
50
Portland Gas Company
Portland Railroad ComoanylOO
First National

Bank

100

Portland Water Co

102
104
112

90
120

105

BONDS
Portland City 8s, 1897
Portland 6s. 1907
roniana 48. ι»υζ—i»iz ruiiuiuK

w

Bangor 6s, 189». R R. *1(1

116
liangor 6s, 1906, Water
101
Bail) 6j. 1898. Κ. K. aid
100
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.
100
Bath 4% s, 1907. Municipal
10U
Bath 48,1921, Refunding
104
Belfast β·. 1898.K. Ε. aid
Belfast 48, 1892—1922. Municipal.. 99
Calais 4». 1901—1911 Refunding.. 100
108
Lewiaton 6·. J 901. Municipal
102
Lewiston 49. 1913. Municipal

101
110
104

101

Main· Central R. It. 7».1898,l«t mteioe
"
"
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl34
104
"4^8
*
"
"g6s, 1900. extens'nl06
"
"4yas. 1906, 8kg FdlOl
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 88. i896.101
Portland & Ogd'g gCa, 1900. 1st mtgloe
104
Portland Water Co"s 6s, 1899
100
Portland Water Co's 4s. 1927

108
13f
106
108
102
102
108
106
102

Municipal

PBODOCK.

JJUlioi, eicauifUcat,

au

τ,/Λη,ΓηΑητ
ν luuio

14

best.

5c.

Beans, pea.l 70ra)l 80:mediums, 1 66@1 7ô.
Peans. yei. eyes, 2 oo(&2 15:red kid.l βΟ@1 6B.
Beans foreign, 1 65@1 73.
Hay. New York and Can, fancy. $18 00@19 00.
Fair to good .$$10 O0@$17o;lower grades $11
@«15.
Straw, rve, il2«S13; oat, 87I/4®$8Vs.
Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons Sc bush
Potatoes, Ν Y Hebrons 50.
do
Rose ;&45.
Apples, new cliolec 1? bbl, Ç2 00@2 25.
Apples, No 2 at $1 2Sffii 50.
Domestic Biarfcces.

(By Teleeraoh.l
SEPTEMBER 14.1895.
stocks in Boston:
NEW YORK—Flour—receipts 2(1.046 pokags;
Mexican Central 4s
67 Va
sales 22ου pkgs : quiet and about steady.
19
Atchison. iTooeica Si Staata Je R
Wheat—receipts 253,200 bush ; sales 300,000
Boston <S Maine R
178
bush, closed weak at 6l%c asked and for
da pfa
Sept; 675/ic asked for May.
Maine' Central
136
Corn—receipts 176,225 bush; sales 50.000
New York and New England η
bush: firm at SS^ic Sept.
Union Pacific
II1*
Oats—receipts 27,60U bush; sales 000 bush :
American Bell
198Va steady 24 for Sept.
American Sugar, common
103Va
Beef dull and lirm. Pork firm. Lard quiet and
99
Sugar, pfd
lower, Butter—fancy firm with fair demand.
57 V2 Cheese ouiet and
Mass., pfd
Sugar is quiet, steady.
easy.
do
common
13% Petroleum is quiet. Turpentine quiet, steady.
Mexican Central
12 Ve Molasses firm. Rice Is
quiet and firm. Freights
dull and nominal. Rosin quiet and 6teacly. TalNew York Quotatiocb on Stocks and Bonds. low steady.
(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO—Wheat closed weakto-day at 56 ye
The following are to-day's closing quotations eash, and >ept.
Corn closed weak to-day at 3iy«c cash and
of Bonds:
for aept.
Sept. 14, Sept.ll 3.
Oats closed weak at 19Vie for cash and Sept.
New 4's reg
@lllVa
Pork closed weak at 8 i2Va for cash, and
New 4's
coup
@112Va
Sept.
United States 2s reg
96Va
Lard closed weak at 5 77 Va for cash, and for
.102
Central Pacific lsts
Sept.
lie
Denver & R. G. 1st
ST LOUIS—Wheat closed weak to-day 68Μΐθ
78
Erie 2d J
cash ; 58»4 Sept.
76
Kansas Pacific Consols
Corn closed at 31 for Sept, 27c for Oct, 24Vi
Ill
Oregon Nav. lsts
Dec.
Kansas Paolllo lsts
107s/i
DETROIT—Wheat closed weak; No 1 White
Northern Pacific cons 6s.... 40
eocasli; No 2 Red at 60 cash.
Closing quotations of stocks:
Friday's quotations.
Atchison, 1st asst, paid.... 19
19%
147
148
Auams Express
OHICA0O—The Flour market to-day was
114
114
Americas Express
dull and weak. Wheat—N02 Spring 67$i®59c:
Bosfon Λ Maine
178*4 No 2 Red 577/8®581/4C. Corn—No 2 at 3J6^c.
18
19
Central Pacific
Oats—No 2 at 19Vs : No 2 Rye at 37c nominal.
1
20
Ches. « Ohio
No 2 Barley at40@43c. No 1 Flaxseed 90^i
163
163
Chicago a Alton
Proylelons—mess pork 8 26ffi8 87V».
Sf92Vjc.
173
173
Chicago β Alton preterrea
Lard 6 86®6 87% ; short rib sides at 5 37VûS$
85% 5 45.
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy 83%
salted meats—shoulders at 5 50®
Dry
131
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.l3084
5 62Vj ; short clear sides 6 0036 25.
Τ
fr Waorl (tO
1 L! Ο
12,800 bbls: wheat.147.000
Receipts—Flour,
1«%
Dearer & Βία Grande
aush: corn. 229,000 bush:oats. 303.000 bush:
8%
Erie
3300 bush barley. 71,000 bu»h.
rye.
22
OKI-,
VU.,.
1 R. Of\/t Κ Κ la
iuhu«t 1 A Ut\t\
<10
preferred
101
IlllnoU Central
busli:£corn. 416,000 bush; oats 161.000 bush:
23%
Lake Erie & West
bush.
bush:
barley 16,000
rye. 798
148
LakelShore
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
,61%
Leals & Nash
quiet aud unchanged ;|patents at 3 65®3 20;
Maine Central Κ
extra fancy Ζ 96(g3 06 ; fancy 2 66@2 75 : choice
12 V,
».
Mexican Central
at 2 60@2 60. Wheat higher Sep 68Vec. Corn
100 Va
MichluanCentrallpf
higher: Sept 30%. uats higher; Sept 19Vic.
24C
Minn Si St. L
ProTistons—Pork 8 87 Vs.
Laid—prime steam
86
Minn, s «t. Leuis, pf
6 70@5 80. Bacon—shoulders 6: longs at 6*;
36%
Missouri rasiBc
clear
ribs
: short clear 6Vj.
6%
Dry salt meats
109
Now Jersey Centrai
—shoulders at 5Vs : ribs 5 85; clear 5 60.
b%
Nerthen raclfic common
wheat 41,000
bbls;
2,400
Receipts—Flour
19
do
do
preferred—
bu»n;|eorn 20,000 bash; oats 40.000 bush: rye
101%
Northwestern

'SSrigg bV"*·'

ireTUio»··
port—
clear·· 13 7Bffll4 00 I
7541*00

Vire.

Ldo
u

ao

Bweets'3.0033 25*
.lersey

—

Vmeiano....

J'?

(Sis 00

'2

tUO«cuU3 7B®H00

B®eiSm'· 1000*10 60 I

"SSK.»M!00S«0| SEU»0»11·0'

se"»"·

.fes

lift1
g'?e

A**2Ô0@3 2B! t>eices.pure7ye«*6%

Km,

®ΛΪΡ

17«!'o'

tT»P

S»1

Me.Birr?OO09OO arcorraliViiu'A
Kerosene?·» Arts W4
Lipoma···
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Northwestern, υία
New York Centra!
New York.Chicago &
do 1st pfd
Ohio & Miss
New York & Ν Ε

—

146

70

63

White 61 Vic.

—

DETROIT—Wheat—No2 Red ateiVte; Ν·1
Corn—No 2 at 36c. Oats—No 2
White 23V*c.

·■>

Ont.14 Western
Pacific Mail
Fulman ralace
Keaaine
Bock Island
St. Paul
Ido pfd
St.Paul Se Omaha
do prfd
St Paul. Minn. /Si Mann.....

17Vs
30%

ο (ton

173

Suerar,
Texas Pacific
UnionPacific.new
U. 8. Ex Dress
Wabash, St. Louis &
do prfd

Pacific..

Western Union
Richmond & West Point

Market*

iBy Teleerann.i
SEPTEMBER 14. 1895.
NEW YORK—The i.ottou marnât to-day was
and
unchanged; sales 346 hales, midQuiet,
dling uplands at (SVic: middling gulf 8Vsc.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day
was quiet; middling 7 13-I6C.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market quiet;

18%
76%
73
129
41 Va

115
Ho1/»
10 <%
I— ll'/i
M.4%

common

bush.

Shipments—Flour 6,S0(V bbls: wheat <3,300
bush;oorn 1,300 bush; oats 33,000 bush; rye
bush.

101%
St. Louis 16%»

Old Colon;

g"|

IN~EWfc

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Boston stack Market,

L

....

j

18@18Vic;other.
Butter, dairy,
Butter, crmy.tmit.l. IS; ladle, ll@12Vi.
Cheese, Northern, new do SVi®8 Vj ; Wst, new,
102 7»4@8c.
Eggs, hennery. oholce.22®24i East 18.
106
i f) 7ΐ 1 Va c.
100 Eggs.;Mich. 16c ; other Western

100

Saco 4s. 1901.
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Grain

New York Stock and Money Market.

New York. .Bremen
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14tli. sells Editli L
Oct δ
Bank halibut 4c φ ft; G eorgesdo Trave
New ϊογκ. .Liverpool. ..<>ct
Allen. Darrah, Providence; Win Ï Donnell,
Umbria
York..
New
Oct 5 Iia.Hi; Augustus Hunt, Blair, Rockland; John F
Glasgow
Last sales of Georges Cod Irom vessel at $3 Anchoria
New York. .Liverpool....Oct 9 Bandait, Crocker Portsmouth.
for large and #2 for medium; liauk ai, $2Wq) Britanic
York.
New
Reedy Island—Passed down 13tl>, sell Horace
Normania
.8*thampton...Oct 10
il3· a.
G Morse, from Philadelphia for Galveston.
Itius cod from vessel 3 00(®$2 1 υ φ1 cw t tor
Passed up 14th. sell l'red A Small. PortBevls.
la ge and small.
SEPT. 16.
MINIATURE ALMANAC
CB, for Chester.
Last sales of Shore Mackerel ;© bbl In fishermn's order $22 W ; Georges $20; Block Island
H1el> water ; ; ; ; 8 37
Delaware Breakwater—Ar 13th, barque Mat5
««
\
Sun sets
Si !» ; Bay $1» 50.
Baird. Norton, from Crab Island. Passed
ι..
9 ft 0 in thew
27, Height
We quote prime new Georges Codfish 85 25
Length of (lays.. 12
t,.
sell 1) Howard Snear, Falker, from Philaclpll,ae
0 C5
j ..10 ft 1 in out.
for large and 3for small; Hank $3*/b®$4 Moon sets
delphia for Portland.
for large and»2V2'a$2H4 for small; dry Bank at
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 12th, sell Mattie Β
SI"/* and S3'/i ; Shore $+ 50«$— for large and
Russell. Drlnkwater. New York.
3Va tor small. Newfoundland do
00.
PROVTNCETOWN—SId 14th, str Joseph I.
We quote cured cusk at $0@$4 Ί> qtl ; hake
Colby, from Boston, towing sell John Τ WilI1 $ 1% ; haddock S1V? 5sS2 ; heavy salted pollock
liams, from Pine Island, Me. for Philadelphia.
Ar 13th, sells Harry Whitney and Lizzie D
$l7/s@$2 ft otl ; and English cured do $3,
I'OKT OF PORTLAND.
Hest handline boneless Georges codec for meSmall, from coal port, bound north ; Jos Oakes.
dium to 734C for large; middles 8 50; boneless
Port Liberty for Lynn; Paul Seavey, Baltimore
Shore do 5@7c ; Grand Bank do 6®«Vsc;cusk,
for Bangor. I
SATURDAY, Sept. 14.
6% @0 Vie'.haddock 3»4@4»,4 ;:)ake at 3 @4Va ;
ROCltLAND—Ar 13th. sell Sardinian, Halfiucy brands of entirely boned cod 11 to 16c
Arrived.
voise". New York; Julia A Decker, Spear. Boslb; Smoked Halibut, straight strips at 10c
ton; Westllold. Golding. St John, NB; Maud.
# ft. ; extra thick 10Va ;medium 9c ; small6V»c;
Sir Fort William. Houston, Bangor, to finish Giggey, do; Beulah, Wasson, do; Willie I),
I huncks n<g!12c.
for Scotland. Vessel to
Curry. Ilarborviile, NS; Talisman, Doucett,
loading spool wood
Smoked salmon 18c © ft;Medium herring 10ο Chase. Leavitt & Co.
Port, Gilbert, NS.
bo
tncks at 9c; lengthwise 8c;No Is at »"c;
Sid, sells Richmond, Jameson, New York;
Steamer State of Maine, Pike, St John, NB.
Bloatrers at 1 no. shore do at 1 10; canned via Eastport. for Boston.
Annie Sargent, Tibbetts. Boston. ; Ashton, MesTrout #1 50:fresh halibut $2 20; salmon 1 30;
Sell Abel Ε Babcoek, Babcock. Philadelphia, senger. Belleveau Cove, NS; Pearl. McDougall.
lobtsers 1 90; clams 96c. American sardines,
Beaver Harbor, NB; Alpharetta, Warner. Port
coal to Me Cent KB.
quarter oils, $3 00; half oils, «5 60; three-auarSell Sarah Ε Ropes, Kreger, Philadelphia, coal Gilbert. NS; Comrade. Akerly, St John, NB.
ter mustards. $2%, spiced, S3.
ROCKPORT—Ar 13th, »clis Mabel Ε Kennisto G Τ Hy Co.
Large .New mimuand herring $4 50 bbl. Nova
Sch Margaret A May, Jones, Baltimore, coal ton, Gloucester; Jubilee. Iverson, do; Carrie Ε
Scotia large split $6 00; medium|$5 ;large round to G Τ Hy Co.
Lane, do; Edward Ε Rich. do.
shore and choice layer packed do scarce ; Extra
THOM ASTON—Ar 13th, sells Diadem,Poland.
Sch Henry Chase. Black. Deer Isle.
large Labrador S 00.
Sch Laura & Maripn, Eastman, Cundy's Har- Boston; Ringleader, Simmons, do.
Pickled codfish $*®4 50; haddock 3 25; hall bor.
SId. sells James Brown, Simmons, New York;
but heads S3 sound $10; fugues and sound
Silver Spray, Thorndlke, do.
Sch Portland Packet, Gardiner, Pembroke.
$9; tongues $8 ; alewives 3; trout Sir; C: 1
Sell Ε G Willard. Gilbert, Albany, sand to
Co.
Foundry
fornia salmon §10; Halifax do $23.
Foreign Ports.
Portland Stove
Sch liosa E. Stone. Georgetown. Me.
Ar at St John. NB, 13th. schs Nellie Watters,
New
Léman.
Harbor.
Mabel.
&
Sch Clara
Boston Proûuce Market.
Granville. Thomaston: C J Colwell, Rockport;
Sell Railroad. Simmons, Friendship.
BOSTON. Sebt. 14. 1895.—The following are
Carrie Bell, Durwln, Castine; Nellie J Crocker,
Barge Suffolk, Philadelphia, coal to A R Henderson.
to-ciav's quotations ut Provisions. Produce,etc. ;
Portland; Nellie Clark, Gayton,
Wright & Co.
Boston; iMaggie J Chadwlck, Comeau, Port
MEATS.
Cleared.
land; Allen, Mlllbridge.
Pork, long and sht cut, 14 40.
Cld. seh Leo. Sypher, Rockland ; Annie Laura,
Pork, lge and heavv backs $13 00&S14 00.
Steamship Manhattan. Bragg, New York—J B Marshall, Thomaston; Essie C, Gilchrist, do.
Pork, lean lends 14 50.
Covle.
I Tongues pork, $17 do beef $24 ψ bbl.
Sell Addie Charlesotl, Smith, Wiscasset, to
Spoken.
Beef, corned, $9 00810 00.
load for JJenierara—J S Winslow & Co.
Shoulders, smoked, SVa.
Sch Fred Gower, Sargent. Sydney, CB—Ryan
Sept 11. lat 32.20, Ion 78.28, sell J Β Holdcn.
Shoulders, corned and fresh 8VaC.
from Jacksonville for New York.
& Kelsey.
Hams, large and small, BàlOc.
Aug 28, lat 20 S. loll 33 W, ship Tam O'ShanSch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell—J
Bacon, 10@10Vac.
ter, Peabody, from New York for Sydney, NSW.
H Blake.
Pork, salt and briskets, "Vac.
Sell Wave, Dorr. Addison—J H Blake.
Ribs, fresh. lOVbc.
Sell J Β Norrls, Holmes, Southwest HarborSausage, 9Vic.
J Η Blake.
ItAILIiOADS.
Sausage meat, 8V4c.
SUNDAY, Sept. 15.
Lard, tes, «%c;pall, 7»/«®7'/ac; lf,9®9Vi.
Beef steers,
Arrived.
Beef, fresh, hinds, lO@12Vic; fores, 3rioVac,
Azalia.
coasting.
U
S
steamer
ft.
Lambs, spring, 7®8%c ψ
Steamship Cottage City, Bennett. New York—
Hogs, dressed, city, 6*4 e *» lb: eoun'ry, 51,4c.
to J Β Covle.
mdse
and
ft.
broilers,
passengers
Northern,
Ill
Effect
ψ
14@16c.
Chickens,
Sept. 16th, 1895.
Sch Stepheu Bennett. New York, coal to Fort
Fowls, North'n, fresh, 12@14c; Western, ice
Union Station, Railway
leave
Trains
Portland,
Preble.
packed llVac.
Sch Herhld. Rockport for Boston.
Square, for stations named below and interGeese, North'n, nom. : Western, 0@0c.
mediate points as follows:
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta.
I Ducks. North'n, West, OOigOOc.
7.00 a. m. For Bruiiswick, B»tli, Rockland,
Turkeys. Western, Iced 12c.
Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Lisbon Ealis.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
i,ast sales
9 and 6c.

middling

7 9-16j.

SAVANNAH—The Cotton market is Bteady;
Middling 7 7-18c.
MOBILE—Tne Cotton market is quiet; middling 7%c.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market is steady;
middlings 7s^c.

J46

9%

!21%
82%

do prfd

Havana Market.
Cloth Market.

αΛ*4·
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A

αοΐια

HoHio

Portland & Rumford Falls

R'y.

F A Pike.

Ν EW YORK—Ar 13th, schs A Tyrrel, Lowe, 8.30 a. M. & 1.0f> F. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buck field, CanBangor; Ella Brown. Faulkingham, Sands River.
ton.
Dix fiel i and Kumford Falls.
NS; C Ε Pickering. Marshall, Greens Landing;
Fostina, I'hilbrook, Allyn's Point for Philadel- 8.30 a. m., 1.05 and 5.10 p. m, From Union
Kate &
Station ior Poland Springs.
Poland anl
phia; Lavinia Bell. Green. Bangor;
A
Mechanic Falls.
Mary. Coggswell. Rockport; Richard Hill,
Heaton. and Nettie Cushing.
Saturdays only train leaving Portland 5.10 p.
m. connects with train on P. & R. F. R'y runSM. schs Abbie Bowlter, Bath; Sarah A Reed,
Calais ; Charley Bucki. Portland ; Jennie G Pills
ning through to Kumford Falls.
bury, Rockland; J RBodwell.do; Louie, Thom- Stages connect at Poland Springs Station for
Poland Springs, and at Rumford Falls for Anaston.
dover and Kangeley Lakes.
Ar lôth, str Manhattan, Portland ; sch Nellie
Two
NB;
Lizzie
Cochran,
Hillsboro,
F Sawyer.
passenger coaches between Union
RfVers. NS; Henry. Shulee. NS; Mary A Hall,
Annie H Lewis. Stephen Morris, Mattie Holmes,
Portland and Rumford
Kit Carson, and Jonathan Cone, Bangor; Waggle
Kennebec.
Nlckerscn, imviuuu,
Portland; iuïiiiivw,
and υJ ^κηοίΛυιι,
r.lieil
Ellen ttllU
tickets on sale for all points
Through
Richmond; Jas A Parsons and J D Ingraliam,
on P. & (t- F. Il'y.
Gardiner, Laura M Lunt, Hurricane Island;
Miranda, Somes Sound; Ked Jacket, Vinalha- K. C. BRADFORD, G. P. Si T. Agt.
Portland, Maine.
ven; George A Lawry, Jonesboro; Theodore
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent,
Dean and .J F Wyman. Sullivan ; Samuel C Hart
Rumford Falls. Maine
FeblOdtf
Clark's Island; Richmond, Fred A Kmerson
Clara, Charlie & Willie, A Hayford, Morns <S
and Cora C Meader, Hock
Cliff, Flora Pressey,
Railroad Co
U..rv,.,r«
TV,
lovnlf,,

Through
Station,

Falls.

—

—

—

—
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CUSTOM HOUSE WHAKF.

WEEK DAY TIME
TABLE,
Commencing Sunday, Sept. 15, 1895.
For Forest City and Trefethen's Landi ng
Islam., Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 5.30, 6.40. 8 00, *10.30 a. m.,
2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. ill.
8.00,
For Ponce Landing;, Long Island,
Peak's

*10.30 a. m., 2.15 p. m.
For Cushiug'e Island, 6.40,

p.

*10.30

a.

in.,

j
j

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
I>aily Line, Sundays Included.

4.20

THE

111.

RETURN.
Leave Forest Ciiy Landing. 6.20, 7.20, 9 15.
*11.45 a. m., 3.30, 5.00, 6.25 p. m.
Leave Trefethen's, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00, *11.30 a.
ill., 3.15 4.45, 6.45 p. in.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.10, 7.15, 9.10,
*11,40 a. ni., 3.25, 4.35, 6.35 p. m.
7.10, 9.05.
Leave Great Diamord, 6.05,
*11.35 a. m.. 3.20, 4.40. 6.40 p. ill.
Leave Ponce's Landing} Long Island, 8.4o,
*11.15 a. in., 3.00 p. ni.
Leave Cusliing's Island, 7.25, 11.50 a. m.,
5.05 p. m.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest City and Trefethen's Landing,
Peak's Island. Little and Great

Diamond

AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
PORTLAND.
STATE AND

NKW

HAY

mrniately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
ry evening at 7 o'clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points
bfvonri.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,

.·

<·

every

Evening

at 7 o'clock.

J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT CO.,
PORTLAND PI Ε Κ

|

For

Island

Diamond

and

Falmouth

Foreside.

Islands. 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15, 4 20 p. ill
For Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.15, 4.20 p. ill.
For Cusliing's Island. 10.30 a. m.. 4.20 p. m.
C. W. T. GO DING, General Manager.
* Not run in stormy or foggy weatoer.
dtf
%
septl2

International Steamship Co,

16th steamer Madeleine
On and after
will leave Fort and for Diamond Is laud, 7.00.
11.00 a. m., 2.10. 4.10, 6.10 p. m.
Return, leave Diamond Island, 7.20, 8.45 a.
m.. 1.20, 3.30, δ.25 p. m.
For Falmouth Foreside, 7.40, 11.00 a. m.,
2.10. 4.10, 6.10 p. m.
Return, leave Falmouth Foreside, 6.00, 8.20
a. m., 1.00. 3.10, 5.00 p. m.
E. R. NORTON, Manager.
sedtl4dtf

Eastport, Lubso. Calais, SLJaJw, K.3., Halifax,N. 3.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

Sept.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello and
on.
St. Andrews. Ν, B.

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.
After Monday, Sept. 2,

Tall Arrangement.
and after Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave Kailroad
Portland.
Wharf,
Monday and
Friday at 5 p. m.. icr Eastport, Lubee
and St. John, with the abovft connections.
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec and EastOn

port
to
p.

same

Through

days.

Enterprise

Steamer

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
Bristol,
a. m. for Portland, toucuing at So.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
for
m.
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 Ta. Island,
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Bristol
So.
Heroi:
Island,
Boothbay Harbor,
and East Foothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at 6 a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.

baggage cheeked
fâST"Freight received up to 4.00

tieicets issued and

destination.
m.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other inlormation at Company's Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COY LE. Gen. Man.
ap29dcf

Long· Wharf.

Fridav, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching ut Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
East Bootlibay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.

The Five Cent Boat

aug31dtf

■

FOB

—

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.

PEAKS' ISLAND.

The

Elegant and Fast

New,

STEAMER

STEAMER ELDORADO, Capt. Jol-n Berry,

SALACIA,

On and After Monday Sept. 9th,
will leave Franklin wharf, Portland, dally (except Suitday) at 7.30 a. m. for Boothbay Harbor.
Returning leave Boothbay Harbor at 2 p.
in. arriving at Portland at about 6.30 p. m.
Landing at Popliaiu Beach both ways on Wed-

will leave the end of Custom House
Wharf for Jones' Landing, Peaks' Island,
at 6.00, 7.0Q, 8.00, 10.00, 11.00 a. m., 1.30,
2.30, 4.00, 5.00 and 6.15 p. m.

RETURN—Leave Jones' Landing,
nesday and Saturday.
Peak»' Island, at 6.25. 7.25, S.25, 10.30,
Connecting at Portland with Boston and New
11.30 a. m., 2.00, 3.00, 430, 5.30 and 6.40 York sleamers.
·
Daily Excursions to Boothbay Harbor an I
m.
p.
$1.00.
Tickets good day of date only.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
O. C. OLIVER.
President.
Treasurer.
dtf
sept7

return for

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland 8.00, 9.00, 10.00, 11.00
1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00, 7.00

a. m..

p. m.
Leave Jones' Landing
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30,
5.30, 6.30, 7.30 p. m.

at 8.30, 9.30, FREEPORT
2.30, 3.30, 4.30,
jly5dtf

3.30
6.20

DIRECT STEAMShlP LISE.

From Bostonavsry Wednesday and
From

Philadelphia

every

p.

m.

leave Freeport at
for Portland.
J. P. BAXERT.

PRESUMPSCOT RIVER.

Wednesday

Steauier Santa XUaria

Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance one-halt '.he rate of sailiug vessel.
Freights for the West by the Peun. K. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Koand Trip S1S.OO.
Paeeaffe 910.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F, P. WING,
Agent, Central Whirf, Boston.
General
Ε. B. SA M i'St J.N, Treasurer and
Manager, BU stale St., Fiske Building, Boston,

will leave wharf at Cumberland Mills for PleasHill Falls via Pride's Bridge on arrival of
cars leaving f'reble street, Portland, at 9.10 a.
m. and 1.40 p. m. Returning in time to connect
with 12.30 and 5.00 p. rn. cars for Portland.
Sundays on arrival of cars leaving Preble
street at 9.40 a. m., 1.10 and 4.10 p. m.
This is a fifteen mile sail on one of the most
beautiful rivers in the world. The scenery of
ο
which is not excelled by that of tl
River.
ant

~

oct22dtf

Mass.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

FIVE CENT FARES
—

το

NEW YORK

—

Steamer JEANNETTE,
CAPTAIN C. W. HOWAKO,
will leave LONG WHARF, foot ot Exchange
street, for Peak's Ulaud at 7.00, 8.00. 10.00
11.00a. m., 1.30, 2.30,4.00, 5.00 6.15, 7.30.
Keturn—Leave Peak's Island at 6.25. 7.25
8.25, 10.30 a. m.. 1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.30, 5.30
7.00 p. m., or at close of entertaium e nts.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

and 28 at 5 p. in.

Each steamer touches at Cottage Cltv. M. V..
in each direction and are dne in New York and
Portland, evening following sailiag day.
Fare to New York one way $5.00; round trip
$8.00; to Cottage City one way $4.00; round

Leave Portland at 9.00. 10.00. 11.00 a. m.
1.00, 2.00, 3.00, -4.00, 5.0 ), 6.00, 7.00, 8.00 p.
in.
Leave

trip «7.00.
J.

Peaksat8.30. 9.30,
m., 12.30
1.30. 2.30, 3.30, 4.30, 5.30. 6.30, 7.30 p. m.
10.30

DIRECT LINE.

Long Island Sound by Daylight—Delightful
end Invigorating Sea Trip.
The steamships Manhattan and Cottage
City leave Franklin Wharf on Tuesdays, Thursday s and Saturdays at β p. m. Reruriung. leave
Pier38, Ε. H., same tlavs at 5 p. m.
The elegant steamer Tremont leaves Franklin Wharf at 6 p. m, August 26.
Returning, leaves Pier 38. £·. R„ Aug. 23

ISLAND.

PEAKS

J. B. COYLE, Manaeer.
jeSGdtf
F, LISCOMB. General Agent.

a.

junl9tf

Allan Line
"SOKOKIS."

STEAMER
Time

Royal Mail Steamers.

Montreal to Liverpool via Quebec.

Table,

On and after May 30,1S95, Steamer Sokokts
will run until further notice, as follows :
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, m.,
2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Mallison Falls at 11 a. m.,
2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect with
the 12. 3.30 and 5.30 electric cars for Portland.
Be sure and take the 9.10 a. ni., 1.10 or 2.40
electric cars from Portland, heart of Preble St.
J. H. HEZELTON, Prop.
juuelHtf

Portland &

ROCHESTER

STATION FOOT

OFJPKEBLE

R.

STREET

For Rochester, Spring-val·. Alfred, Waterboro and Sac ο River at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
5.30 p. m.
For Uorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m.. 12.3Q,
3.00, 5.30, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30,
and
12.30.
i».0G,
5.30,
y.45 a.
m..
m.

leave Portland for Rochester at
6.15p.m.; arriye from .Rochester at U.30a.

Sunday trains

in.
Tho 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
"Hoosae
Tunnel
at A y or Junction with
Route" for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via "Providence Line," for Norwich ana
New York, via "Norwich Une" with Boston
& Albany K. Ft. for the West, and with tho
New York All Kail via "Spr ngfield."
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 d. m. ; irom Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
and
5.48 p.
in.; from Gorhani
1.30
8.30 and
10.50 a.
ni.,
at
6.40,
1.30,
5.48 p.
ra.
4.15,flanc.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. 11. COLLINS. Ticket
Agent. Portland, Me.
J. W. METERS, Supt.
dtf
je29

Slate at

New York and Glasgow Service.
From New York.
From Montreal. I
Numidian Sept. 14 I State of Mebraska Sept. 11
Sardinian Sept. 211
Saureutlan Sept. 28 |
Oct. 5 I
Parisian
Cabin passage, Montreal service S50 and upwards. lieturn, *100 and upwards. Second
cabin. «30. Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, $45 to St>5.
Return, i»SS to ·120.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via one route and return by the other, thus eujoying the magnificent scenery of the St. Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage
and
Glasgow to iioston direct via Galway
Prepaid steeragt, SIS; intermediate
Deny:
925.
Apply to H. &. A. ALLAN, &Montreal
CO., 53
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN
Broadway, Ν. Y., or to GEO. H. STAliK, or
Portland.
may9dtf
T. P. McGOWA.N

R.

On and after eTUi<2ay. Juno 30, 1895.
Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
For
Naenna, Windham and Eppiug at 7.30 a.
m. and 12 30 p. in.
For Manchester,. Concord, and points North

Congress Street.
Sept7

â.llau State Xjiixo.
Rain.

Worcester Line

PORTLAND &

Order

RETURNING,

and 12.20 p.

sep9dtf

Saturday.

rrora

6.20 p.

m.

a. m.

Saturday.

and

STEAMBOAT CO.

/COMMENCING Sept. 9th will leave Port^ land Pier lor Falmouth. Consens', Littleiohn's, Great Chelie^gue and Bustin's Islands,
wolf's Point and Freeport at 9.25 a. m. and

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

For storage of Goods,
H. E. MILLS,
Wares and Merchandise.
CHASE BROS.. PianO Tuner.
Apply

SasSe

an-1

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT GO.,

Tîir.

8.30 a. m. For Danville Je. (Poland Springs)
hour, Thoinaston. Bucksportj Riverdale, Urqu Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls,
Lewiston,
hart. St John, NB.
Livermore Falls. Farmington, and Philips.
Corlnna
Boston
Ellen,
;
Piper,
Sid, Jchs Mary
a. m. For Bridgton. Fabyans, Burling8.45
M. Quuin, Bangor; Delaware, Levensaler, Cam- ton, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
den.
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
GREEN'S LANDING, Sept 14—Ar 10th, sch and all points west.
ll.IO a. m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
Fiheman. Knowlton, Boston.
Sid 13th. schs Willie, Allen, Boston: James A Spring station, Lewiston, Win thro n. WaterWebster, Paschal, do; Bessie H Gross. Thurs- ville, Mooseliead Lake via Foxcroft, Bangor,
ton, do; A 11 Whltmore, Dow, do; Edward Bicli, Bar Harbor, Old town, Houlton, Fort Fairfield
and Caribou via Β. & A. R. R. and St. Andrews,
Paschal, do.
RED BEACH. Sept 13—Ar, sch Grecian Bend, St. John and Halifax.
1.00 p. τη. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Windsor.
Lay ton,
Waterville. Moosehead Lake
Sid, schs Avon. Hill, Windsor; Hattie R, Falls. Augusta,
via
Foxcroft, Bangor, Bar Harbor and Oldtown.
Parrsboro.
1.05 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
SACO, Sept 14—Ar. sells Maud Dudley, Phila- station. Mechanics
Rumford Falls,
Falls,
delphia; Longfellow, do.
Phillips
Lewiston, Farmington,
Kingfield,
and Rangelev.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
1,30 ρ, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, AuAr at Demerara. prior to Sept 13, barque Ethel gusta. Bath, Rockland and all stations on
V Boynton, Portland.
Know & Lincoln division. Waterville, Skowliegan, Belfast. Dover and Foxcroft, Bangor
Memoranda.
Bucksport, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
1.25 p. in. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
Highland Light, Sept 13—Wreckage, consistSprings station, Lewiston, Winthrop, Oakland,
ing of spars and cabin fittings, some ol it marked Bingham, Waterville and Skowhegan.
with the name "A Heaton, drifted ashore at
I.25 p. in. Bridgton, Fryeburg, No. Conway,
Nauset this afternoon. It seems very probable Fabyans, Lunenburg. St. Johnsbury. Newport,
that the schooner A Heaton of New York, 448 Vt, Lancaster, Coiebrook and Quebec.
tons register, has been lost off this coast. The
For Brunswick. Batn, Lisbon
5.05 p. m.
fate of the crew is as yet unknown, but they Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
were probably taken off by some passing vessel.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
The A Heaton left Somes Sound Sept 2, and Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanio
probably had a cargo of granite or paving stones Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
lor New York.
5.55 p. ra. For Sebago Lake Bridgton, FryeBucksport, Sept 13—Sch Emma Green. Capt. burg. North Conway, Fabyans, St. Johnsburv,
Lowell, whioh has been laying here for a month, Montreal and Chicago.
was towed to Bangor by the Bismarok ThursII.00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping Cars,for
day to load lumber for New York.
Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville. BanCalais, Sept 11—Sch Annie Gus, fiom Perth gor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
Aroostook
all
and
Amboy, before reported at Vineyard-Haven, Stephens, St. John
disabled, made temporary repairs there and ar- County, Halifax and the Provinces, but does
and
Foxcroft
Dover
here
to
run
Dexter,
rived
today.
not
Belfast,
Delaware Breakwater, Sept 14—Barque Mat
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor,
thew Balrd. Norton, at this port from Crab Saturday nights.
12.55 a. in., midnight, Mt. Desert special, for
Island, lost foretopmast during heavy weather.
Brunswick, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville.
Rockf>omeetio Port».
Bangor and Bar Harbor, connecting at mornSaturday
land
Wednesday, and
BOSTON—Ar 14th, schs Mansur Β Oakea, ings with steamer Frank Jonns for Castine,
Garnet. Machlas; Billow. Stevens, and James Bar Harbor, Mac^iasport and all landings on
Freeman. Johnson, Machias; Montlcello, Nut- route.
ter; Medford, Bates ; Elizabeth Foster. WoodSUNDAY TRAINS.
ward ; Radiant, Hardy ; Loella. Ames; S Sawyer,
Stevens; Anua D Price, Nash. Nash; Copy.
7.20 a.m., paper train for Brunswick .AuPendleton; Odell. MeDonouch. all from Bangor ;
Waterville and Bangor.
Peerless Thompson; Ida Hudson. Bishop; Fem- gusta,
I.00 p. m. For Brunswick. Lisbon Falli,
Decrow,
aquid, Wheeler; Charles McDonald.
Lewiston,
Bath, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
all from Rockland ; Antelope, Bank s ; Mazourka, and Bar Harbor.
Stlnson. both from Rockport; Ben Hur, Lewis,
Niirht Express with sleeping
II.00
m.,
p.
Kennebec; Mansur Β Gakes,Garnet, Machias; ears for ail paints.
Sadie Corey, Lowe; Wlnslow Morse. Newton;
a. m.,
Mt. Desert special lor Rock·
12.55
Minetta, Crockett; Mary Farrow, Morrissey;
and Bar Harbor
all from Winterport; Miantonomah. Ryan, Bel- and, Bangor
ChesIN PORTLAND.
J
ARRIVALS
fast; Brunette. Rich, Ssarsport; Laura
From Sebago Lake aud Cumberland Mills
ter, Beal, Rockport; Silas McLoon, Morrill,
Rockland, A Κ Woodward. Sinclair, Bangor; 7 .60 a. m. Montreal and Bridston 8.25 a, m. ;
S.3U a. m. ;
James A Grav, Coleman. Saeo ; Lucy Belle, Cole, Lewiston ana Mechanics f ain
and
,New York; Collector, Spntgue ; [James Warren, Waterville
Augusta. 8.35 a. m. ;
Mabel
Rose,
from
Calais;
Rumboth
Farmuigton,
Falklngham;
Klugfleld,
Phillips,
τ ti.Kw p„rth a mhov for Kockland 11)111 in here
a.
Qi. ;
11.40
ford Falls,
Lewiston,
m.:
ana
Lewiston 11.50 a.
for a harbor) ; Onward. Baker, Mautueket; Dan- Skowliegan
nie F Hall. Hutcblns. Orland; James Holmes, Mattawamkeag and Bangor 12.05 (Sundays
Ryan, Belfast; Fannie Hodgkins. Brown. Gar- 12.10) p. m. ; Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Lancasdiner; Clara liankin, Melancon, Weymouth,NS; ter and Brldgton 12.15 p. m. ; Express Bar
Sarah A Blaisdell. Patterson. New York ; Mary Harbor, Greenville, Bangor, Augusta 1.20 p.
Brewer, Thomas. P-rtli Amboy for Rockland m. ; Lancaster, tabyans, Bartlett, Ko. Conway,
Lake 4.55 p. m.; Skowliegan,
(put In for a harbor) ; Unison. Barter.Kennebec; Fryeburg, Sebago
m. ;
Rockland
5 25
St,
p.
Hiyal. Barter, do; Mentor, Perry, do; Itaska. Waterville,
Wilson, Cherryfleld; White Foam, Smith, east- John, Bar Harbor, Caribou and Mooseliead
New Lake via Β & Λ.,
ern port; Harvester,Roberts. Vlualhaveh ;
Bangor 5.35 p. ni. ; Range ley,
Boxer, Lord, Ellsworth; G W Raitt, Coleman, Farmlngton. Kumford Fails, Lewiston 5.45 p.
all White
Eliot; Charles Washington. Collins, Rockland; in.; Chicago and Montreal and
.lames A Webster, Paschal. Greens Landing; Mountain points. 7.46 p. m. ; Mattawamkeag,
Edward Rich, Pasclial. do; Bessie H Grass, Bar Harbor, liockland 1.40 a. m.: express
Crossinan, do; Mary Steele, Pascdal, do; tug Halifax St. John. Vanceboro, Bar Harbor,
Waterville aDd Augusta. 3.50 a. tn.
Hercules. Kelley, Portland.
Cld. sch Hattie McG Buck, Lane, Bangor;
PAYBOX TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
Flora Morang, Moraug, State Point and New
F. Ε. BOOTHBY, G. P. & X. A.
York.
Portland, Sept. 10, 1895.
coal
for
a
Palmer,
port;
Sid, schs Augustus
dtl
je!8
Martha Τ Thomas. Sierra Leoue.
Ar 15th. schs Mentor», Gott, Bangor; City of
Augusta. Adams, Washington; Harriet, Ackley,
Calais; Alaska, Clark. Port Johnson; Lincoln,
an
Wilson, Millbridge; Samuel W Brown, from
eastern port; RutliS Hodgdon, Gilbert, Rock1»» Effect June 24, 1835
laud; Imogene. Caudage, do: Chilion, Eliot.
DEPARTURES.
Anchored in Nantasket Roads, windbound, sch

Print
HAVANA. Sept. 14. 1896—Sugar market is
FALL RIVER,Mass. Sept 14. 1895.—The fol- nominal: exports from Sept. 1st to 10th, 4179
stock 16-',912 tns.
for
week:
tons;
statement
the
lowing is the print cloth
Freights dull. Exeahge firm.
Pieces
220.000
Production
European Aïaruei.s.
uexivenca
108.000
(By Teiegrapn.1
Stock
95.000
Sales
-LONDON, Sept. 14, 1885.—Consols 107% d
22,000
Spots
73,000 °r money ana 1073A for the account.
Futures
E.IVI l/uu,
ill
l»ÎJO.— 1 UD
ocpu
JL4,
The market quiet at 3VeC.
market is llrm; American middling at 4 9-32;
WiscasscîiVQuebec
sales 6,000 bales: speculation anu
estimated
New York Sugar Market.
Ellsworth.
el Dort 600 bales.
Head down.
Head up.
BANGOR—Ar 13th, sells R & Τ Ilargraves.
NEW YORK,Sept. 14.—The following are the |
Quotations Winter Wheat 4s 9Vsd@4s II Vsdi
Reisley, Newport News; Chas L Davenport, No. 3jNo. 51 In effect July 34, '95|No. 21 No. 4
Spring Wheat 5s@6s Ια.
quotations on refined Sugars at New York:
Α.
A. M. |p. M. I
Ι M. I P. M.
Corn 3s 4V2d.
Philadelphia. Κ Schull,
5 1-16
Cut loaf
Hall, Philadelphia; 9.25 3.55 Lv.. Wiscasset ...Ar 8.55 2.48
Sid, sells Chas
5
3-16
Crushed
Lvgonia. Whelpley. New York.
ILv. ..fShaepscot. Ar
4 11-16
Powdered
BALTIMORE—Sid 13th, sells Harold J Me|Lv..tAlna Centre. A r
OCEAN STEAM Kit. MOVEMENTS
4 7-16
Granulated
Saco: Talofa, Port Tampa.
Cartv.
Ar
tAlna
I Lv
4- 7-16
Fine granulated
FOB
FROM
BRUNSWICK—Ar 13th, sell Alice Archer, 10.00 4.321 Lv. ..Head Tide. .Ar 8.20 2.13
4
9
1*
17
hep
Coarse granulated
New York. .Bremen
Gibbs. Portland.
Spree
8.01
1.55
4.52
10.13
Lv...
4 9-16
Whiteiield...Ar|
Extra fine granulated
New York. .Liverpool... Sep 18
BATH—Ar 13th. schs Nellie, Boston; Chas Ε
Majestic
!Lv... tPreble's
Ar
4 11-16
Cubes
Paris
New York.. so'ampton...»ep 18 Schmidt, do, passed up; 14th, sch Anna Ε J 10.3G 5.12 Lv.No. Whiiefield. Ar 7.43
1.37
4 11-16
18
Mould A.
Soutliwark
New York. .Antwerp ...Sep
Morse. Portsmouth.
1.19
10.53 5.31 Lv..Cooper's Mills..Ar 7.25
4 6-16
19
Confectioners A
Rotterdam
New York. Amsteru.il»..Sep
Sid. sclis Loring C Ballard, Philadelphia; Jaί Lv,. Maxy's Mills.. Ar
4 1-16
No. 6
F. Bismarck.. .New York. .So'ampton...8ep 19 cob Reed, Baltimore.
5.49 Lv
Windsor —Ar 7.08 1.02
11,10
3 16-16
21
New
No. 7
.Hamburg.
13th.
...Sep
schs Ella Frances.
1'alatia
CAMDEN—Ar
New York.
Lv.. Weeks' Mills.. Ar 6.50 12.44
37/a
No. 8
Sep 21 YorK: Alice Fox, Hopkins, Boston; I.eona, 11.28 6.08! LvfNewall's
Ems
New York. .Bremen
Corner Ar
Sep 21 Lane. do.
New York. Loniiou
Mohawk
Ar
11.48
Lv ! 6.30
6.301
Palermo.
21
New York Minlnc Stock*.
CHESTER. Pa—Ar 14th, sell Fred A Small,
Maasdam
.New York. .Rotterdam...Sep
21
on
or
-Glasgow
notice
..Sep
to Conductor.
signal
(t) Stops
New York.
Purnesia
Thompson, Port lievis, CB.
(By THefrraplU
21
«J. P. TUCKER. Supt
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 13th, sells
New York. .Liverpoo ....Sep
Etruria
NEW YORK. Sept. 13. 1895.—The following Servia
RICH Alt D T. RUNDLKTT. (Jen'l Mgr.
New York. .Liverpool.. .Sep 24 John Cadwallader, Hoboken for Waldoboro;
are to-day's closing quotations oi mmioir shocks:
Sep 24 Addie. Port Johnson for do; L M Thurlow, do
may 18
dOmos
New York.. Bremen
Havel
Col. Coai
Sep 25 for (Jardiner; Lizzie J Call. Port Liberty for
New York. .Antwerp
Westernland
3 V2
Hocking Coal.
New York. .S'tliampton..Sep 25 Augusta; George Gurney, Port Reading for
St
Louis
27
Homestake.
New York. Liverpool ..Sep 25 Block Island; Sarah Eaton, New York.
Germanic
9% Columbia ! '. ! New York. S'tliampton. Sep 26
Ontario
GEORG ETOWN, SC—Sid 13th, sell Ella Β
3
Sep 28 Kimball. Caswell, Boston.
Quicksilver
New York. London
Mobile
11)
28
no pKl
York..
Liverpool...
Sep
port nth, sell A Ueaton,
GLOUCESTER—111
New
"..
Camuania'
Mexican
Sep 28 for New Yo' k.
New York. Genoa
H YANNIS—Ar 13th, scli R Ε Glover, New
.New York.. Hamburg. ..Sep 28
liania.
York. Glasgow
...Sep 28 York for Rockland.
Gloucester Fieh Market.
Clrcassia "'..New
Liverpool. ..Oct
.Oct 2
York. Luerpool..
New York..
..New
NEW I.ONDON-Ar
sch Mary Λ RanT«»rnnle
Teutonic
κοκ THE WP.KK ENDING Sept. 1,1895.
to
Oct 2 dall, for Philadelphia. 12th,
York..
So'ampton.
New
New Vork
York
S?w
-,
One small lot of M-ickerel from Georges sold I ΐ™victoria- -New
York. S'tliampton..Oct 3
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 14th, sch R"P?r
5
ί»
London
..Oct
<1
m
ι
is
York..
Lizzie
:k!e
of
offered
for
Portland; ar 13tli barque
pi
at 25 out
Massachusetts'.New YorK- -Hamburg....Oct 5 Drury, Sawyer.Fortl&ud.
8ept7eod2\v
-New
k ialanu.
[ Carter, Dyer.
other small lot irom
vvjruw»·

STEAMERS.

STEAMS BS,

Chandler's Music Store 431
«odtf

j

Harpswell

♦

Steamboat

♦

Go.

ISeginning Sept. 16, 1S9Î», Steiinere will
Leave Portland Pier, Portland,
as

follow»:

LONG, CLIFF and CIIEBEAGUK
ISLANDS. HARPSWELL, BAILEY'S and
ORE'S ISLANDS. 0.30 a. m.. 4.00U. 111.
KETURN FOR PORTLAND. Leave ORR'S
ISLAND, 6.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m. Lv. HARPSWELL. calling at Intermediate landings, 6.35
Arrive Portland, 8.30 a. m.,
a. m.. 1.35 p. m.
For

3.30 p.

in.

SUNDAYS.
lor HARPSWELL and ill
termedlate landings. 10.00, a. hi., 2.00 p. m.
Return from Harpswell, 1.00 and 5.30 p. ni.
bav.
Daily excursions 22 miles down the
Rounc trip tickets, only 60c. Sundays, excursions to llarpswell 35c, other landings 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen'l Manager.
Lv.

PORTLAND

jeS2dtf

Holmes & Co.

61 Broadway, New York.
Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange. Receive Accounts and Deposits of Firms, Individuals, etc., and allow interest on dally balances.
Huy and Sell for cash or carry on margin at
lowest rate of interest on the New York. PhilaStock Exchanges
delphia, Boston and Cnicago etc.
Branch office
Stocks. Bonds, Grain, Cotton,
35 Congre»· St., Boston, Mas*.
eodl3t
septa

*■.'1

~=^"·

I

THE

■

PEE5S.

feoothmg syrup"
fans been uteri over Fifty Yeurs by million
oi mothers for their children while Teething, with perfect success. It soothes the
child, softens the guing. allays Pain, cure
Wind Colio, regulates the bowels, and is the
best remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
irom teething or other causes. For sale by
Drnggislgin e-very j.artof the woild.Beaure
ned aek for Sirs. "fflnslow's (soothing Syrup
!i5cts. a bottle.

SENSATIONAL CONSPIRACY.

"Mm Window's

Domiiiicus £. Hamlin Arrested Last

Kight.
JOHN HEEMSDEZ
SELF

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed

:

Castoria?,

BRIEF

JOTTINGS.

We learn that Capt. R. H. Emerson
has sold Outer Heron Island, the price

received being $10,000.
A gentleman just returned from New
York quotes the club nickname for the
It is
owner of the English challenger.

Dunracing."

"Lord

steam
handsome white
yacht
Harriet of Boston came into_the harbor
The

about δ o'clock yesterday.
The English
making
sparrows are
the coops in theJOaks for the
on
raids
grain that is furnishod the pigeons and
Wilmot street was
wheeling so near the edge of Union
wharf Saturday that he went overboard
man

Precipitates

who'lives

on

and got a good ducking. :
The men were at work strengthening
the draw on Portland bridge] Saturday,
and track laying has begun there. The
track on Pickett street, South Portland

man

"it will

been actively,searching for Dominicus E.
Hamlin, who resides on Stone street and Webster,"
is

a

member of the

firm

of

Emery &

word against that of
one of his friends said yeshis

be

as

terday.

of Mr.
The
connection
Edgar E.
Hamlin, well known grocers on Linooln
Rounds with the caso was wholly due to
street. Hamlin is a man 25 years old,
Hamlin
fact that in May last,
five feet, seven inches tall, has a very the
He borrowed $300 of him, givng him a bill of
light mustache and blonde hair.
wears gold-bowed spectacles. Hamlin has sale of the little store and fixtures, two
other
and
a wife and child,
who are now at his horses, a harness, wagons
wife's old home in Buxton. It was sup- property.
Saturday, Skillin, Hawkes &
and
posed also that Hamlin himself was Co>, attached the stock in the store,
of
took
Rounds
Mr.
delivery
but
tried
when
Nowcomb
yesterday
Officer
there,
of
Saturday to arrest him the bird had the personal property under his bill
Hamlin went to Buxton with a sale, and sent the horses over to the stable
flown.
team, and had it there when he found of Samuel D. Randall, for keeping.
that an officer was in town after him. Yesterday afternoon as has been statod,
to make
Newcomb
When Officer
inquired of Mr. Rounds went to Buxton
as
to his where- some further business arrangements in
Hamlin's wife's

people

pheasants.
A

Arthur C. Webster

abouts, he

was

told

that

he

had

been

there and gone.
It seems that Hamlin drove into

Portland during the night
Saturday, and
early Sunday morning he was- believed to
have slipped onto a Grand Trunk train,
either here or at some station near here.

SURRENDERS HIMSELF.

is nearly completed.
Last evening, Marshal Trickey, who
The tub race between'Ephraim Webster has been
keeping a large portion of his
and Frates did not materialize. Frates force on the lookout for Hamlin, and had
to
Webster rowed
didn't show up.
about reached the conclusion that he had
Jones landing from Custom House wharf
gone to Canada, received a telephone
in
οηη
hour and 40 minutes, winning
messago from Mr. Edgar E. Rounds,
the race.
thun in Buxton, that ho was on his way
The burglars who broke into Johnson's i« nnil fVinf Tlfn Tlomlin nrac T1T1 fVi Viim

view of tho fact that Hamlin was to

give

himself up.
Hamlin had been building a stable, and
it was supposed that he owned it, but
Saturday it was attached by the man
reoeived
hail
who built it, and who
nothing for his labor, and a second attachment was put on by the parties who
furnished tho lumber.
The case will be brought before Judge
Robinson Wednesday, although the state
not

be ready at that time to

may
its full case.
More of tho property alleged
been stolen by Wobster will be
uns

morning,

wiieu

jL>opuujf

produce
to

have

produced
uiwuiug

finds time to look for it. It is understood
that the information where it is located
that the
and
comes from
Hamlin,
plunder will inolude a large and costly
As Deputy Sterling put' it last
Bible.
seems to be
"The property

market on Milk street Thursday night The marshal was more than
delighted,
and took $26.23, have all^ been captured. and waited for the
coming of the muoh
13
11
to
Their ages range from
years. wanted man with some
degree of imThere are six ot them, whose names are
patience.
Edward Owen, Edward Flaherty, Walter
At 11.30 Mr. Rounds and Mr. Hamlin
O'Brien, Edward Burke, John Mulkern walked into the station, and Mr. Hamlin night:
scattered all oyer town."
and George J. Barnes.
"Do yon want me
said to tho Marshal :
The police believe that Hamlin is the
A bioyole party left the Preble yester- Marshal
was
alThe
Trickey?"
question
in quite an extensive conspiracy
principal
Massachufor
a
through
trip
morning
day
but he
most too much for the marshal,
for stealing and disposing of goods from
setts.
admitted that/he did want him, and that
one or two Commercial street stores.
The Columbia Club at Peaks Island he had
kept his men searching for him
The exposure of the conspiracy came
closed their cottage Saturday night and for hours.
Mr. Newcomb failed to find
and was immediately followed
entertained the Shell Club of Trefethen's him Saturday, because when he was in Saturday,
by the suicide of John
evening
Saturday
a
landing with supper.
As a
Buxton, Hamlin wasn't there.
the toeper of tho tobacco
Hernandez,
s
dewere
The Maine Grand Army 'body
matter of fact he was in this oity SaturHernandez
store on Commercial street.
lighted with the quarters assigned them day night, driving in from Buxton. He had
enough connection with the affair to
in the Wiessinger factory at Louisville. then met Mr. Rounds, with whom he had
be frightened into shooting himself.
They livod in style with all the comforts some talk in regard to business matters,
amount of
It is believod that the
of home.
and who advised him to surrender himis large. An estimate of between
property
There was quite a'snow flurry Satur- self to Marshal Triokey. At that time he
11000 and $2000 has been made, but a
day afternoon, and in the western part was not quite ready to take the advice
police officer who has been working the
The cold
of the city some hail fell.
given to him by Mr. Rounds, and Sunday case up,
win
thlnKs the iun amounï
has
been
very morning Mr. Rounds met him the second
weather coming suddenly
never be known.
The mercury indicated 38 early
trying.
time, and had a still further talk with
The exposure came through the arrest
Saturday.
him on business matters and again adof Arthur C. Webster, a
Mr. Augustus Dyer of Great Chebeague vised him not to compel the authorities Friday evening
of age, who
man nineteen years
young
that
a
catch
of^mackerel Saturday
Mr.
got
to make a long search for him.
Ira C. Stockwas formerly employed
by
netted him §100.
Hamlin then drove to Buxton to see his
bridge as an usher, and for other work.
Bark Celina cleared for1 Buenos Ayres
wife, and Mr. Rounds drove up there More recently he has been employed by
valued
of
lumber
a
with
cargo
Saturday
yesterday afternoon, had a talk with Mr. Joyce Bros. & Co., dealers in books and
at $3,725.
and Mrs. Hamlin
regarding business silverware at 176)^ Middle street.
While
Franklin
of
53
George Harris, aged 15,
matters, and then drove in with Hamlin,
with Mr. Stockbridge Webster had begun
street, tried to jump over a picket fence who surrendered himself to Marshal
his career of dishonesty ; and he was
in front^of Dr. Spaldings' Congress street
Trickey.
arrested for taking money from the box
residence and received an ugly wound in
After consultation with Judge Robin- office at Kotzschmar hall
On account of
the leg.irom a picket
son, who was sent for in the evening, the boy's mother the matter was dropped.
and who was at the station for some It is believed now that Mr Stockbridge's
PERSONAL.
i.ijut', jsiarsnai -i rji-htiv ubwucu uud tu losses wore considerable through Webster.
keep Hamlin at the station pending his
That, however, has nothing to do with
Annie M. Waldron, Cumberland preliminary examination, but to send the present case, in which Webstor beMiss
Webster
street, leaves Wednesday noon for, a four him at once to the jail, and he was sent came involved last February.
Beat Weliesley College.
down in charge of Deputy Sterling.
Floyd left for Richmond, Va., fore leaving the station, Marshal Triokey
yesterday to attend the convention of asked him if he wanted to make any
statements for publication, and he replied
cemetery superintendents
He was then given in
Capt. Conly, Corp. McCarthy and Pri- that he did not.
vate Coffey of Co. L, 1st Regiment, went charge of Deputy Sterling.
to Boston Saturday night to arrange for
He met Mr. Hawkes and Mr. Skillin a
few moments in the marshal's private
the company's trip to that city.
Mr. Harry Pease, the Preble Houso chef offioe before he was taken to the jail.

brother named Edward Webster,
who works for Skillin, Hawkes & Co.,
the Commercial street wholesalers. He is
trusted by his employers, and no one
seems to suspect him of complicity in his

who goes to the Falmouth, was present- Marshal Trickey did not make public
ed a handsome clock Saturday night by what passed between them, if anything.
the waiters.
It is understood from statements made
Chief Jackson entertained Chief Caldor by those who talked with Mr. Hamlin
of the
Brantford, Ont. flro department after the death of Hernandez, that he exand M. R. Holivan of the lire committee pressed his regret at the
tragical event,
on Saturday with an inspection of our and that in substance he claimed that he
trial of the fire boat and a did not know at any time where Webster
a
Are house
about town.
ride
Thoy were much got the goods he sold to him, and he in

& Co. 's store. Edward Webster informed
his employers that he had lost the key,
and they gave mm
another, without
changing the lock. Of Edward's honesty

years'

course

F.F.

has

with Seth and Gerrish Millibeu
the
among the passengers on board
delayed steamer Paris, due in Now York

York,

Friday.

could use. and the price was fixed at $10
box Hamlin then went to John Hernandez, and it is understood asked him
Herif he wanted to buy some tobacco.
"Are
nandez, is alleged to liav e said:

a

Today Mr.Georgo A. Thomas celebrates
The reply
his 76th birthday.
you getting ready to fail?"
The following are among the guests at made by Hamlin is not stated, but the
the Falmouth : CJ. Κ Wheeler and wife, idea that suoh was the case might have
ΙΛ I). Can- been left on the mind of Hernandez,
C. G. Wheeler Brooklyn :
field, Yonkers, N. Y. ; J. .T. Higgins, who, after that bought the tobacco when
C. Bell, H. Kedler, E. G.'Cusliing, New it was offered to him, commonly, and
York; C.O. Nason and wife, C. H. Deen perhaps almost always giving a cheok in
and wife, Moline, 111. ; Mrs. I. D. Chan- payment. It is understood that his check
Miss Chapman, Chicago; H. C. books will show that he paid In this way
man,
Robinson and wife, Washington, D. C. ; about Î 600, and it is said that a suit
his estate will be begun by
Jas. Nolan, Reading, Pa. ; Mrs. S. E. against
Ripley, Miss Ripley, W. Kleinson, E. P. Skillin, Hawkes & Co., to recover whatTate, Boston ; Mrs. S. R. Fox, Miss S. ever may be their due above the value of
D.
Lonio, Philadelphia; W. R. Eustis, the tobacco recovered by Marshal Trickey
It is
and Deputy Sterling Saturday.
Seattle: A. G. Sargent, Newton.
understood that the statements made by
Maine Central Employes Excursion.
Hernandez to the marshal and deputy

brother's performances.
several months ago,
One
Sunday,
C.
Webster stole from his
Arthur
brother's room a key to Skillin, Hawkos

they express no doubts, and are standing
by him in the trying position brought
about by his brother's dishonesty.
C.
Arthur
Webster, soon after his
arrest, made a confession to the officers,
in which he stated that he carried the

he

stabbing

served

α

term

in

jail

was
carried
with deliberation.
out
About 5 o'clock he called on hia friend,
Mr. Delavina, the Middle street cigar
dealer. Of his visit Mr. Delavina says:
"He callod on mo about five o'olock and

coming

to

proper
some

Portland,

way.
However,
reluctance
about
and was
finally

Merrow is the man
found under a bed.
who a few weoks ago sued L. C. Young
his
for alienating
wife's
affections.
During Merrow's brief residence in Lynn
he has gained considerable prominence in

claiming

to have been the viotim of a
sensational assault and robbery, and for
which four
men
were
subsequently

...

SPECIALTIES
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IS TO ASSIST YOU TO DO

I

Fire
ψ
Insurance

4

TTRACTIVE

Companies
EXCLUSIVELY

BY MAKING ORIGINAL TYPE
EFFECTS AND FURNISHING

wont out.
After he went I began to
think about it, and sent my son to Hernandez's storo to tell him to come up
immediately. Hernandez was not in and

ELECTROS

ζ

ι

There's one
of them !

piece
Thompson wrote Delavina
of paper and showed it to him when he
arrived. Hernandez soon after came into
my storo and I said, John what did you
mean when you said you wero going to
shoot yourself? and he said, Ί musti I
He said
must shooc myself tonight.'
on a

THE THURSTON PRINT

An

He

was

...

Incident in the Life of the Late Captain
Dennieon.

The late
one

He then went out
pose of my things?'
I am sorry I did
with tears in h is eyes.
not have him arrested then."
About 7.30 p. m. those in Mr. Hernandez's store heard two shots in rapid
succession. They ran up and found him

day,

Captain Wm.
in

E.

the presence of

a

Dennieon,
gentleman

of this city, drew from his safe a draft
It was
and showed it to the gentleman.
a draft for $20,000, drawn on a Brooklyn
Arm and dated just after the close of the
war.
ΑηΛΛί-ιΐίηη fn nankin

lying

"Dfinrnson's sfcnrv-

A SNEEZE

FALL CAPES.

he received from the United States government the sum of t20,000 in greenbacks
We are showing twenty or more
resting against the wall and blood
after the war
Medical aid at a southern port, just
pouring from the wound.
new
capes In all sorts of
was a man, styles of
summoned but Her- closed. It appears that there
was immediately
to suit all people and
It was a member of a Brooklyn firm who was cloths and colors
nandez was beyond reoovery.
and oash was
in
the
cotton
South,
buying
the
all Fall weather.
found that a ball had entered beneath
the only terms on which he could obtain
jaw went up through the roof of hie
idea to get a
Why isn't it a
Dennison
had
He
heard
it.
that
Captain
The remouth and reached the brain.
a
of style to
as
touch
prize new cape to give
double action, received this large amount
volver was a 38 calibre,
and asked
to
him
and
he
went
money,
the
same
the
one
or
last year's dress
and probably both shots entered
you are
him to let him have it, and that he
place. A pool of blood was beside him on
would give him in exchange a draft on wearing now?
the floor and he was unconscious, breathhis firm in Brooklyn. The Captain took
Can't get your new dress made now
in
this
remained
He
ing very heavily.
draft and handed over the
the
money.
His
he
and too early to buy a Winter garexpired.
condition until 9.50 when
When he reaohed New York he found the
body was taken to Rich's rooms in the
firm on whom the draft was made had ment.
ambulance.
gone to pieces, and the dratt was only a
Surprising, too, how useful a good
of
a
native
was
who
Spain,
Hernandez,
of waste paper.
picee
and
manudealer
and has been a cigar
weight cape is at all times of year.
The Captain was asked how he folt
city.
facturer for several years in this
Single Capes,
"
he heard of the failure. He replied
was very when
One of his brands, the "J. H.
he didn't think much about it at the
Double Capes,
well known. He left a letter to his friend
time. It came easy and went easy.
be
he
that
Golf Capes,
Mr. Ernesto Ponce, requesting
buried beside his wife, and that whatever
Tourists
THE TICKET AGENTS.
Capes.
he might hava be sent to his
■>..

a

—;»u

ν,οαΛ

i>«„

Pinkham

.

\

——

good
again and also to my
Ί will
daughter, shaking our hands.
leave a lettor for you and Pouce to dis-

—

·

Dow &

LOST $20,000.

bye to me

shot through the throat.

ΐ

.

.

PLACED IN

t\DVERTlSlNGl Solid
A

says, Ί am going to shoot myself, good
I said, 'Why, John, what do you
mean?' Ί am going to shoot myself, I
So he shook hands with me and
must.

does not necossarily Imply that the sneeser is on the verge of ïpneumonia ;
neither do cold waves in September

portend

an early winter
yet it is
always wise to avoid the flrst'and be

prepared

for the last. An outside
should baTyouf constant companion these chilly mornings and

wrap

good

evenings. Speaking of wraps, what
^'mistaken idea it is][that one mutt
wait until later in the season to pur"
chase
furs. The sooner you get a
the more ί comfort you'll get
cape
from^it. Then those^offered you now
made up
in the leisure mo.
of summetfand are more apt
to givejsatisfaction'ihan those turned
out with a (rush later on.
Monday
were

ments

we

have an

partment.

opening in

our

Cloak De-

Will you come?

Ladies' Fnrs.
French

property

edge,

Seal
extra

Capes, martin collar and
heavy lining, couldn't be

mother in Spain.
warmer or more handanything
A hint as to prices:—
They Enjoyed Their Outing in This City
Webster also took fiom Joyce Bros. &
some
for a great deal bigger price
Saturday.
articles.
They
Co., curtains and other
than we ask, $60,
$50„.$45,;$42.50,
but
have recovered $200 or $300 worth,
$33.50, $37.50, $25. 20.
about three hundred memSaturday,
I
considerable more has probably been
Seal Capes, long and full, without the
bers of the International Ticket Agents'
Handsome Golf Capes of through
taken and disposed of.
martin, $45, $35, $25, $20, $18, $15.
in
aassooiation came down from Boston
Hawkes
from
dark
and
taken
Skillan,
Of articles
and through wool mixtures,
Astrachan Capes, very long andfull not
to Bar
train on their
a
way
speoial
& Co., about $120Q worth have been reso expensive as the furs, but look alHarbor. On their arrival they were met medium colors with plaid and check
covered. A large amount, enough to load
most as well,'t$3S, $33, $22, $20.
CoL Boothby and Captain Coyle. The K<3/-»L··
by
store.
a jigger, was found at Hernandez
Monkey Fur Capes, seal collar, fancy linpatter gentleman tendered them a harbor
Some amounts were also found at the
ing $27.50, $20.
excursion on the handsome steamer Bay
.niu.
a
_j
»is
's
teams
&
Co.
stable where Joyce Bros.
State.
were kept, and at the Chestnut street
Coney Capes, $13150, $12.50, $10, $9.
The steamer went out to a point oppostable.
Two decided novelties in Tourist
site Portland Head Light.
During the

$8.50 and 10.00.

$14.00.

~

Ladies* Jackets.
One with velvet panel front
the other, Cheviot Reefer Jackets, $3.
)4/«V>^nrl nnlnnn
nwAnrrln/ΐ
of heavy plaid with Kersey Reefer Jackets, $8.98.
and all did justice to the repast provided, the highland wrap
Boucle Reefer Jackets, $8.98.
and the three hearty cheers that the ex- new hood and double-breasted front.
Ladies' Jackets, tight fitting, $7.50, $9.98,
Without strength or appetite, was my
for
the
the
wharf
cursionists gave on
$10.50, $iaS0,[$20.
condition last spring. Hood's SarsapaPortland Steam Packet company were
Mr. ^Harris and his assistants
passage
served an
appetizing lunch and the
mon

Capes.

and button ornamentation;

Much Run Down

rilla was recommended to me.
The first bottle
helped me. I

continued and

$9.00 and 10.00.

surely deserved.
After the delightful sail the Bay State
made fast to Franklin wharf, where a
lentltudo of horse cars were in waiting.
The Portland Horse Bailroad had out a

appetite
improved and string
my

handsome
of cars, drawn by as
teams of horses as the exoursionists ever
There was room enough for everysaw.
body, and the visitors had an excellent
opportunity to see the other side of Portland, that is the business and residential

that tired feelIng

me.

leit

Formerly m y
bande trembled
badly, but in
Hood's Sarsa-

parilla

side.
When they arrived at the Union station
a vestibule train was in readiness to receive them and to take them to Bar
Harbor.

I found

wonderful
nerve tonio. It is a grand medicine for
the blood and nerves." H. E. Squires,
East Leverett, Masa.
a

Hood's

Two

Sarsaparilla

Is the

15.—James Pope, a
of Whitneyville,
kuown resident
dropped dead yesterday. He was 83 years
old.
Walter Phelps was drowned this after-

by falling

from a log into the mill
pond. He was eighteen and came from
Boston a year ago.
His family is unknown here.
noon,

Prominently in the public eye today.

Two black single Capes, one Kersey
the other boucle, a little jet and braid
trimming to give a dressy effect.

$3.75,

easy to buy, easy to take,
easy In effect. 35 cents.

Monday
Forenoon,

$1.50 and $1.25 Flannelette and Print
i:u„

JJCIO

"! Λ·.'

;

/».·,>;·
$
II;:· ύ ,.'ι.

··'

V/'

line VM.W

styles

WrapCl 1 VM

MU«

to be sold for

iP.-

>j

'lf-'ji H.(

SwJpv.
d .i

1

89 Cents.

:i
.·.■

·■.'

None TO Be Sold Before 8 O'clock.

38 inches wide, 25c yard.
Twills, 46 inohes wide,.were 50a.
Monday 39o yard.
India Twills, 50 inches wide, [that were

India

Twills,

A

75c for 49o.
fine line of
ranging in

BROS,

Black

Novelty

Sait ings

price from 50o to $2.50 a

yard.
Serges and Cheviots for 50c, 75o, 87 l-2o,

Our line of Plaids in styles and'quality
oannot be equalled for the ptioe.
Plaids for 10c yard.

FUR SCARFS
AND BOAS.

Plaids forj25c yard.
Plaids for 50c, 62 l-2c, 75o

Bring

If you want to keep your neck warm
these cool Autumn mornings and eveit's

new

Many

a

good plan

to

investigate

ideas in fur neckwear.
furs in many

Plaids.

That

yard.

Boy

in here if you would like to have him as
as any other boy in
well dressed
town and not have his suit aost you
We
are selling the beet
a fortune.
Boy's School Suit in.the world foar
It's the White Store
$5.
Ask for it.

shapes,

School.Sult

Mink scarfs—good length—full dark
fur—$3.50 and 4.00.
Black thibet boas, 1 1 -2 yard long,

$4.50.
Brown
from real

opossum—hard fo tell them
marten,
$3.00, 3.50.

Water mink,
new

shapes,

White

Store,

different

qualities and
$1.00 to 2.50.

516

Congress

St.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
dit

MISS M. R. FIELD,

Teacher of Piano & Clavier,
PUPIL OF CARL· BAEHMAXN, BOSTON,
will resume lessons September 23d.
89 CABL1ÎTON STREETw
Osepl7d2w*

WM. M.

Book,

HARES,

Card

AND·—

JOB

PRINTER,

ρκηπκβ'

•7 t-S

RINES

and

98c,$1.25.

sepl6

'ι

reefers

Dress Goods.

Novelties in full ripple single capes
and other styles at many prices.

1

nuulliu

fp

•Ιι '·.

4.50,5.00.

good quality.

our

For

Cloth Jackets,
tight fitting, $23.

India

Three heavy double Capes, plain
and braid trimmed, good length and
sweep. You'll be surprised to see how

nings,

■f'.i

Kersey Jackets, silk lined, $21.

Astrachan

Machias, September

True Blood Purifier
rlllb
UUUU 5 faille

Sadden Deaths in Maclilas.

well

Only

When Morrow was arrested he said that

of goods in a
Merrow had

of our

bye.'

with the case serious enough to warrant
his arrest, and Deputy Hartnett brought
Merrow
him from Lynn on Saturday.
gave bail in $S00 and returned to Lynn
David
Murdock and
until wanted.
George E. Raymond are his bondsmen.
he always thought that Webster was a
commercial traveller and was disposing

One

man

.\!r.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

tor

in Bridgton.
Webster, in the confession which he
a

NEW

I

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

worked in Portland.

formerly

J. Berry,
the
present proprietor, he
recommended Webster as a good and reliable customer.
The police thought Morrow's connection

Winthrop. Septomber 15.—The Maine were of a nature to show that lie did at
Central tendered their employes a compli- least know that the tobacco he bought did
He claimed to
mentary excursion and banquet at Lake net come honestly and legally into the arrested and discharged.
Maranocook
Hundreds were possession of the parties with whom he have been in possession of considerable
today.
present with ladies from all over Maine. carried on his purchasing operations, and money, which faot was known to a few
A Portland caterer served a collation from whom he received the delivery of fellows, who accompanied him to Naliant
under a tent that accommodated twelve the goods, commonly in the night, and and there attempted to rob him. Merrow
has been employed
by the General
hundred. A Waterville band accompanied always at his back door.
If this paying for the stolen goods in Electrio company in Lynn, for which
the
party.

oncorn

a

turn sold to Hernandez, that at no time
pleased.
Mrs. Elizabeth Andrew Turner, elected did he go deeply into the business of key taken from his brother's room to the
presidentt of the Women's Relief Corps young Webster. The firm was formerly livery
at Louisville, was living in Portland at Emery & Hamlin, and it is understood
STABLE OF GEORGE B. MERROW.
the time of her husband's death and went that the first box of tobacco was bought
"■*·
He represents that
the
on Chestnut streot.
into
who
Boston
of
Mr.
to
millinery
Webster
hero
thought
iroin
Emery,
by
the boy got it at some place where he had Merrow—who by the way has a lecord—
business.
Mr. Emery died soon got a duplicate key made. From Merrovt
Fred Plaisted will give up his hotel boon at work.
to go into the .Samson theatrical compa- after, but the business was continued by also Webster used to obtain nightly a
From time to time Webster team which he used in carrying away the
Hamlin.
ny with Kennedy, the oarsman.
Mrs. Frank Carter, formerly of Port- brought tobacco to the store, until at last articles which ho took from the store.
land and Miss Margaret Milliken of New there was more offered than Hamlin When Merrow sold his stable to Charles
are

ο

Merrow has

less to be looked for. It is said that for a
made to the police, says
that ho sold
long time Webster was asked to make out
store
for over}' box of tobacco he sold to goods which he obtained from the
a bill
of Skillin, Hawkes & Co., to Dominicus
be
this
and
fact
will
Hamlin,
probably
E. Hamlin, and that Hamlin d isposed of
used by Hamlin in defence of himself.
considerable of the tobacco to John HerIt can be also said that Hamlin denies
nandez.
in the strongest terms that he was ever
The flight of Hamlin, the" suicide of
Co.,
&
of
store
Hawkes
in tho
Skillin,
Hernandez and Merrow's sojourn under
in the night, either alone or in company
the bed are suggestive commentaries on
with Arthur C. Webster, (hat he ever
the sustook any goods of any kind from their the confession of Webster and
of the police.
picions
knowledge
ho
had
or
that
any
store,
The
obtained the
whatever where Webster
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